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CIIAPTER

ONE

DIALECTICAL MATERIALISM:
THEMPHTLOSOPHY

The Purpose of

Philosophy The fact that philosophy made its
first appearance in veiy ancient
times-long before any of the natural sciences, physics,
chemistry, biology or geology-indicates that philosophy is
one of the most basic needs of man. But unlike many other
sciences its importance and place in the life of society are not
immediately obvious. Nevertheless, all our actions and sometimes our innermost thoughts are influenced by definite
philosophical views.
Think for a moment of the kinds of questions that we all
repeatedly come up against and have occasion to puzzle over

concerning the politics of particular countries,
-questions
parties or social groups, or questions about the
political
planets and stars, how they and the Earth and everything
on them came into being. The answers we give to these sorts
of questions depend largely on our general outlook on the
world and our actual understanding of the things going on
around us. Different people approach such questions differently, according to their n'orld outlook.
One's outlooh is the sum total of one's iieas on li,fe, on
the anrld as a rohole, and on particular phenomena and,
events in it.We are in need of a correct understanding of the
world more often than we realise. Lenin wrote: ". . . A
socialist requires a well-thought-out and consistent world

outlook, so that he may control the events and not the events
him."1
If one zttants to be more than a passive observer of life

ond an active fighter in the great battle to change the
uorld,, mte must understand that it is necessary to present
a di,sti.nct face of one's olon to the aorld, i.e., tahe a firm
stand. i.n life and haae lasti,ng conaictio;ns in the shape of
an adaanced, scientific uorld outlooh. And the philosophy
of Maixism'Leninism equips one with just such a world
outlook.

We need general ideas about the world not so that we
cair have only a passive acquaintance with the events occrrring in it but so that we can exert an active influence on
them. The builder of a new world needs knowledge to change
the course of life and transform it. But knowledge alone is
not enough. Chemistry can teach us how to make new materials, but it is indifferent to th.e way it serves pepple. For
example, American imperialists use chemistry to make
poisonous substances to-eliminate _crops in South Vietnam'
But one may say with certainty that people of democratic
convictions iould not act in this way. Here the imperialist
outlook of racialists, who think nothing of killing "natives",
is expressed. Science gives us knowledge, bu-t the- Marxist
world outlook is requiied to direct us to-use knowledge {or
the good of ordinaiy working people, Only by combining
knowledge. with a deep ideological Marxist conviction can
one acqulre a compllte wotld outlook, and only then
can the-latter begin-to play its tremendous role in one's
life.
Here is a striking story that proves the importance of
firm convictions. The Tatar poet Musa Jalil, a man of
Iegendary courage and hero of the Great Patriotic War of
ti*t-tg4S execuled by Hitler's hangmen, was kept for a
time in prison in Beriin. The man sharing- his cell .w?s a
Belgian f,artisan, Andr6 Timmermans, who became his best
friend and who preserved the last of Jalil's Poems to come
down to us. Tirimermans recalls that both were wary of
one another and did not trust each other at first. But when
people are close in their beliefs, Timmermans observ-es, they
tto irot need even so much as a sign in order to understand
each other, but do so by intuition.-"That was how I got the
r V. I. Lenin,

Collected Uorks, Vol. 8, p' 816'
6

feelinE that Talil was deeplv convinced that the Soviet Army
would"win, tf,at he was ari unshakeable patriot."
Yes, conviction is a great spiritual force! Convictiols-truly
constiiute the soul of iman.-That is why it is essential that
thev reach the deepest recesses of his heiLrt and mind. Lenin
criticised those wh^ose "convictions are v:JI often not more
seated than the tip of their ton-gues .deeply
- lii i,mBortance
of a itorld outlooL, therefore., co-nsists in
its oroai.dine the solid conaictions so necessary in the strugEle'to transiorm the arcrld and to liberate the uorhing people
'trii
noieriv and exbloitation, and it should not now be difhcult'to se6 what the putpose of philosophy is-it is to
orovide the basis for this world outlook.

"'Th;;;;-;r6iiosoptry" has its origin in two words of
phitei, ivt ictr means -.'19rrL, ald sophi'a,
u".i*t Griek,''"wisdom"
from

or "knowledge". Translated
love of wisdom, ^i.e,. tnowlmeans
"philosophy"
the Glgel
us
Jn.. ttt. <iuestion now arises: every science furnishes
is
also
science
any
that
said
be
but can it
*i?ti t

*friat *auns

""*tddge,
philosophy?

' It is'trle

that everv science provides knowledge, but it

ir l"o*liJse of a diffeient kind from philosophic knowledge'
Each scienie provides knowledge -only about a sp-ecial part
of iealitv: astronomy" aboul the heavenly bodies,
-Li"ioi"
"r*.tabout planis, animals and man, history about human
n-1tu.re
;;;i.ff. No sciince ii able to give us knowle4ge about all-the
and tlre world as a uhole. But, you may ask,-cannot
world as
;;i;"4 taken together give us knowledge of the
world
the
oj
knowledge
that
i.s
poiirt,
however,The
a whole?
as a whole is not the same thing as the mechanical sum ot
provided by the sdparate sciences. Philosophy,
tfr" t
""*i.age
;hti;-;6i;"yitig tlt. dati of. pariicular sciences, deals.with
bv individual
;;;;;"i-;";tiof;s thut can be solved neither.
does not
Science
together'
sciences
the
;.i.;;;; irot bv allnt.a,rndant",
"some
bourgeois
modern
as
it".olhy
iri'"r.. it
ohilosoohers claim.

''ifr"ti... *..t i"i.t,

biology and all other, sciences study
r"-"ircJ'outt1.rriu, 1u*s, i.e], laws followed by some'particular class'of natural phenomena. But philosophy.studies. the
most seneral laws' i.e', the laws that ate at the basts ot all
including human societv and
;i
;I;;;[;il;;

"ii"i.,

I

Ibid., Vol. 13, p.

72.

human thought. This is why it helps man to work out a
definite outlook on the worid around him. Philosophy, in
fact, forms the basis of this outlook.
The partisan characrer Blt.*t'Y, J.h^gn, do different-pe-o-

prri"Jlipry *;h$i3iu;J.A,u.'iiy'dl,,f3;

,r

of the meaning of life. What is happiness? It is plain to see
that the people living in the socialist countries and those
living in the capitalist countries understand life and happiness diffelently. In the bourgeois world, where everything
may usually be bought and sold for money, happiness

means-,

lbove all else, wealth, so that many see the meaning of
their life in the pursuit of wealth. This lies at the rool of
their narrow phildsophy of petty "happiness". As for the
man of socialist society, he rejects this philistine philosophyfor him the height of happiiress is to feel thaf he is jndispensable to his collective, his country, to people who are
building a new and progressive society through their own
toil. Marx wrote in one of the works of his youth: "Experience demonstrates that the happiest are those who make
most men happy."l Thus one may meet with two approaches
to the question of happiness, two outlooks-the bourgeois and
the proletarian. This is one example of the confrontation
of these two directly opposite and opposed ohilosophic positions.

Where a society is divided into hostile classes it is impossible for there to be a world outlook common to the whole
of that society. One class has one philosophy, the other class
has another. This is not difficult to understand if one considers that the position of the working people in such a society differs from that of the bourgeoisie, the exploiters.
Each class treats and understands the events of the world
in its own way; each has its own, different world outlook
and philosophy. There can be no "neutral" philosophy, no
philosophy which does not serve some definite class of society. From this we can draw the most important conclusion
that philosophy is always partisan in character, that is to
say, it always defends particular class interests. Philosophy
is never neutral in the struggle between the social classes
that is taking place throughout the world. And this was no

t
1929.

Marx/Engels, Gesamtausgabe,

l.

Abt., Bd. 1, 2. Halbband, Berlin,

less true of the philosophies of past ages. The philosophies
of both past and present all represent one or the other of the
.two trends-called Materi,alism and I de alism.
Mareriarism

anardearism

ff1:n*:,*ttit*,#*X*^r.:*;

should note that these words are not always used accurately. For instance, there are people who think that "idealism" got its name from the word "ideal" and that "an idealist" iJ therefore a person who selflessly serves some cause
or ideal. There also exists the widespread opinion that a
materialist is a man who takes good care of his private gains
and that materialism thus denotes total absorbtion in one's
private material interests. But these views do not represent
a correct and scientific understanding of either materialism
or idealism.
The idea that materialism means excessive concern for the
satisfaction of one's material interests is a vulgar distortion
of the true meaning of materialism that is commonly peddled
by anti-communists. But a century ago, in his book Ludaig
Feuerbach and the End, of Classi,cal German Philosophy,
Engels ridiculed the bourgeois who means by materialism
selfishness, gluttony, drunkenness, vanity, lust for and enjoyment of the pleasures of the flesh, avarice, miserliness, profitchasing, playing the stock exchange-in short, all those dirty
vices that comprise his private pleasures. As for idealism,
said Engels, the bourgeois regards this as meaning faith in
virtue and in a "better world"-which he is fond of shoutinE
about in front of others, and in which he himself begini
to believe when he has a hangoyer or after he goes bankrupt,
i.e., when he has to go through the inevitable consequenies
of his "materialist" excesses.
Anyone with an open mind can see for himself the great
importance that is attached in a socialist society to the
manufacture of material goods for the benefit of the people
living in it; but it is equally clear that the people of the
socialist countries believe' in the power of ideas and are
inspired by high ideals.
In order to understand the real meaning of the concepts
"materialism" and "idealism" one should'first consider [he
f.act that the phenomena of the world are of two kinds; material and spiritual. A stone, a piece of wood or a beam of
light are all material phenomena, while thoughts, feelings
and desires are spiritual phenomena.

con-

only the indiaidual human mi.nd, has real existence, Only

nected? Whictr is primary, which came-first-matter, being,
nature or spirit, riind, consciousness? Sometimes the quessbmewhat differently: is it spirit, mind that creates
tion is put
^and the whole univerie of nature, or matter, being
matter
that generates-spirit, mind? This is known as the fundamental Problem of PhilosoPhY.
Diffeient philosophers live different answers to the fundamental pr6blem df philosophy-some maintain that matter
is orimari and that ipirit, hihd has its origin in it. Such
phiiosoph6rs are called materialists, silce^they proceed from
ih. fu.l that matter provides the basis for everything that
exists. Others considei mind, spirit primary and matte-r-and
the world of nature secondary, a derivative of mind. Mind,
accordins to them. came before matter, so that nature is a
product 6f to*. spiritual force. Such philosophers are called
id,ealistsz they consider that ideas, thought, provide the basis
for all existiirg things. These ar,e the two camps into yficJt
the philosophjrs arJ divided-the camp of the materialists
and'the calmp of the idealists. And thlse-two camps.have
iought one a'nother throughout the entire history of philos-

ahen, he claimed,, a matimmed.iately percei.aes things, senses
them*sees them, hears tltem, touch,es them--do they exist.
U)hen one does not perceiae them, then things do not exist.
The zoorld, accordingly, exists only in the minil of the subiect,
i.e., only insofar as he perceiaes'it.
But both objective and subjective idealism have been
refuted bv science.
Philosophers, then, are di.ai.ded into materi,ali.sts and
idealists,-dependi,ng on the zony they solae the fundamental
problem of philosophy.
' Materiaiiits and idealists have always been locked in
mortal combat on all the basic questions of philosophy.
Consider, for example, their different attitudes to science,
Materialism takes tlie world as it is and hence always bases
itself on science. Science and materialism are allies. Idealism, on the other hand, misrepresents the world, and so
science is not only unable to lend it support but,- on the
contrary, demonsirates its total inconsistency. Moreover,
idealism frequently distorts and interprets essential findings
of science wrongly. Idealism and science cannot enter
into a true alliance, for idealism is.essentially hostile to

In what way are these two kinds of- phenomena-

oohv.

'Within the camp of idealism we must make a distinction
t'"t-..i obiectiae
ohiectiai idealism and subiectiae idealism. The
between
ohilosoohv of. obiectiae idealism was originated by the aniient Gre'ek philosopher Plato (427-317 B.C-).-In order to
idealism is so call-ed on: shou.ld
understand why objective
"objects
rarD-L
uuaL exist
Lrlr'rr5D that
are thilgs
general ars
In generar
tnat oD.lecls in
i" mrnd
mind ihat
il;
bear rn
'hisconsciousness,..and
of
ind"ependeni
man,
o"ttia.' of
il;;;et *hi.h his actioirs are directed. Materialism believes
that the world really exists, that material -things represent
obiective reality. But objective idealism claims that on-lV
and that the
iJiut -ut. ,rp ih" objectively existing..reality,
"obJectlv.ely-exrstlng
these
world of matter is generated by
ideas (thoush it is iot known uhere they exist!). The basic
his numerous followers,
ideas of PlJto have been repeated by
'the
most important of
philosopher' Hegel
i[;-G;;;"
them.

Sibiectiae idealists reason in another way. 4 prqning$
reoreslntative of subiective idealism was the English

.Ihe

subiectiae is,that
"t;;g6;
which exists in"a particulir, given mind or subject' Berke.ley.
d,enieil that the oiltside world, exists at all and belieaed' that
George Berkeiey (1684-1753)

l0

science.

Or consider the attitudes of philosophers to the problems
of human society. It is well known that an exploitiv-e society
consists of classes standing in opposition to one another. The
philosophical works of idealisti would appear at first sight
io be r-emote indeed from "the vanity of this world", from
the struseles of parties and classes. But this is in fact far
from trii. Theii books as a rule express the interests of
conservative and reactionary sections of society, and in this
wav serve as means of enslaving working people spiritually.
Plato "modern
iustified slavery. Hegel justified Prussian monarchy.
idealisls in the same way try to justify the
Many
obsoiete bourgeois system and some are dedicated anticommunists.

Philosoohical svstems also differ from one another in the
methods t-hey employ to study reality.
ihe melhod that is used to study
Dialectics
th-q Phenomena of rgJity is vianit Metaphysics

tallf important. The

word

"method", which comes from ihe Gieek, means- "a way t9
somethirig". The concept "method" thus denotes the approach
TI

and the means that arc used as aids in the study of the
woll_d and the acquisition of the knowledge needed to change
it. Much dep-ends on the method chosen.-Bacon, the Engliih
materialist philosopher of the 17th century, compared alorrect theory to a lantern which lights the path of the traveller.
And he likened the scientist who does not arm himself with
a correct method to a man who decides to travel at night
and finds himself forever groping for the road.
Every science has its own methods of studying reality.
The ch'emical composition of the remotest stars, Tor"instancL,
is studied by the method of spectral analysis. The so-called
method of random selection is often employed in sociology
and economics. Essentially, this consists ih the researih
worker studying thoroughly only some of the phenomena
under investigation, rather than all of them, but by this
means he derives general indices and data which provide
sufficientiy acclrrate information on the total body oI facts.
The method of random selection is therefore of invaluable
help to the research worker when it is either very difficult
or impossible to study the sum total of facts in a given
field.

As we see, particular methods of investigation are not
determined arbitrarily: they depend on the subject of study,
and every subject demands its own appropriate method.
What, then, is to be the general method for making

philosophical study of reality?

It

a

must, evidently, correspond

to the object, i.e., to the world around us as a whole. It
follows that it cannot be a method belonging to any of the
natural sciences, it must be a method belonging to philos-

orphy: a method involving a correct general approach to
nature, one which corresponds to nature. If nature is in
eternal motion, change and development, then the philosophical method of studying it must itself give expression
to the general idea of development. Materialist di.alectics,
worked out by Marx and Engels, is just such a method. It
forms and contains those general requirements that are absolutely essential to a correct approach to the study of the
phenomena of nature, of reality.
The dialectical method regards the phenomena of the world
as processes in constant motion, development and change.
The metaphysical method, on the other hand, treats the
world as something unchangeable, frozen, given once and
for all.

In

ancient times philosophers understood that the world
development and change.
lt was Eeraclitus (c. 540-480 B.C.), one of the outstanding
philosophers of ancient Greece, who said: "Al1 things flow-,
all things change." The world never stands still, it is forever
advancing. "One cannot enter the same river twice, for ever
new waters flow by," the philosopher wrote. He likened the
world to a river or stream, forever flowing. A remarkable
analogy! Just as water in a river never ceases to flow and
move on, so with the phenomena of nature. It is not accidental that the thoughts of Heraclitus were held in high
rcgard by the founders of Marxism-Leninism.
We have discussed one of the key aspects of the dialectical method-its inescapable requirement that the world
be treated as something in a state of perpetual motion and
development. And now let us turn our attention to the
second, no less basic feature of dialectics: it regards the
world as something that is united, connected, integrated,
and studies the connections between its component parts,
separating what is essential from what is noti what ii primary from what is secondary, subordinate or incidental.
In contrast to dialectics, metaphysics treats the connections
existing in the world in a simplified way: it regards them
as purely external and accidental in character. But with this
approach it is impossible to understand the essence of the
laws governing any phenonienon.
From the above we see that dialecti,cs is the science of
the general laas of ?noaement and deaelopment of nature,
i.ncluding the human rni.nd. and. human society, the science
of the general connections existi.ng betuteen all the
phenomena of the utorld. That is why it opposes
every kind of metaphysics.
The essence of dialectical mawhat rs
Dialectical Materialism? terialism consists in the fact that
was

in a constant state of motion,

in it

materiali,sm

and

di,a-

lectics are indi,ssolubly united. The philosophy of Marxism
is therefore called di.alecti,cal materi,alism. This means that
Marxist philosophy not only provides us with a correct
theory, it not only correctly interprets the'things that happen
in the world and understands them correctly, it also arms
us with the right method, the correct approach to the phenomcna of reality. Its theory and method comprise a united,
indissoluble whole.
l3

Unlike the other sciences, which study particular laws,
Marxi.st-Leninist philosophy studies the most general laas
that goaern all parts of reality-nature, society, the human
mind.. We shall discuss these laws in detail somewhat
later.
But it is not only the laws of reality that comprise thesubject of philosopliy. Philosophy also solves the question of
how to study these laws, how to perceive them.
So, Marii.st philosophy is thi science ol the most general
laas of deuelopment of nature, society and the \ruman mind,
and of the method,s of learning about th,e utorld and its
r ev olutionar y tr ans f or mation,

CIIAPfEft

TWO

THE EMERGENCE

AND

DEVELOPMENT

8f,,ffib}'-iT
Marxist philosophy has produced a veritable revolution
in science. In order to understand this one should remember
that Marxism, as Lenin repeatedly observed, did not emerge
away from the main highroad of world philosophic thought,
but-inherited all the best in preceding philosophy and
the positive achievements of the social sciences. Marxism fas the necessary outcome of the combined advance
of social life, the' natural sciences and philosophic
thought. Marxist philosophy yas. a .product of definite
soclo-economlc conditions, lnd also had certain natural
and philosophical prerequisiles.
The

socio-Economic

Conditions

peared on the stage or

Marxism emerged in the,lpj0s'
at a tlme wnen a new revOlUtlOn-

hi,tlll. fl?';t,-th'"Plifffitli,l',;

dated, of course, frbm earlier times, but by the eighteen forties

it had begun to come forward as a powerful

revolqtionary

force prepared to assert its rights, as could be seen from its

revolutionary activities at the time in Britain, France and
(lermany.
Thc great achievement of Marx (1818-1883) ald Elgels
(ltt20-1895) consisted in their armingthe proletariat with a
ircw revolutionary, socialist theory. Marxism, therefore, was
a rlirect product'of cgrtain sociai conditions: as capitalism
15

developed, the workers' revolutionary movement developed

with iT, but

for this a

revolutionary theory was a vital
put the

necessity. The conditions of man's life themselves
creation of Marxism on the order of the day.

rhe

Narurar-scientinc

Prerequisites

ffi:tillrif.tli,tf

also pointed to

thi

i6?l:Hi,"';

need for u

rr.*

world outlook. As science advanced, it found itself coming
into greater and greater conflict with the. me-taphysical 1d.u
that lhe world is, in all its essentials, fixed and unchangeable.
The concept of the world as an integrated whole had resupport f.rom'three great sci'enti,fic
ceived pariicularly strong
'great "f"giiih naturalist Charles Darwin
d.iscoairies. The
proved that tle speciei of animals and plants that we
had -see
have not alw-ays existed in their present form but
now
are the result of a very iong process of development. Further,
it had been discovered thal all animal and plant organisms
are made up of small cells in which the most- co-mplex.Prgcesses of lif-e take place. This discovery laid the basis for
a correct understaiding of organic development. The law
of the conservation and transformation of energy had been
also discovered. It was found that motion cannot appear
from nowhere, just as it cannot disappear without trace: it
was shown thatihe various kinds of mbtion are transformed
one into another, so that all matter is perpetually and
necessarily in motion. This was a great victory for the dialectical theory of development.
Scientific ptogrest-.ipecially- these three great discoveries of naturdl sc'ience, the law of the conservation and transformation of energy, the theory of the cellular structure of
beinss ani'barwin's theory of evolution-prepared
"isi"ii
naiural scienie for the victory of the new dialectical materialist view of the world which Marx and Engels worked out.
sources of Marxism'
Let us now consider the philosophical
-s::r,i,fti'T,i
rhe

ph,osophicar

Prerequisitca

;;';;"^

Hl' f:;,

il':T]

jhilosophical thinking.

Nineteenth-century German classicaf philoslphv.an{, .?!9Y.
all, the teachings of Hegel (1770-1830) and Feuerba^ch (1804LSi2), were th"e imme"diate theoretical sources of Marxist
philosophy.
' HeEdl developed a svstem of obiective idealism. He believed that an atsolute idea, a world spirit, formed the basis

of nature and society. This was a false, idealist

and' development of the world "spirit", his well-known
dialectics. Marx and Engels attached the utmost importance
to these latter ideas because they contained a rational kernel
which they were able to make use of. True, Hegel failed
to create a truly scientific method, for he thought that it
philosophical concepts- and categories,
was the world "ipirit", -of
dial-ectics rather than nature and
laws
th6
that followed
society: there were no dialectics of nature but only the dia'
lectici of concepts in the realm of "pure thought"' This w-as
idealistic dialeitics. But it containcd a rational core-the
theorv of development.
Ludwig Feueibach then produced-a, criticism of Hegel's
poinf of his philosophy was the idea
idealism.-The startins
-basis
of everything that exists. Nature
that nature was the
Eenerates man and his mind. The material world can
Ee the only basis for science too' Feuerbach said that
ohilosophv separated from nature remains empty and deirrived'of cofrtent. Materialism was at the very heart of
heuerbach's philosophy and Marx and Engels were able to
make use of it after-cohsiderably refashioning it.
What was substantiallv new in the ideas of Marx and
Engels, compared to all' previous philosophical systems?
comprise the
Sin"ce materialism and dialectics t-ogether
-does
philosophy
philosophy,
this
how
essence of Marxist
differ from the materialism- and dialectics of the past? By
answering this question we shall be able to, grasP what is
essentialf new about the materialism and dialectics of
Marxism, i.e., the principal content of Marxist philosophy.
Let us beEin with materialisrr.
Materiilism first emerged over three thousand years ago'
History has seen such o-utstanding materialists of the past
as Democritus (ancient Greece), Holbach-(France), Chernyshevskv (Russia) and manv others. Pre-Marxist materialism
had a'number bf limitatidns: in the first place, it was mechanical materialism, i.e., it tried to explain every phepom'
enon of nature bv means of the laws of'mechanics' Even
man was regarded as a machine by the pre-Marxist materialists. In tf,e second place, it was a metaphysical materialisz. Dialectics and the idea of development were-alien to it'
liurthermore, the materialists of the past sought to give a
t7

16

teaching,

but Hesel's philosophy nevertheless contained many thoughts
of Ereai valire. above'all his ideas about the constant motion

materialist interpretation to nature alone, interpreting the
phenomena of social life in an idealist way. They considered
ihat history developed solely for ideal reasons, i.e., from
causes of mental origin. They failed to see the material
sources of human progress. Another shortcoming of preMarxist materialism was its purely contemplative or passive
character. It followed that philosophers failed to understand
the part played by social practice. They observed the world,
inteipreted it, at'best, but could not see how to transform
it through revolutionary practice.
It sho-ula be clear t6 you now that Marxist philosophical
materialism differed completely from the materialism that
had existed before it, and which suffered from all the limitations and restrictions of its rnetaphysical approach. Marx
dialectical materialism, the -product
and Engels developed
-of contemporary
scientific and social
and suirming-up
progress.
-

T-he same is true of dialectics. Marx's dialectics is radically different from that of Hegels. -The point is that M-arx
and' Engels created materialisi dialectics, -as -distinguished
' from Hegel's ide.alist dialectics. They taught
that dialetics
rergns supreme rn nature itself. History Soes through dialectical dbvelopment too. Human thought studies and, as- it
were. photosriphs the dialectics of natural and social
d.r,.ioi*.rrt] Heeel has it all upside down: thought develops
all bv'itself. inci'ependentlv of, and despite, nature. Marx
was perfectly right'when he said that Hegel's dialecti-cs had
been^standirig oir its head, and had to be set on its feet in
order to ut c-orret the rational core that was hidden under
its mystical shell. Marxism put Hegel's dialectics on its feet.
But this means that Marxist dialeCtics is the direct opposite
of Hegel's dialectics.
"M| dialectic method," Marl wrote, "is-notonly differe,nt
from ihe Hegelian, but is its direct opposite. To Heg.el.the
life-process oi the human brain, i.e., the process of thin-king,
whiih, under the name of 'the Idea', he even transforms
into an independent subject, is the- demiurgus of the real
world, and the real world is only the external, p-heno-me11l
form of 'the Idea'. With me, on the contrary, the ideal is
nothins else than the material world reflected by the human
mind, ind translated into forms of thought."t

r K. Marx,

Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, p.
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what we have said. The unprecedente-d
Let us sum up
'materialism
and dialectic-s achieaed by
betu.teen
unity
Maixism is the most irnportant aspect of the reuolutionary
ubheaaal ahich it produced in philosophy. Marxist philosolthy differs radically from all preaious philosophical
tysie*s by its class nature. It is the philosobhy of a neu)

ieaolutioiary class-the Broletariaf. The proletariat differs
in every wiy from all preceding classes,-even progressive
ones, and its philosophy-is likewise fundamentally different
from all past-philosophies, including progressive ones. The appearince of Marxism also produced a complete
revolutioir- in prevailing ideas about history. Marx lnd
Engels were tlie first to provide a materialist interpretation
"mankind's history and developed a new philosophical
of
theorv of historv-historical materialism.
Mo'reover, Marx and Engels set philosophy a new tqsk:
to become an instrument for transforming the world. This,
indeed, is the essenti.al feature of Marxi,st philosophy-its
r ea

olutionar v c har

ac

ter.

Marxist fhilosophy demands conscious, actiae interaen- '.
tion in life' in oriri to change it, transform it. - This -was
expressed'by Marx in his famous words: "The philosophers
haie only interpreted the world in various ways; the point
is to change it."L
Its milit*ant, revolutionary character is the most important

thinE about Marxism.

It

is first of all a guide to action,

a

fight"ing weapon of the working class and all working people,

*"ho,

ir-.d with a revolutionary theory, -become- fearless

for the realisation of Marxist ideals, the ideals of
uil progr.ttive mankind. That is w-hY, with the emergelce
of Mai ism, history set mankind th6 vital task of uniting

fiEhters

Alarxi,st socialist tlieory zttith the proletarian moaement: of
uniting the spiri,tual, iheoretical ueapon oJ Marxi'sm and
the m"aterial'force, the proletariat, the people, tetho alone
can put thi.s aeapon to use.

(1870Development Vladimir Ilyich Lenin
"i-rir,l,.r,i'irri;;phy l,',r?,fii' };lJn"l? "t;#ull;
Lenin's

socialist theory to the workers' movemefit. This was,- -of
course, no easy job. The difficulty- of it was aggravated by
the fact that ;fftr the death of Marx and Engels the revi-

! Marx
rl0

and Engels, The German ldeology, Moscow, 1968,

p'

647'

sionists of a number of workers' parties in the West consigned the revolutionary spirit of Marxism to oblivion. But

Lenin again raised the.Marxist banner high and carried it

through many storms to victory.
Lenin not only defended Marxism but developed its main
tenets and ideas further in the new historical period-the
age of imperialism-in which he lived; to meet the changes
that had occurred in the life of society during this .new
epoch it was necessary to develop the main points of Marxism while retaining its central core-its revolutionary spiritin all its purity. Lenin accomplished this task brilliantly.
He created the great teaching af. Leninism, which is Marxism of the epoch of irnperialism and proletari.an reaolutians,
of the transiti,on from capitali,sm to socialism and' the building of communism
There can be no Marxism of the present day that does
not incorporate the great new advances introduced by Lenin.
For this feason all the various attempts of bourgeois philosophers and revisionists to separate Marxism from Leninism,
and to oppose one to the other, serve only one purposeto divert people's attention away from the most revolutionary theory of modern times. These attempts encounter the
criticism fhey deserve from Marxists.
Lenin's wjorh in the field of phitosophy constituted an
entire phase, an epoch, in the deaelopment of philosophical
thoughi. It covered the period from the late 19th century
to the present age.
WMt were Lenin's contributions to Marxist philosophy?
To besin with. Lenin made substantial contributions to the
theor/of dialectical materialism. Late in the 19th century
and 6arly in the 20th a number of fundamental discoveries
were mide by science (which we shall be discus,qing i-n
greater detail'in the next chapter), on the basis of which
Lenin was not only able to defeid Marxism successfully
from the attacks ol idealists but to develop further the most
important parts of Marxist philosophy, the theory of matter
and the th6ory of cognition,-so deepening our understanding
of the laws and categories of dialectics.
Lenin also contributed greatly to the development of
historical materialism, establishiirg the most essential theses
of Marxism in the new historical period of imperialism.
For example, he worked out a-new tdeory of socialist relolqtion whic\ was the lodestar of the working people of Russia

in their struggle to bring about the revolutionary transformation of their'country through socialist construction, and
remains the guide to action of the world working class and
its vanguard, the Communist and Workers' Parties.
Lenin enriched the Marxist teaching on tlte class struggle
by providing a definition of classes and developing the ideas
of Marx on the dictatorship of the proletariat-successfully
defending them from the attacks of revisionists and creating
a new tEeory of the socialist state based on his recognition
of the Soviets as a new form of the dictatorship of the proletariat. Lenin's was a great example of the creative approach
to theory. He produced unsurpassed models for the theoretical and practical solution of many of the cardinal problems
of socialist revolution and the building of a new society. As
a result, his ideas, plans and instructions continue to exert
an invaluable influence on all our day-to-day public, political
and economic life.
After Lenin Marxist philosophy was developed by his
comrades-in-arms and disciples and is still being developed
by outstanding workers of the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union and the fraternal Communist and Workers'
Parties. Their theoretical works and reports, and speeches
at Pa*y Congresses and C.C. plenums, constitute the development of Marxism-Leninism in the modern conditions
of struggle for communism.
Marxist theory' then' ,is con-

Nature
;fi',r;;;il-t;di;;
Tf,e creative

i:H:,# [;:il,H"f;r,1,.X;:?#

mould. Marxism-Leninism is incompatible with dogmatism
in any of its shapes and forms. Dogmatism tries to force
living phenomena-into dead patterns and in th! way-inhibits
creative initiative and revolutionary thought. But MarxismLeninism requires a creative approacll to reality.
Metaphysics, with its rejectio! of development _as such,
inevita6ly- leads to dogmatism. Dialectical materialism, on
the othei hand, regards the world as something in constant
motion, changing and developing, and therefore recognises
no "eternal",-"u-nchangeable" dogmas. It generates the true
spirit of creativity. Dialectics, as Lenin put it, is the revolutionary soul of Marxism, and it is so because it is creative
in character
Marxist dialectics is as incompatible with any manifestation of revisionism as of dogmatism. Revisionism results
2l

from anv attempt to "overhaul" the main tenets of MarxismLeninism. This makes relentless struggle against revisionism, dogmatism and sectarianism, against eYery kind of
deviatio"n from Marxism-Leninism, an essential condition
for the further strengthening of the unity of the international
movement and the consolidation of the socialist camp.

CIIAP'TEE TIIBEE

MATTER AND TiIE
OF TTS EXISTENCE
What Is Matter?

FORMS

Life, daily practice,

convinces

us that the world exists obiectively, independently of man, his mind, senses and desires.
Science hai confirmid this, too, by proving that the Earth
came into existence long before man or any other living
organism, i.e., that the *orld has always existed independenlly of them. That is why Lenin observed that any healthy
person who has never been an inmate of a lunatic as):lum,
br a pupil of the idealist philosophers, would never doubt
that the world exists objeitively. The objectivity of the

world, the fact that it exists outside, beyond and independent
of the mind, means that it is material (for there can be no
other meaning of this word).
It is our d.aily practical life, or producti,ue labour, that
conuinces us thai the uorld exi,sts obieuiaely, and is
material.
The recognition of the material nature of the world, of
its existence beyond and independent of our consciousness,
is the cornerstone of the theory of materialism, and the basis
of Lenin's contributions to the theory of matter.
We are surrounded bv an infinite numbtr of obr'ects and
phenomena. Stones and- trees, grains of sand and deserts,
ieas and oceans, the sun, starJ and planets, animals and
plants, etc., etc. We refer to all these- things by the single
word matter. Such words are called concepts.

Concepts can be more or less broad in their range of
reference. The concept "thing", for instance, is much wider

by matter some definite "material" from which a1l things
were supposedly made. Democritus, for example, considered

than the concept "table". Now, it is possible for there to
be extremely wide, or very general, concepts. If a concept
embraces ali objects and phenomena, from a grain of sand
to the human brain, then such a concept must be a very
general
one. The concept "matter" is such a , concept.
t'Matter" includes all other concepts such as "a thing"
or
"a flower", etc., and is therefore a very broad concept. It
differs from less general concepts in that it expresses the
essential and common qualities not of some single grouP
of things but of aU the [hings and concepts in the woildof everything that exists. Such very wide or geneial concepts
are the subjict of philosophy and are also called philosophical catbgories. fiIatter is one philosophical category.
What are the most general and essential properties and
qualities common to all things? To begin with all things
are material, i.e., they exist objectively, beyond and independently of man's mind. But this is not their only common
iroperty. They possess another important proper'ty. Whgn
we wash with warm water we feel a sensation of warmth.
When we look at the trees of a forest we see different
colours-the white colour of birch bark, the green colour
of leaves, and so on. Generalising, we can say that
everything that exi,sts i.nd.ependently of us possesses so?ne
quality or other uhich can affect our sense organs and evoke

atoms to be the ultimate basis of all matter.
In the 17th and 18th centuries, science believed that atoms

were indivisible, indestructible, and eternal. They were "the
ultimate building blocks of the universe", from which the
entire world was built. This view prevailed in the 19th
century, too. But at the end of the last century scientific
discovLries were made which threw doubt on the belief
that matter had any such "ultimate basis".
In the late 19th century it was firmly established that the
idea that the atom was indivisible was simply not true.
The atorn is divisible. The atom has been smashed, and
many obsolete ideas destroyed along with it.
O[her discoveries have been made which also demonstrate
the bankruptcy of the old notions of matter and its
properties. Scientists thought from the time of Newton that
the mass of a body, whether moving or not, remains constant,
unchangeable. Brit subsequent investigation has shown that
the mais of an electron does not remain constant, is not
unchangeable, but aaries according to its velocity. As Lenin
noted, a revolution has begun in the natural sciences.
Bourgeois idealist philosophers were quick to . take
advantige of these disioveries in natural science by interpreting them as follows: since the atom was- tlre- basis- of
inattei and it has been shown to be divisible and destructible,
then the very basis of matter itself, and hence of materialism, has coliapsed. They claimed that "matter has disap-

corresoondins sensations.
HaJirrg esiablished what the most general properties of
all thinss and ohenomena are we mav now define the

peared".
t

""matteri'. In his book Materiitlism and Empi.ri,ouiticism Lenin writes: o'Matter is a philosophical category
denoting the ob-iective reality which is given to man by his
sensations.... Matter is that which, acting upon our senseorgans, produces sensation; matter !9 the ob.iective reality
given
us in sensation, and so forth."t
" So, to
ntatter is si,mply eaerything a-round. us, eaerything th!,t
existi objectiaely-tlu uhole of' the aast exterrual material

Lenin convincingly refuted this claim. He -pointed^ out
that matter did noi alwavs take a substantial form. Light,
for eirample, is a non-substantial form of matter. Not.only
is the at6m material, but the electron and the other "elementary" particles discovered by modern physics are material, ioo. Ne* scientific discoveries do not indicate that
matter has disappeared in the least. They have ^ simply
brought to light riel kinds or forms of the existence of matter
of w[ich the materialism of the past had no idea.
In the late 19th and earlv 20th centuiies man acquired
much new knowledge. The bxistence - of el-ectrons, protons,
atomic nirclei, etc., was unknown before' So that the new
discoveries have entirely changed our ideas about the world
of nature, and our scientific picture of the structure of

concept

utorld.
One shortld bear in mind that matter is not to be identified

with rnere substance. "Matter"; translated from the Latin,
nigans, literally, "substahce". Some materialists have meant
t
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matter. At first, only the electron and the proton were
broug[t to light, but now over 30 such "elementary"
particles have been discovered. And who can doubt that
Every one of them is material when they make possible such
things as nuclear power stations!

Not only is the atom material, so i,s the electron and all
other elementary particles. Materialism has certainly not
been "refuted" bv science.
Thus, one shoittd be careful not to confuse the philosophi.cal concept of matter uith the natural-scientific lticture of
the uorld. Our ideas about the structure, state and properties
of, particular kinds of matter, and, as a consequence, our
natural-scientific picture of the world, are constantly changin.g as scientists aiquire ever deeper knowledge of the world
an-d its structure. New discoveries refute old knowledge and
ideas about the world, but they cannot refute the philosophical concept of matter, which relates not_ to the stru-cture of
the world-but to its objective existence. No matter how our
views of the world-picture change they can never constitute
proof of matter's diiappearance. To use Lenin's words, the
Iimit within which we have hitherto known matter disappears. The fact that the world is material, the ob.iective
ieality of matter is once more proved.
aU tnis is to say that one must draw a clear line of

distinction between-metaphysical materialism and dialectical
materialism. According to the former, matter is composed
of unchanEeable and lndestructible atoms' Dialectical materialism p"roceeds from the impossibility of reducing matter

to any 'tltimate building block"-the atom-or to any
"eternil" property. Matter does not possess ogly one
property but in iirfinite number of properties: various are
ihe-thiirss of the world and various are their properties.

This is ri,hat is confirmed time and again by the discoveries
giving birth.
of science. Lenin wrote: "IModern physics is'Whatever
new
materialism."
giving
birth
to
dialectical
It is
oartiJles have been or will be discovered this can never
iead to the refutation of materialism, since these very

particles are themselves material, they also exist objectively,
independentlv of man.
Bui whv ire idealists so keen to attack the concept of
matter? A bitter struggle of ideas is centred aro-und the
concept of matter. Tli-ii is because the co-ncept of. matter
is the^basis of materialism. One of the founders of subjective

idealism, the English lSth-century bishop George- Berkeley,
observing that al-l "impious schemes" have their foundation
in the t-heory of the absolute existence of matter, wrote:
"All their monstrous systems have so visible and necessary
a dependence on it that, when this, cornerstone is once
remo-ved, the whole fabric cannot choose but fall to the
ground. . .."1 Berkeley concludes that "all friends.-of knowlEdg., p.u.e, and reiigion have reason to wish" to refute
materialism.2
These words of Berkeley serve as a guide to the modern
idealist philosophers of thb bourgeois-West, who still. make
use of sich stalements in their st]uggle against materialism.
But their arAuments are shown to be inconsistent and are
disproved bv the advance of science, whose every discovery
oro'vides fresh confirmation of materialism and its teaching
ihat matter is eternal and indestructible.
has and always will exist
The idea that matter always
o'How can it be that matter has
often provokes the question:
alwayi existed? It must have had a beginning one day, must
have'appeared from somewhere?" There is nothing surprisins in ihis question. Everyone can see from his own experieice of lifd that everything has a beginning -and an end'
It seems then that matier to-o must once have had a beginninc. Hence the question: who created matter? Science
urrriu.rr, it has alwavs existed, throughout the whole of
time. What are the proofs of this vita-l conclusion? There
are very many facts wt ict prove it. Take, for instance, the
law of ih. corteruation of matter.
The sreat Russian scientisf M. V. Lomonosov came to
the conElusion that there is no body or element in nature
that can disappear, or could appeai from nowhere. Lomonosov formutitea tt is in the wel-l-known law of the conservation of matter. It follows from this law that nothing emerges
nothing ever disappe-ars without
i" ,ttrte from nothing,
"io,andthen
nature, matter, has always
is
this
if
iiace. But
."irt.al For if there was eYer a time when there was nothing
it tt. world, i.e., when there was no matter, then the matter
*o"ia have had nothing to emerge from. Since matter exists
ii-**i ,t*ays have Existed-c-ould nevel have appeared
1 Gcorse Berkelev, A Treatise Concerning the Principles
KnoroledgZ, Chicago, London, I920, p. 84.

2 Ibid., p. 86.
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Human

from nowhere:and always will exist.

It

is eternal and in-

destructible. It could nevei have been created: anything that
can be created can be destroyed! So matter never emerged,
it has always existed and always ,will exist. It is immortal.

Matter

rne -u-ni!r or
and Motion

H,i:J*j:,XXd1'f.liT:TJJffi:;

matter has existed for an infinite
time, but materialism is still unable to answer many important questions-for example, where did the first impulse to
motion come from? Let us imagine, it is argued, some
infinitelv remote period of time when there existed only
formless, unmoviig matter instead of the preserft-day
IJniverse, and that matter had been in this state -and position for an infinitely long time. But a moment then came
when matter moved'out oJ the position it had always been
in. Now, it is asked, if matter h-ad been standing-still u-ntil
that mciment, why did it suddenly start moving? Idealists
and churchmen answer that there were no internal causes
in matter itself to produce such a change, so- there must
have been some extdrnal, higher force outside of nature and
matter which awakened "dead" matter from its state of
eternal "sleep" and immobility.
But is *ult.t reallv in n6ed of a higher, outside force
to set it in motion? Could not motion, perhaps, come from
within matter itself?
just Plesented is based on the
The argument
"motion we have
means simply ihange of position, moveidea that
ment from one place to another. If a thing rem-ains- in one
place, then it is not moving. A stone, for example, does not
.hurrge its position untit someone picks it up -and throws it.
But ihis is" a very superficial, unicien-tific idea of motion'
Consider the stone lviirg still in one place' There is movement in the stone: the pirpetual movement"of the molecules,
that are known to exist in
atoms, electrons and prot-ons
^does
not stand still either, it moves
.,r.*ihirru. .A house
togelher i,ith th. Earth around the Sun. When we sit still,
ou"r blood continues to circulate and complex bodily processes go on undisturbed: new cells are generated, old. ones
die a#av. All this is motion too. Motion is thus not as simple
as is sometimes imagined.
People can see i stone lying-,-on the ground. before it .is
throwir, a motorcar standin! still before the driver starts it'
Su.t oLt.tvations provide the basis for the notion that
28

matter was in a state of immobility before "a supreme
power", a spirit, gave it its "first push".
Until about two hundred years ago science had studied
only oqe kind of motion-bodies changing their position in
space. It was therefore still possible to suppose at that time
that every body remains in a state of rest until some
external force pushes it out of it. This supposition was
applied to nature as a whole. But as physics, chemistry and
biology advanced, it became apparent that motion took
many and various forms.
Let us take heat. It was discovered that heat is the motion
of a tremendous number of molecules, those, say, of water.
Water becomes hot because of the movement of its molecules. But it is not mechanical movement, but something
more corrlplex. An electric current is produced by the movement of electrons. And a chemical reaction is movement,
the joining of ions, an even more complex process. A living
body, as we have mentioned before, is always in motion.

And human society is in constant motion. Social systems
change, people change. It cannot be asserted nowadays
that motion means simply the mechanical movement
of bodies in space. Such movement is but one kind of
motion.

We must now ask ourselves what motion means in its
most general, philosophic sense. First of all, we- must ask
what is the main or essential characteristic feature of. all
kinds of motion. Engels wrote that motion "comprehends
all changes and processes occurring in the universe, from
mere change of place right up to thinking"L.
Motion is any change in thi,ngs and phenomena, in the
zoorld, in m.a.tter, It is change in general.
We know from what we have just said that there are
different hinds of moti.on in nature. First, there is the movement in space of matter particles or bodies, i.e., the mechanical form of motion. Secondly, there are thermal and electrical processes, or physical forms of motion. Thirdly, there
are chemical reactions and combinations (the joining together
of ions)-the chemical form of motion. Fourthly, there are
the changes that take place in living bodies, the bi.ological
form of motion. Fifthly, there is the social form of motion.
the changes that occur in the life of society.
1 F. Engels, The Dialectics of Nature, Moscow, 1966, p. 69,

to

Now we can return to the question discussed above: could
been in a state of immobility, n-ever
-utt", ever have
Of course not. Even before there
changing?
-""i"n.-"L"er
living cells, there were. changes
*"r. ir.", animals "o. "ut y-material
bodies are made up ot
in matter. Indeed, since
constant motion, there
in
are
they
and
molecuies
uior* u"a
and
;;;; ."" rti". been even one absolutely immobi:le
electrons
and
molecules
atoms,
f.rozen body. Moreover if
t"".'"t*rri-.*it1.a, then there have always been chemical
reactions, ihemical motion, too.
So there neaer Toas a iirre ztthen matter exi'sted ai'thout
it *t y we say that motion is a -form of the
*otioi.-inut--nxatter,'
a form' of rna'tter's .be;ng'.Motion is an
;;;;;;;rr- ;i
property
oi matter or, as the philosophers say'
i.rseoarable ^of ^matler.
There is no matter without motion,
un ittributn
it can exist only in motion.
Does this mean that dialectical materialism denies that
there is anv state of rest? No, it does not' Rest exists in
to
;;;;..-B;i'it is relatiae rest.It is impossible forinthere
which
nature
of
phenomenonor
il";;; ttui. of matter
is so relative to
;h.[-it ,o *otior. If a body is at rest itrest
relative to a
at
r"*.ttii"S else. For instance, we -arp
not absolute
is
it
Bu!
it'
inside
are
,ut." we
;ilil-At
place
in our
taking
constantly
are
changes
,.ri,---ii"..
bodies.
""Th;

dialectical idea of rest differs -radically. from the
metaphvsical idea. Metapltysics mea?ts by-.rest the absence
of ill' motion It is to this understanding ot rest that
*il-i;
dialectical materialism is opposed'
exists)'
;;t i.tt trrut-it-aiiiiir" in nature (though.it
ln
inherent
is
but motion, change, development' Motion
is
There
it'
of.
proptrty
inseparable
*"tt.t as a basic"and
as
lrom'
motlon
got
its
matter
where
asking
in
sense
no
For
*rti.r,- *frich has" alwiys existed,,ias .a1ways, moved'
gave
flrst
who
asking
in
sense
no
also
is
this reason there
motion to matter since the former is inseparable trom the
latter, being one of the forms of its existence'
--W.;
hur.'dir.,rrt.a *oii*-at u fot* of the existence of
firi in what other forms does matter exist?

-uii.r.

Space and

rime

hfff',"Hjff:?",1ifXf;.,]:
certain

height-a
d.firr'iti sire, occupyirrg a certain definlte amount of
thing has three dimensions-width,-leng-th,

space'

Besides, all things are related to one another in some way
by virtue of their positions in space, i.e., they bear some
spatial relationship to one another: higher or lower, near
or far, to the right or to the left. It follows that everything

exists in space and cannot exist in any other way. There
is not and cannot be a single particle of matter that does
not reside in space, from the planets to the human brain,
to the atomic nucleus. But we know already that everything
in the world makes up what is usually callLd matter. H.rci
it follows that matter cannot exist in any other way than
in space. That is why space is defined as a form of the
existence of matter.
Everything in the world, as we have said before, is perpetually changing, moving, developing. But in what way do

A simple example will show us. Take
the photographs of our whole lifetime. They not only show
that the years leave their traces, but that all the changes
that take place in us do so over definite periods of time, little
by little, day by day.
Moreover, all things and processes in the world follow
one another in a definite order or sequencer duy follows
night, socialism follows capitalism, and communism socialism. One event takes place before another, subsequent
event. And all events last for a certa.in, definite length
of time. This ordering of events, and their duration,
can only take place in time; there is no other way. No
thin! or phenomenon in the rvorld can exist outside of
time.
So eaerything that happens in the anrld, happens in ti,me.
For this reason, time, too, is a form of the existence of matter,
Lenin wrote: "There is nothing in the world but matter in
motion, and matter in motion cannot move otherwise than
in space and time."l
All the things and phenomena of the world around us
exist in both time and space. Nothing can exist in space but
outside time. If a thing occupies some place in space, it
must do so either now, or |esterday, or at some other time.
Everything exists in both time and space..An ordinary railway time-table can convince you of this. A train is at a
definite place, at a definite time. It is not possible to separate
the location of the train from the time it is at that
these changes occur?

1
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location. Where? When?-the answers to these'two questions, the time of an event and its location in space, are
indissolubly linked.
-'
lo, ti*e and, space are inseparably linked. It is impossible
to tii. the one fiom the othei. Spaie does not exi,st zaithowt
ti.me, as ti.me d,oes not exist aithout space, And since matter
."irt'. i" space and time, space and time are as inseparable
from matter as from each other.
F;o; what has been said it should be clear that space and'
ti.ie exist obiectively. The world exists'outside.man, i'e',
it is obiective, and so the forms of its being or existence are
also objective.

Lenii attached great importance to the idea that space
u"a ii*. exist obiectively, because it is- djrectgl. against

iti.

r"U3ective-ideaiistic viLw of space

time, This view

-and
airi"it"from the ISth-centurv ELSlish philosopher, Hume
and the German philosopher Kant (who lived in the late

earty 19th cenfuries) according to both,of whom
time and spaie have no objective content. And modern
iJ.itittt trv'to falsifv some of the vital discoveries of modern
to revive
;;i;;;;. iri particulir those of physics, in order theory
of
the
examp.le,
itrir--r"L.il.tii,"-ia.itirtic view-ior
science,
of
20th-century
advances
key
the
relatiaitly, one of
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is
-- bent to this end.

N;i;n t.tii"ia

that space and time exist independently
tlrings. He though-t that space,was
material
and
of matter
something like an enormous box, or an endless room wrthout
things or
;"i[,- .iitit g or floor, into which one could .put
"put"
were,
it
as
was,
us
around
world
Th.
take ihem oit.
into this "box" or "room". From this Newton concluded that
geomet;;;;; l; absolute, i.e., independent of matter' The
ln all
same
the
are
supposed,
he
space,
of
properties
rical
'the 'view oT^ metaphysical materialism.
dir..tiorrJ. His was
Einstein's theory of relativity showed that there is noJid;;;;;ni"giiut., Newtonian space' The properties-of
soace chanse. t-hev are dependent on material thlngs' f or
dfcrease,s
littr".., it"was f6und tha[ the length of a bo{y
length
of
unit
absolute
no
is
There
increases.
as its speed
a train is-rushing.past
that
imagine
us
Let
th.
t"i".tt..
i;
'r'J"ii""-ptuifot* with a"velocity close to that of light'
W."tir""ja';rt";;i1y t,rppot. that the length of the platform
as measured by the engine driver and by someon.e ol tl"
platform would be the iame' But precise mathemattcal caL-

culation based on the theory of relativity shows that this is
not so. The engipe driver will find that the platform- has
decreased in size, while the person standing on the platform
will find that the moving train has decreased in size. And
this is not an optical illusion, but objective fact. Space is
relative.

The same can be said about time. As the speed of a material system increases, time in it slows d^oYl._fime also
slows dbwn in a very strong gravitational field. If a future

spaceman is put in a space orbit, the flow of time
ii the space*ai's ship will b-e much slower than on the Earth
he has ieft behind. To make this fact as graphic as possible,
it is often pointed that, on returning to-E-arth, such a sp?geman will 6e amazed to discover that his own son is older
than himself!
So Einstein's theory of relativity has proved that space
and time are not absolute in the Newtonian sense, because
they are not, as Newton thought, the same unchangeable
things throughout the whole of the lJniverse. But space-and
timi are abiolute in the philosophical sense: everything
in the world has spatial propertiei and exists in time, nothing has existence outside of-time and space. But space and
tirire are relative in the physical sense, for they depend
on the properties of moving matter. Matter, space and time
are orginiially bound togelher, and can in no way be separated
from one another.
- Modern
idealists try to distort the theory of relativity.
They say: since space ind time are relative they do not exist
objectivi:Iy, they^ are subjective categories. But this -argumdnt is false. The new discoveries have not proved that
the materialist interpretation of space and time is incorrect.
On the contrary, it is the earli6r metaphysical idea-s of
space and timeihat have been pr-oved w-ronq. As the.physicists out it. everv svstem of co-ordinates has its own time-a
relatfoe time. Brlt ihis time exists objectively. So does sPace.
rnnn*y *nd. the
or the \{orld

unity *lml #fttiu#L "#r'."i:
confirms this concirii;;. i;i;;;-

omers have discovered that some stars afe at distances of
thousands of millions of light years away from us. Such
distances are difficult to imagine. But astronomers say that
even they do not represent any kind of limif.
'at the night sky: it-is strewn with stars. The star
Look

system to which the Sun belirngs is called the Galaxy.
It comprises about 150 thousanil million stars. And theie
are many millions of such galaxies. Scientists are able to
study all this with the help of the most powerful modern
means of observation, enormous optical ani radiotelescopes.
But even they have not reached "ihe edge of the LJniveise"
yet.
The Uniuerse has no limit or boundary. no end in sbace.
Neither has it any end in timi; it hr; ;';".-h"J-, i'f5ei*
ning" and will never have an end. It follows frorn this Ihat
there is not and cannot be any noh-material "other;' world,
Indeed, if there is nothing but matter, then there can be
only o-ne universe,- a material one. Thus the various things
and phenomena. of the world possess one property th;t
unites them-their materialness. The world presen[s itself
as a unified entity. That is why Marxist philosophy teaches
that the world is'monist'ic, singie, unified.'It doeJ not follow
that only the Earth on which we live exists. The .great
Italian scientist G. Bruno (1548-1600) proved long ago"that
there are many worlds. Brit all of them are matEria"l. And
in this sense they together comprise one, single material
world. Moreover,'the "unity of tfre world ' *.irr that all
things, phenomena, processes are mutually linked together
so that they do not appear as a heap of disconnected objects
bulas a single, united, material system.
The problem of the unity of the world has occupied the
minds of philosophers throughout the entire history of
philosophy. Especially the minds of materialists: for ii the
world is based on matter they want to know what the nature
of matter is. Various ideas have been advanced bv
different philosophers as to the single material basis
uniting the world, but all have defended the view that all
things are but different forms of organisation of a single
substance, matter. A violin is made of wood, a statue of
stone, a man of muscle, bone, blood, etc. But all these
material . substances have their root and origin in a single
universal substance-matter.
There is no phenomenon in the world that is not the
result of the motion and development of matter. Matter is
everything, it reaches everywhere, there is and can be
nothing except moving, developing matter in its various
forms. It followS thaf there is- only one, material world.
That is why Engels asserted that the uni.ty of the aorld
04

in its materiali,ty. In other words, the uorid is
united because it is materi.al.
How has science and philosophical materialism proved
that the world is united on? comrion basis? Engels aniwered
this
by saying that the unity of the wo-rld is proved
-question
b-y^ the- long and difficult course of philosophical and- scientific advance. In ancient times, when people had no scientific
ideas about the Sun, the Moon, the^pldnets and the stars,
they thought that the "heavenly woild" was entirelv different from the earthly world. That was how the idei that
there were two worldi originated. But graduatif- * r.i""*
made progress, the veil of mystery was liftdd from the
."heavenly world" and it proved to'be as material as the
world we live in.
. - Copernicus. (1473-1543) was the first to deal a powerful
!!ow to religious and mystical conceptions of the Universe.
He advanced the idea that the Eartli was not the centre of
the Universe, but just an ordinary planet of our solar system,
so that the Earth could not be regarded as anv differeni
from "heaven", or "heaven" from-Earth and ihere was
nothing supernatural in the sky.
-Newton
The great scientist Isaac
proved in the lSth
century tbat the Earth, revolving around the Sun, follows
the same laws of mechanics as cdmpel the Moon to revolve
around the Earth-and the other planets around the Sun,
too. The law of universal gravitation proves that the Earth
and all celestial bodies, not only of our Galaxy but of all
constellations, are bound together, and thus tonstitute a
single, unified system-our world, the Universe.
Celestial bodies consist of the same elements as does the
Earth. The same common basic elements have been discovered in all other bodies of the LJniverse as on Earth.
The maih ingr_edient of meteorites, for example, which
come from the depths of space, is iron, i.e., an el6ment very
common on Earth. This is convincing proof that there ii
nothing immaterial and supernatural-aLout these "envoys
from heaven".
The world is material. It exists outside human consciousness and independently of it. But what ii consciousness?
This requires special analysis.
consists
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Consciousness

*1ir-'rr!.til.r irr.y' create
very important ability of man to become aware of, to perceive, tLe things in' the world surrounding him, and to
attain a conscioirs understanding of what is happening-in itMan possesses consciousness. Where has it come from?
One may say with confidence that there is no more com'

qubstion than this. The Russian - physiologist
once said: "The difficulty is that the brain has
to study itsdlf." Others have added that it is like a drowning
man trying to pull himself to safety by his own hair' While
Pavlov's ri*aik is true enough, in that it points to cert-ain
difficulties, the analogy is not a true one: it suggests that
it is futile to attemil to understand the nature of con-

plicated

i. P. Pavloi

while the history of science has slrown that desP.ite
the extreme complexity of the problem, it has been- possible
to unravel it. Tha path to truth was a tortuous- on-e, however'
From time imm6morial theie had existed the legend that
God created man from clav. But the clay remained a dead
statue until God breathed'the soul of man into it' Only
then did the first man begin to move, think, live. The source
of life and thought, relifion teaches, is the soul, the spirit.
The soul is "God's spark" in Man.

sciousness,

The body cannot exist, is dead, without the soul. The
soul, however, is said to get along perfectly well without
the body. It takes up residence'in it at birth and leaves it
after death. Belief in "life after death" has been the cornerstone of all religions, and is so even today.
Idealist conceptions about the nature of consciousness
have taken various forms but they all boil down to the
following: 1) the spiritual world, mind, consciousness, existed befort the material world came into existence; 2) the
spiritual can exist apart from matter, i.e., it does not depend
on it; and 3) the material is "perishable", destructible, but
the ideal, spirit, cons'ciousness, is eternal, indestrtrctible.
Materialism takes the directly opposite view to this, based
on the irrefutable and proven fact that consciousness (mind)
does not and cannot exist apart from matter. In the absence
of a sensing being, there can be no sensations; witho{rt a
man who desires, there can be no desires. The will of man,
his senses, desires, and all other manifestations of mind,
psyche, thought, cannot exist apart from man, outside him.
- Nature, matter, is known to have existed before either
man or consciousness came into being. Hence it is clear that
matter is primary and mind, thinking, secondary.
Nature exi,sted. not only before man but before any living
organism. It therefore exists independently of mind; it is
primary. And consciousness could not have existed prior to
nature. Consciousness is deriuatiae. This is the most important f.act confirming the materialist solution of the, biggest
of all the problems of philosophy. There is not and cannot
be consciousness without matter.
But can all kinds of matter think? A mere glance at the
world around us is enough to answer this: no, hot every
kind. A stone, for examplt, cannot think, nor the whole of
inanimate nature. Many living organisms possess no sign
of consciousness either.
Thinking is human thinking. Man can think because he
possesses a developed brain. The brain is the organ_ that
lhinks. The whole-vast realm of the mind-ideas, feelings,
will-is generated by the activity of the brain. It follows
that all ipiritual lif6 is based on material processes g-oing
on in the human brain. Modern scienc-e has shown that there
are no thinking organs other than the brain.
So, conscioisneis is not produced by all matter but-only
by hi,ghly organised matter in the shape of the human brain.

It

is unable to exi.st tttithout the brain, ahi.ch i.s its mnterial

carri.er. Psychic activity is founded on the material processes
going on in the human brain, or to be more precise, in the
outer cortex of the large cerebral hemispheres.
We have learned that nature, matter, existed when
there was no mind, .consciousness, which appeared later.
Man's mind is dipendent on his body and his nervous system.
We can state that the brain is the organ of thinking, that
thought is a functign of the brain. But this statement requires some qualification. One must note that'the brain is

not of itself the source or cause of thinking, of consciousn€ss,

but only' the organ of thought. Consciousness is not
determi,ned, by the brain as such. The brain by itself is

unable to generate a single idea. The source of our knowledge is the world around us and the processes going on in it.
The brain reflects these processes and as a result we acquire
knowledge. The brain does not generate this knowledge
itself, it is not the cause of it. It is simply the organ of
thinking. Thinking is a function of the brain. Thinking is
dependent on the brain in the sense that it is only with a
brain in evidence that any idea can emerge at all.
The Russian revolutionary writer A. I. Herzen once
wrote that to say that the soul could exist without, the body
was like saying that a black cat could leave the room but
Ieave its black colour behind. And everyone will agree that
that is impossible. The soul can no more exist without the
body than a swallow can fly without wings. When the body
is destroyed, consciousnes3 goes with it. This is convincing
proof that man has no special, immaterial soul. He has a
mind, consciousness, generated by a material organ, the
brain.
Dialectical materialism thus asserts, in full accordance
with the findings of science, that "one cannot separate the
thought from matter which thinks".l "Our consciousness
and thinking, holy'ever suprasensuous they may seem, are
the product of a material, bodily organ, the brain. . .. Mind
itself is merely the highest product of matter."2
Having understood this, we are now in a position to
understand in greater detail the nature of consciousness.

I K. Marx

and F. Engels, The Holy Family, Moscow, 1956, p.

2 K. Marx and F. Enfels, Selected Uorks,
Moscow, 1970, pp. 372-73.
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First let us ask the question: what are the thoughts,'ideaS,
that emerge in our brain?
A Thought Is
fakg anV idea, any- utterance:

;r['-dii;;;rReariry J.:,ltffi,n,1:,:ii:#:"r#*i:

this, his head does not contain sand but the thought or id6a
of it. In other words, our minds contain concipts of the
things and phenomena we encounter in the world. Every
thought consists of such concepts. For example, the thoughi:
aaf'
"lmperialism
is an enemy of mankind" is expressed - by
mea-ns of the concepts "imperialism" and "an'enemy o'f
mankind". Where db these^concepts come from? From'life,
from reality. Sand is yellow. Imperialism is mankind's
eqeTy. Things _exist obiectiuely and, zoe deriae our concepts
ol them from tkem. First comes the sand-my entire concept
of it is got from it. Concepts are consequehtly derivatit'e.
First comes reality, then its reflection-an idea of it. That
is why Lenin said that thoughts are copies, reflections,'
photographs of reality. Reality is reproduced, depicted,
photographed in the process of thinking.
\
One must keep in mind'the fact that an idea of a thihg
is not the thing itself but an image of it. This image is
not material in nature but ideal. It cannot be seen or
photographed, it exists only in the brain as an ideal copy
of reality.'with
Thoughts are not material and must not be
confused
their material basis, i.e., identified with it.
It was for this reason that Engels and Lenin criticised the
so-called vulga, materialists-pihilosophers who say that the
brain secretes ideas in the same way as, say, the liver secretes
bile. Ideas, they allege, ari the brain's secretion-the brain
producing thoughts irt the same way as the glands'of the
body produce substances essential to the body's physiological
activity. Philosophers who interpret thinking in this way
are called aulgar materialists. They are called so because
they interpret thinking in a crude, vulgar, shallow fashion.
Their interpretation is vulgar because in it consciousness is
identified with matter
The idealists try to use the impotence of the vulgar
materialists to discredit materialism altogether. Modern
bourgeois philosophers often claim that materialism recognises only the material and denies the existence of the
spiritual, consciousness, human will. In other words, they
identify the viewpoint of the vulgar materialists with the

Marxist-Leninist teaching. Nothing could be further from
the truth. Dialectical materialism has nothing in cornmon
with vulgar materialism. The way in which dialectical materialisrn"interprets the nature and significance of consciousthe idealists but against
ness is directed not only against
the vulgar materialists, too.
Lenin sharply criticised the vulgar materialists for identifying consciousness 'ivith matter. He pointed out that consciouJness is not material, but a copy, an image of reality.
But the brain does not, of course, reflect or photograph
reality in the way that an ordinary camera does. Th.
human mind transforms reality in the sense that it does
not contain the things and objects of reality themselves
but ideal images of thtm. Marx wrote that "the ideal ... is

nothing else than the material world reflected by the human
mind and translated into forms of thought".
In- our analysis -of the materialist
The social Nature
to - the fundamental
solution
of Consciousness
problem of philosophy we have
emphasised all along that science, particularlv physiology,
confirms the orimarv nature of matter and the derivative
nature of mind. But'having understood this, we do not yet
know enough to understand the nature of human consciousness and thousht.
. Pre-Marxiin materialists were aware that thinking involved the brain. They also knew that consciousness emerged
as a natural process, that there was nothing- supern-atural
about it. Thii was the great contribution of pre-Marxist
materialism. But Marxism went much further. It demonstrated that neither the origin nor the essence of the human
rnind could be explained by natural, biological factors alone.
Marxism indicated that the essence of consciousness can be
grasped only when its social nature is understood. This
ir.uir that the laws of human society, of the life of peoPle
in society, are of cardinal importance in determit!LS" the
upp.utur.. and growth of huriran consciousness. Without
hirinan society thEre is no human consciousne-ss,-no-thought.
This was the'radically new contribution made by Marxism

tothesolutionofthepioblemofhumanthought.
Consider now the- following very interesting facts;:We
have all heard of cases of c-hildreh who have been 'dis*
had been "brought up" by
covered in forests where thev
'dramatic
case of this kind
animals. Probably the most

occurred in India in 1920. The head of an orphanage, one
Mr. Singh, learned that some strange creatures were living
together with some wolves in their lair. The local populaooghosts",

tion said they were
but they turned out to be two
little girls. One was only eighteen months old and the other
about eight years old. They were taken away from the
wolves and put in the orphanage, where they were reared
along with the other children. But they were a great trouble
to their hosts. For though they were born of a woman, they
were perfect little animals, especially at first. Life among
animals had left its stamp not only on their behaviour but
also on the structure of their bodies. The vertical manner
of walking, an essential human feature, was unknown to
them. And they showed no signs of having any human consciousness and ability to think, nor any human feelings or
emotions. They lived a twilight existence. They slept during
the day and only displayed noticeable animation as darkness fell.
.---fir.-y.urs passed by. Then human features began to
appear, slowly, with great effort, but they came. The first
words were spoken. The first signs of human understanding
of what was happening around them were displayed. Their
first rudimentary concepts were formed. The "little animals"
were.turning into children. Unfortunately they died before
growrng up.

- Whal

do these facts tell us? In the first place they fell
us that the so-called theory of the natural biological origin
of consciousness is totally wrong. Pre-Marxian materialists
asserted that "Man is the child of Nature". There is an
element of truth in this assertion, inasmuch as it contradicts

idealist and theological claims that consciousness is of a
supernatural origin. But metaphysical materialilm, which
strlsses only the natural basis of human consciousness, - is
not quite right either. This is proven beyond a doubt by
the cise of the children rescued from the wolves: consciousness is not a simple product of nature i! the way that, say,
our hands, blood" eyes and hair are. For consciousness to
enTerge and, function, besides its natural bi,ologi,cal basis,
social conditions are requi,red-soci.al life'i.n a human enaironment, humaru socicty.
Human consciousness- is social in character. It cannot
emerse in isolation from human social life and activity,
from"human social contacts. It is not an isolated phenom-

enon even of any one individual human brain, let alone
of an individual soul. A child is only moulded as a human
being, as a personality, by living in a human community.

There is no human thought outsid.e the humnn community.
Thinking results from man's life in society, from the
contacts he has with other people in the course of work.
Work created, man, human soci,ety. Accordingly it created
man's brain, too-his consciousness. That ii why Marx
observed that consciousness has been a social prod,uct f.rom
its first appearance, and will remain so so long as human
beings exist. Consciousness is a product of man's life in
society. It is a social phenomenon. Man's mind and man
hiry.self established, themselaes and progressed under the
influence of soci.al laas.
Speech also first appeared in the
Minrl and Language..
period when human society, and
Speech

with it human consciousness,

in the process of producing
for tLeir-survival, people inevita6ly begart

arose. When working together

the

necessitieS

to feel the need to say something to one another. This netd,
Engels said, created its own organ: the undeveloped larynx
of the ape slowly but surely transformed itself, and the

organs of the mouth learned to utter one coherent sound
after another. In this way meaningful speech emerged, i.e.,
language, the means for th.e exchange of ideas, for commqnication,, and the materi.al shell of thought.
The unity of language and thought results from the
nature of consciousness itself. A thought becomes real
only when it takes the form of words. While it is in a
man's mind it is dead because unavailable to other people,
inaccessible. In Marx's words, language is the immediate
reality of thought. Thinking cannot take place other than
in a language, its material ooshell". Even when we do not
express our thoughts aloud but only think to ourselves,
our thoughts also take the form of words, language. Thanks
to language, thoughts are not only formed but conveyed to
other people. And with the aid of written language, they
are passed down from one generation to another. It is impossible to express an abstract idea, a thought, in any other
way than in words.
Hum.an consci.ousness is thus formed from early childhood
on the basis of uords, language. As a result, thought is
closely bound up with speech: in fact it is impossible to

separate human consciousness and thought from speech.
An indissoluble, organic unity betaeen laiguage and, tiought
is established, and this is a feature of man alone.
Engels stressed that the emergence of coherent speech

promoted the gradual transforrnation
ape into the human brain.

of the brain of

the

has..its origin- in
society, in social life. This fact
enables us to dispose of one of the most o'burning" issues
of modern science-the problem of so-called "thinking"
machines. The work performed by "intelligent" machines
is widely known. They do the most complex operations: they
translate from one language into another, pilot aeroplanes,
drive trains and even play chess. They also perform some
of the logical operations characteristic of the human brain.
They "guess" when it is necessaty to slow down a ttain,
"rernember" what operations they have already camied
out and so on. Here we have, as it were, human thought
in metallic dress.
But is it possible to make a machine to replace the
human brain entirely? No, it is not. Thinking cannot be
reduced only to certain automatic acts-thought is above
all else a social product, a product of human life in society.
And such life is, in principle, unavailable to a machine.
One cannot, of course, set any limit to the improvement
and perfection of cybernetic machines. It is quite possible
that in the future they will solve such logical problems
as will make them really seem to represent human logic in
metal dress. But.a machine will always be a mere assistant
to the human mind. Without man, any machine is o'dead
metal".
Why is the human brain immeasurably superior to any
machine? Because it is a product of social relations, as
is thought. And the brain's work is as complicated as. these
relations. No "electronic brain" will ever be able to "reproduce" the inner spiritual world of man, its creativity,
its flights of fancy, ifs dreams, the complex world of art,
or'man's ability to exercise his will.
A machine ian perform only those human functions that
are' of an automitic, machine-like character. Whatever
functions cybernetic machines may have in thg future,
however mirch they may replac! rnan,- they yill always
remain the servanti of man-to be used by society to help
Mind anrl

Machine

Consciousness
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solve its productional, educational and other tasks. The
machine is unable to think: it can only help man to think.
The job of cybernetics is to make man'i merital work easier.
The o.pponents.of.materialism s3l
Materialism and Man,s
** that
if materialism denies the
Sil;ir,;;'i w,,;iiil
soul, it must also deny such im-

qortant human qualities as faith, hope, passion and all
fine feeling in general, everything that is meant by man's
spiritual wealth. Some modern bourgeois neo-Thomists, for

instance, allege that materialism refuses to recognise spiritual
values because it recognises only material values. Is this
really the case? Of course not! It is a slander against
materialism. Marxism denies that man has any special,
immaterial 'osoul". But it obviously cannot deny that man's
inner, spiritual world exists. Neither does materialism deny
that the human spirit is infinitely rich.
The point is that Marxists reject the mystical, religious
concept of the soul. But it by no means follows that we
reject the concept of the soul a3 such. Moreover, we are
proud of the fact that the revolutionary enthusiasm of
Communists, which has more than once aroused the admiration of the world, is one of the most clear manifestations
of the power and beauty of the human spirit! That is why
we describe, for example, that great son of Spain, Grimau,
a Communist who was executed by the fascists, as "a man
with the soul of a giant".
We have now dealt with some of the main ideas of
dialectical materialism. But for their deeper understanding
we must know more about Marxist materialist dialectics.
We shall therefore now study the laws and categories

of

dialectics.

CHAPTEE I.I\rE

THE BASIC LAWS AND
CATEGORIES OF DIALECTTCS
What

h a Law?

A law is a certain kind of con-

nection or relation between the

objects and phenomena of the world.
In order [o understand what sort

of connection is meant,
consider the following example. If one throws a stone up
into the air, it will always fall to the ground. The same
thing will happen to an arrow or any other object shot into
the iir. For definite reasons there is a constant, unbreakable
connection between the Earth's gravitational field and an
obiect thrown up, a connection that is not temporary or
aciidental. Therifore we are not considering here a phenomenon that may happen or may not happen, but one which
it cannot help happening. A
is certain to haBpen-because
-in
the air is sure to come back to Earth
thing thrown up
because of the pull of the Earth's gravitation. This happen_s
with strict regu-larity, infallibly. When we come across such
phenomena in our practical life we say that they_ represent
iome regular, essintial, basic connection or relation between things. In other words, a lau is a relationshi'p be-

tueen mutually connected, things and phenomena -that is
not accidental, external, passing or ci,rcumstantial, but -one
ahich stems from their iiner nature. A law does not reflect
all the connections between phenomena, but only the most
basic, essential ones.
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This does not exhaust the definition of a law, however.
You will know the saying: "A law has no exceptions.,' This
is the whole point ab_out a law-it applies to ^all the pheqoqena gf a given class, not iust to iome of them alone.
Archimedes' Law, for example, applies to any bodv placed
in any liquid. In other wor:ds,'tht-connectiori e"pi.riea in
Archimedes' Law (that between a body's capaciiv and its
resistanc-e) is universal in character. Engels observed: ,,The
Iorm of universality in nature is lauj'r A lau giaes us
.knowled.ge of uhat is most deeB and. general in naiwe.
. Since things and ph-enomena-exist o'bjectively the connections between them also exist objectively, thai is, the laws
they follow exist objectively. H=ence, ihe most'imOoitini
thi.ng about-any laa is its objectiaity.It follows that neither
the laws of nature nor those of society depend on human
will and consciousness, and this is prou.i bv evervdav
human practice. The laws of nature wire in op6ration ion!
before human society came into existence. Hiuman beinei
-;;";

lppeared on Earth' only .o*pu.uiirr.tt ;;;;;Ay.
the laws thirt our planet'followi as it moves around the
Sun have existed as long as the planet itself. The same goes
for the other laws of nature.
The laws of social development are also objective in
character. Pe.ople can neither invent nor eliminate" laws, nor
alter them'arbitrarilv.
Idealist philosophers hold different views. Thev denv
the objective character of laws. The German philosophei
Kant claimed that there were no laws of nature. fle ass&ied
that everything is in a state of chaos, and that it is only
man's mind that introduces order and reEularitv into nature.
But for man himself there can be no liws ai all. Modern
bourgeois philosophers repeat this idea in a hundred dif-

ferent ways. But is it a correct idea?
The primev-al _savage had no idea that regular laws of
nature existed.,He never eyen looked for them. It was
only later, wheq people learned from their practical life of
the existence of, regular connections betwein things, that
they began to look for such connections and to discover
them in reality. We conclude from this that the idea that
laws are subjective in origin is a non-scientific view which
contradicts the evidence of practice. Practice testifies to the
1 F. Engels, Dialectics of Nature, Moscow, 1g66, p.
284.
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objective character of the laws both of nature and society.
A lau expresses a general, essential, objective and. relatively permanent connection betaeen phenomena and. things

"'tr$'n;'!:'r!!^i^" deny the existence of taws? Because
they support"the dominant exploiting classes, who have an
interest in distorting the truth. It is not to the imperialists'
advantage, for exarnple, to let the masses know the. truth
about the laws of the inevitable demise of capitalism. That
is why they fear science in general.
sometimes hears it argued
One
rcoDlc Act rn Accofdance
..
that
slnce
the laws oI nature and
witli Lawe
i:fl,

'l'fu? n111,.tt,Ji
J'f
",i:fis also unscientific.
in the face of them. But this view
Moreover, it can only harm people, since it inevitably kills all
their initiative and desire to improve' their lot. It is not
difficult to see why this "theory", which in effect preaches
passivity, inertness, and denies the usefulness of any kind
of revolutionary struggle, is very favourable to the exploiting
classes. It undermines the working people's faith in their own
power. That is why the idea that the working people are
"powerless" to win their freedom is supported in every way

impossible

to change,h.*:

"f

helpless

and propagated in the capitalist countries.

The experience of many centuries shows that people are
not helpless beforo the forces of nature. They have constantly triumphed in the battle against nature. Man has
long since subordinated the power of water to his will and
made it work for him. The power of the wind was long
ago utilised in windmills and in sailing boats. And steam,

electricity and nuclear energy have all been harnessed by
man. Man has thus shown himself to be far from helpless,
for he is capable of consciously influencing nature, winning
victories over it, using it in his own interests. Man is not
the plaything of nature's laws. He himself governs nature.
He does not control it arbitrarily, but by making skilful
use of natural laws in his activities.
Thus, the objectiue character of the laus of the aorld,
does not preclude n?,an's actiae interaenti\n in it. On the
contrary, m"an actiaely transforms both nature arud. his oan
society. But in order to reach a desired, goal it is necessary
to act in accordance ui.th objectiae laas. He zptho tri.es to
go agai,nst them i,neai,tably meets aith fai,lure
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The entire history of science and fechnology is graphic
of the wly peopli *uk.-rr.-of th? h*? Ih;;
discover in the course of their practical work. Nowadavs
the scientific theory of Marxism-Leninism has be.oml 'a
powerful force that is helping hundreds of millions of
peoplg all over the globe to refashion the old world along
t-estimony

new lines.

An arbitrary approach to any of the phenomena of human
not guided by reality but based on
the beli,ef that it _is not objectiue iaus and.objecti,ue economic conditions that play the decisiae rale in soiial deaelopment but the aill of man, i.s termed aoluntari,sm. The actions
of .Mao_ Ts_e-tungis group are typical exarnples of voluntarism. Without considering the ofiective sourie of historical
a-dvance and paying no he-ed to tiie regular laws of hisiory,
they--want to-turn_ttre wheel of history back. The propagatois
of "Mao's thought" belong to those who refuie io" take
regular laws, causes and economic conditions into account,
but suppose that in order to achieve any goal the mere wili
of "tha great helmsman-'' is sufficien"t-his resolution,
his all-conquering persistence. But this is the road of
adventurism, a "Left" deviation, not a scientific apso-ciety,_.qn gpproagh

proach.

The laws determining the most fundamental connections
all the things and phenomena of nature and society,
including consciousness, are of particular importance. Suih
laws are called general laws and it is these- laws that are
studied by Marxist dialectics. They are the law of the
transition from quantity to quality, the law of the unity
a,nd conflict of opposites, and the law of the negation of

between

the negation.

I say that this object in front of me is a pencil?
have in front of me a thin lead stick worked into
wood which I can use for writing and drawing-these are its
chief properties and make it what it is, i.e., they define its
Why do

Because

I

quality.

The quality of a thing is the su,m total of all those essential features uthich mahe it possible to d.efine its inner
nature.
But things and phenomena are characterised not only by
their qualitatite aspects but by their quantitative aspects;
too. We not only want to know about the qualities of things
(i.e., what they are like); we also want to know how big
they are, how many there are of them, and all their other
quantitative attributes. For the phenomena of nature possess
quantitative "definiteness" just as much as qualitative definiteness. Every house or flat has its own definite floor space
expressed as a definite number of sguare feet or yards.
Every chemical element has its own particular atomic
weight, each atom its own specific number of electrons,
etc., etc.

The quantitative characteristics of things and phenomena
are many and various and are expressed in a variety of
ways. For example, if you want to know how many machines
are at work on the building site of the Aswan Dam at any
time, the figure can be given as a simple number-3, 4, 10,
or whatever. But if you want to know how much rice or
how many peanuts were produced this year as against last
year, the figure will be given as a percentage, in tons or as
some other indicator.
Quanti.ty characteri.ses thi,ngs and phenomena by their
number, size, aolume, etc.

The Law
of the Transformation
of Quantitative Changes
into Qualitative Changes

It is sufficient to look at the
world
around to realise that any
Measure
thing-a table, an inkstand, a
tree, a man, or any object whatever-possesses certain
features, aspects, descri.pti.ae marhs, which define it, express
Quality, Quantity and

its most important characteristics, its essence.

Now we know that when the quality of a thing changes,
the thing itself changes. But in order to understand what

now follows, we must ask ourselves the question: do changes
in quantity also bring about changes in the thing itself?
Let us consider this question.
People who witneised the damming of the Nile at Aswan
might-tell the story thus: first a batch of rock was thrown
into the riverbed. There was no dam as yel. And there was
still no dam after the second and the third batches. But
a moment came when the number of rocks that had been
thrown into the river was such that they began to have
a radical effect on the flow of the water. A few more rocks
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and the river was dammed.
separate rocks.

A

dam had been

built

from

Let us think about what happened here. While the quantitative changes were taking place within certain limits
they did not seem to result in the formation of a new
quality (in this case, the dam). But as soon as they reached
a certain, definite quantitative limit, or meastffe, the changes
began to produce visible qualitatiae effects.
philosoohical categoryr
philosophical
vvna[ is
measure, as a pnuosopntcal
What
rs measure.
ca
category?
All tnlngs
Au
things
and phenomena possess certain qualities to which correspond

more or less definite quantities. Every different atom posa different but fixed number of electrons corresponding to its quality. The hydrogen atom has one electron, the
oxygen atom eight electrons, nitrogen seven and uranium
ninety-two. There is measure in everything. "Everything
sesses

has a

limit."

is the mutual correspondence, the conformity,
the unity ol the quali.tatiue and quantitatiae qspects ol
things. Hence every object has measure, for its qualities
necessarily have definite quantities corresponding to them.
This conformity, this correspondence, this measure, cannot
be violated without a thing ceasing to be what it is. The
qualities of a thing cannot exist in unity with any arbitrary
quantities, nor, vice versa, quantities with arbitrary qualities. Quantity and quality always conform to one another
as long as they are within the limits of measure.
A vital conclusion follows from this: when quantitative
changes are taking place in things, they do not affect qualityonly-for a certai.i lime, uithin certain limi,,ts, the lim,its of
?neasure. Within these limits a thing will appear to be
unaffected by quantitative changes, as if it failed to notice
them. But then, as soon as measure is violated, quantitative
changes are reflected in the qualitative state of the thing.
into quality.
Quantity is then transformed'we
can see from the example of
Measure

The

Transformation

of euantity into euality

the dam that quantitative changes

ibly, sraduauy, and d" #it" J.n-":r'ilil'1:t'i,lTxf,:'",!i;
qualitative nature of a thing. But there comes a moment
when quantitative changes, having accumulated, lead to
changes in a thing's quality.
Everyone has watched a kettle of water as it is being
boiled. At first, the water merely becomes warm. Then the
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temperature rises to 50, 00, 70 degrees Centigrade. But
the water remains water. True, som6 chanEes aie alreadv
in evidence. But not such as to make the- water lose itls
essential quality as water, so that it ceases to be water.
The process continues in this way up to 99 degrees. But
then as the water's temperature risls tfirough onl/one more
degree, the-rvater beglns to boil violentl! and'it changes
into steam. The accumulated guantitative changes ,o* .esirlt
in the formation of a new quility. The water bicomes steam.
.'fhe .essence of the laa'of ihe transformation of quantitatiae changes into qualitatiae changes consists in the fact
that small, at first imltercebtible, sualitatiae chanees.' by
gradual accumulation, iead at somi stage to radicil fiua[i.tatiae changes, inaoluing the disapproianre of otd, quali.ties- and tlte .emergence of nea onis-uh,ich bring about,
in their turn, further quantitatiae changes.
But how does the transformation o-f quantitative changes
into. qualitative ones occur? Recall again the process -of
boiling, whgg water is suddenly and- rapidly tiansformed
into steam. Think also of how, when yori scramble an egg,
thc mixture in your -consider
pan solidifres suddenly, rapidly, al-"o!i
instantaneously.- Or
what happens ir a' rocket
gradually increases its _velocity. At sbme point, when it
is travelling at about five miies per secorid, the rocket
will "escape" from the Earth and b-ecome a satellite, unahle
to- return.unless its speed is lowered again. As a consequence
of quantitative changes essential changes of a qualitative
nature occur, and occur at a certain moment. Thii moment
of transformation to a new quality is called a leap.
Both in nature and in society ii is always a leip that
brings about new qualities. This'was how inanimate hature
produced animate nature. The entire evolution of the animal
world, the transformation of animals from one species to
another, also occurred by a succession of leaps. Suih transfo-rmations, or leaps, take place in human society, too.
The transition froir the piimitive communal ryr[.- to
slavery, from slavery to feudalism, and from capitalism to
socialism has always occurred by means of leaps-or sudden
interruptions of the process of gradual evolution.
So the answer to the question of how a quantitative
changc is transformed irito a qualitative one is: by
-inmeans
of- a leap; and the transformation cannot occur
aly
othcr way.

5l

It is clear from what we have
above that the development
said
of Development
or evolution of any thing or
phenomenon goes through two stages, taking two different
-forms:
the stage of slow, imperceptible quantitative changes
and the stage of rapid, fundamental qualitative changes.
Slow, quantitative changes always take place within the
limits oT the old qualities and the old measure. They can
be called, in this sense, evolutionary changes. Evolution is
smooth, gradual, slow deuelopment uithout'sudden leaps,
utithout the appearance of nea qualities.
The deael6fiment zrthich, inalolaes the radical destruction
of the old-for example, the qualitati,ae changi.ng of exi,sti.ng social relations, siienti,fic concepts, rates ol technological
adaanc e, etc.-is called r eaolution.
The Two Forme

..

rhe rnconsisren.c:.. .
of Reformism-"Right"

Revisionism

ln'#'#,T':Hil:?ljl,:;'T:;'ru1
-;i ,i
;::^^"Ji^
can be no
is possible-that, there
r

leaps or interruptions in processes
of gradual advance, i.e., that only quantitative changes talre
plaie in the world, that there is never anything qualjtatively
new in nature. This is the viewpoint of so-called vulgar
evolutionists who give a crude or vulgar and distorted interpretation of evolution
The vulgar evolutionary point of view is widely applied
in the inteipretation of social life. Social changes are alleged
to take place exclusively by smooth, slow, evolutionary
means wlthout affecting the foundations of social systems.
Reformists, Right sociallsts and Labourites make use of this
metaphysical viewpoint to defend the capitalist !/stem.
They ri:ject working-class revolutionary struggle and try to
replace it by struggle for partial reforms and petty conc-gssions which do not affect the foundations of capitalist
society.

Lenin called reformism the bourgeois deception of the
workers, for even after such reforms are conceded power
remains in the hands of the bourgeoisie.
The old reformist theories aie forever being refurbished
and tarted up and presented as new discoveries in theoryA case in point is the so-caIIed theory of "the industrial
society". Large-scale industry is becoming more a-nd more
the typical form of production of all modern industrially
developed nations. This, according to some bourgeois writ-

ers, is resulting in the gradual step-by-step appearance-of
a new type of-society. Both the socialist and the cap-italist
countries-are gradually moving in the direction of lhis
"industrial society". At some point they will meet and a
new society be formed. There will then be no need for
revolution and the elimination of capitalist private property
things will be accomplished by means of petty reforms
-all
and the gradual "renovation" of the capitah,st system.
From irhat has been said, however, it should not be
thought that Marxists are against reforms- as such. -Th.ere
are ieforms which are of trelmendous revolutionary importance-for example, land reforms which gradually undermine the founditions of exploitation. Such reforms have
been carried through in many of the liberated countriqs of
Asia and Africa and are an extremely progressive phenomenon, in that they are undermining the traditional p-ower
of the landowners. But Communists-are opposed to reforms
which are merely designed to strengthen capitalism and to
divert the people from idvolutionary struggle.
because thqy can s-ee
So refoimi.its are metaphysicians
only one aspect of the piocess of social advance-the
quantitative or evolutionary a,spect.

.

rhe rnconsjstency
of "Left" Revisionism ,'*t.i1ff"j;u"i:il.fi,',"1u1,1X1"?l
g"rr".ut.-oft.r, ca1led

"Left" sectarians-is no

ists in

less harmful

and

metaphysical:

Mao Tse-tung's group is typical. The rejectiol. of evolutionary advanlce ii common-tb all such people. They accept
only z'leaps" without any prior preparation or grad-ual
accumulation of forces. Lerin wrote-that "both anarchosvndicalism and reformism must be regarded"L as a direct
#oduct of the bourgeois world outlook and its influence,
ieadins to a one-sidJd solution of the question of the relation b"etween evolution and revolution in social development.

Mao Tse-tung's anarchic, "Left" sectarian actions - do .a
sreat deal of hirm, as is made clear by his claims that it
i"s oossible to "seizei' po\r/er even where no conditions exist
for' it and to solve tlie radical tasks of tuilding socialism
Lu -ao"t of "great leaps forward" and "cavalry charges"
without prelimiiary prefaration and sober-minded planning'
1

V. I. Lenin, Collected Uorhs, Vol' 16' p.
i)dl

.349.

Voluntarism

is always harmful- That is why

Taeninism- y3g-el. an'irreconcilable
Right and "Left" revisionism.

struggle

Marxism-t;ti

;g"i"rt

In .opposition to

these one-sided
of retormism and anarchism, or
and Revolufio"
"Left" sectarianism, dialectical
materialism proceeds from the fact that there exists a brofound connecti.on betueen the eaoluti.onary and the reio,lut-lgnary aspects of gae-ry process of deuilopinent. ,,.. .Real

Dialecrics

metaphysical approaches
of the Unity of Evolution
- - -- -

his statement.

The Bible, regarded as a "holy book" by believers, is full

of such inconsistencies and obvious contradictions. For instance, St. luke's Gospel in the New Testament alleges
that Jesus Christ spent his childhood in Galilee, while
St. John's Gospel claims that it was in Jerusalem. But he

The Law of the Unity
and Conflict of Opposites

could not have lived in both places at the same time, could
he? One of the Gospels says, further, that Jesus was baptised
by John thb Baptist, but the others testify that John was
in jail at that time, and was not, therefore, able to baptise
Christ at all. This is a contradiction too. There are a g:reat
number of them in the Gospels. That is why it is absolutely
impossible to believe what is written in them.
Our thinking is correct only when it is free from contradictions of this kind. If I say to a group of philosophy students:
"Everyone has learned the maferial well", and then go on
to remark about some members of the same group of students
that "some have learned it badly", then you have the right
to object: "Why do you say quite different things about
the same people at the same time? Either only your first
statement is correct, or only your second one." And you
will be right. For you will have discovered a contradiction
in what I said.
Contradictions of this kind are called formal logical
contradictions. They are explained by the science of correct
thinking, viz' formal logic. A line of thought that contains
a contradiction is inconsistent, wrong.
This is the first thing that we can mean when we speak
of contradictions. They appear as a sign of confused
thinking. That is why they are called logical contradic-

As can be seen from the title of
this section we shall now discuss
contradictions. But what kind of

of contradiction we must consider the following question:
Is it possible to conclude from the fact that logi-al con-

life,..real history, inclidei these different iendencies, iusi
as life and development in nature include both' siow
evolution and rapid leaps, breaks in continuity,,, Lenin
wrote.l

The stage of uninterrupted gradual change plays a great
part in development. But this does not yet invllvle any ch?nge
in exi*ing qua-li.t1. To achieve this lhere must be a lefr,
a revolution which radically chanses the old oualitv.
One can see from what wb have "said above that pr'actical
work should combine slow, thorough preparatory w'ork with
radical qualitative transformations. Qrialiiative cianges must
b.e prepared g..radually in the course of everyday o-rganisational work. "Revolutionariness", "courage"'and,,re"soluteness" do not requir-e one to hurl oneself headlong into an
adventure without due preparation. Revolutionary-action of
any sort must be prepared for by a period of gradual evolutronary actions to create a lasting basis for victory.

permissible
and Non-permissible
------Co"traaic[io"s

This means that you have discovered an inconsistency in

contradictions? We must clear up
this point fi.rst, for
can
mean very different things by
-one
the concept "contradiction".
Who has not had to refute some statement that seemed
wrong to him? "You are contradicting yourself," you say
when you notice a contradiction in som-e iemark of a friend.

t V. I. Lenin, Collected. (l)orks, Vol.
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16, p. 349.

tions.

Before we introduced the second meaning of the concept

tradictions are impermissible ihat there cannot be contradictions either in nature or in society? So that you may better
understand the meaning 'of this question I shall tell you
about a conversation which took place in a philosophy class
when the tutor mentioned that formal logical contradictions
were impermissible.
"Do contradictory aspects and trends exist in things and
_
phenomena?" the teacher asked his students.

_"Of c,ourse not," one of them answered. "You have just
told us that there cannot be any contradictions."
"Then think of the structure of the atom. It possesses
both. positively charged particles and negatively charged
particles. So I can make a contradictory statement about
the atom: it is both positive and negative. And this is a
true scientific fact."
You_may protest that the very possibility of formal logical
contradiction has just been rejected and now we are spiakglg of it as a true scientific fact. What is the explanition?
.This is a very complex question that cannot be answered in
a few words. So let us go into more detail.
The minds of scientists have for a long time been
occupied with the idea of contradiction. The mttaphysicians,
proceeding from the impermissibitity of formal logital contradictions, have claimed that nature must be free from
contra4ctions, from conflicting properties, aspects or definitions. Zenon, the ancient Greek philosopherl who lived in
tht 5th century B.C., tried to prove that contradictions of
all-kinds were impossible, meaningless, untrue.
Some modern bourgeois philosophers take the same view.
For instance, the reactionary Ameiican philosopher S. Hook
alleges that it is judgements, statem.rrlr, pro^ofs, that can
be contradictory, but certainly not things and phenomena.

But is this view correct? Is it correct to sav that all contradictions are logical contradictions, and thit is why they
should be rejected, avoided? When we have urr*.r.d thit
it will be clear that what we are discussing are contradictions of an entirely different kind from logical contradictions.

We can see from the example of the atom that contradictions, opposing aspects, do exist in things, in nature. Let
us look at man and the animals. Two bpposite processes
are going on within their bodies at the iame time: cells
are both growing and dying away. And if one of these
processes ceases the living organism dies. Similar examples
are encountered everywhere in nature and we shall make
repeated mention of them as we continue. These are contradictions of nature itself. One cannot get away from them.
They are not logical contradictions bu1 contridictions belonging to reality itself, or dialectical contradicti.ons. These
are what Marxist philosophy is about, and one of the basic
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laws of Marxism is the law

of the unity and struggle

of opposites.
Thus, there exi,st contradictions that originate in the
mi.nd and uhich reaeal thernselaes in our thinhing, our
statements and our actions-contradictions ultich, testify to
our inconsistency and ahich ute generally attempt to auoid.
But there also exist other quite different contrad,ictionsthose of reality, of nature-called dialectical contradictions.
Let us turn to .everyday .life'
whar Are opposites

oJ".;;xrf.:"\:;;
HPis#ril
mpan the North and South Poles, the right- and left-hand
and

conrradiciions?

sides of the road, good men and bad men. But why do we
say they are "opposites"? Because one of each pair excludes
the other. The good is, as it were, abstracted from, excluded
from what makes up the bad; the North is excluded from
the South, the left from the right. Opposites are mutually
exclusive phenomena or aspects of phenomena.
One might suppose that since opposites are mutually
exclusive they have nothing in common. One may say: white
is not black, the South is not the North. But this is only
how things appear on the surface. If one goes deeper, one
sees that the opposites that exist in life and in nature are
not separated from one another by a Chinese Wall. Each
can be comprehended only in its relation to the other.

Mechanical action and counteraction can exist only in
conjunction with one another. When you apply a force in
giving a boat a push, you are yourself pushed in return
by an equal force. There is no action without a counteraction. And in chemistry such opposites as association and
dissociation of atoms are also inseparable.
There is always some relat'i,onship between connected
opposites. It follows that aheneaer opposites come up agai,nst
one another anil enter into some relati,onship,, this gi.aes ri,se
to contradictions betzueen them, because opfiosi,te tendencies,
trends, forces run against one another. I{ence, a contradiction can be defined as a relationship betaeen tzoo opposites,
and the opposites appear as tuto sides of the contradicti,on.
The Unity of Opposites From what has been said above

ltil*1n1,i",'lx

linked to one another. N#inli?xr.
tight, indeed indissoluble, that each opposite is unable to
exist alone. We call this link the unity of opposites. Meta57

physicians deny this unity. They say that each opposite exists
by itself. But this is not in fact so.
Present-day Right-wing socialists and revisionists stand
on metaphysical positions. They claim that there are "good"
and "bad" aspects to capitalism. In order to cure it.of all
that is "bad" in it they suggest developing the "good" sides
and overcoming the o'bad" ones. Then, they allege, we shall
get a society of "universal prosperity". This is like wanting
to keep only the new cells generated in the human body
and somehow to prevent the old ones from dying. But just
as one cannot do this with a living organism, so it is impossible to do it with bourgeois society.
The opposites here do not simply exist side by side but
are united to one another-they interpenetrate and together
constitute what is called bourgeois society. That is why it
is impossible to "abolish" one of its sides while leaving
the other intact. The British Labour Party has tried
and is still trying to "liberate" the country from the
vices of capitalism. But nothing has come of it. It is quite
clear that in order to do away with the "bad" aspects of
capitalism, its evils, capitalism itself must be eliminated.
There is no other way.
The unity of opposites consists in their i,ndissoluble connection. Together they compri,se a single contradictory
Brocess. OpBosites determine one another's existence, i.e., the
one exi,sts only because the other does.
We have said that opposi,tes oppose one another, are in
conflict uith one another. Let us examine this point in
greater detail.
The cause of the conflict between
The conflict
simultaopposites
T-" in
of Oooosites Is the Source 'rr"-,^'-: lies
,. , their
.
or

Diielopment
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time rejecting and excluding one another. Therefore wherever there are united opposites there is also a struggle going
on between them.

The conflict betaeen opposites signifies the striaing ot
each to obtain predomi.nance oaer the other in a process or

'phenom.enon.
We have seen that there is both unity and struggle

between opposites. But which is the more decisive in the
development of any process or phenomenon? Hegel claimed
that the main thinj' in development is the unity, or essential
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identity, of opposites. Right socialists and revisionists seek
to make use of this thesis of Hegel's to prove the possibility
of social harmony, i.e., they wish to gloss over the contradictions that exist between hostile classes in bourgeois society.
But they have met with failure.
It is the struggle between opposites that plays the main
part in development, and not their unity. This struggle
is constant and never ceases, it constitutes the very meaning
of the relationship between opposites. Because they exclude
each other, they are in conflict. That is why the unity or
identity of opposites is only relative, temporary, passing,
while their struggle is, as Lenin taught, "absolute, just as
development and motion are absolute".l T'his means that
the conflict of opposites is the source of development, of
motion. "Development is the 'struggle' of opposites,"2 wrote
Lenin.

Let us look at some examples. Take living nature. Here
one can see very clearly the part played by dialectical contradiction as the source of development. We all know that
children look like their parents. But they are not copies of
them in every detail. There is no stereotyping in nature.
This is because the law of heredity acts alongside its
opposite, the law of mutation. Mutation ensures the "un-

likeness," the "inimitability", i.e., the mutability of all
that they constantly develop. Heredity in its turn
stabilises mutations in subsequent generations. But for this
fact changes could not last but would instantly disappear
as soon as they occurred. In this way organic nature is
"pushed forward" by the eternal struggle of two opposite
forces-mutation and heredity.
Natural selection operates through these two conflicting
opposites: mutations generate new useful features, while
heredity accumulates them, thus producing new species of
living beings. Nature's own internal contradictions are the
so.rr&r and" original motive forces of organic evolution, not
some external agency and not God.
A contradictibn of any kind possesses, so to say, a history
of its own: its emergence, growth (sharpening) and
resolution. A contradiction is resolved fvhen the conflict
between the opposites comprising it becomes so sharp

species, so

1 V.

L Lenin, Collected Worhs, Vol.

2 lbid.
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that their further existence together becomes impossible.
When the contradictions coiroding bourgeois iociety
lead
-struck
to a socialist revolution this is because the hour has
for their resolution: the struggle of opposites and the resolution of contradictions result in the advent of a societv a
stage higher. The old, bourgeois society is replaced by a
new, socialist one. The conflict of opBosites anZ. its resoluti.o_n is the source of the deaeloprnent of society, i.e., of soci.al
adaance.

T.he essence of the lau of the unity and'conflict of opposites thus c.onsists_i,n the fact that _iiternally contradictory
aspects-i,ndissolubly united but, at the same time, in constait
confl_i,ct-are inherent in all thi.ngs and -sotffce,
processes. It is this

conflict 9f o\frosites that is the internal
the driaing
force, of progress. Lenin called this law the heart and sou-i
of dialectics.
What, now, are the different kinds of contradictions?
Let us begin by considering-the
Basic Contradiction
cornplex organism of modern
capitalist production. All its various parts are linked together,
and for this reason capitalist production is, essentially,
social in character. But at the same time factories, plants,
mines and all other means of production are in the hands of
private owners, capitalists. All goods made by the hands
of workers belong to the capitalists. We can see from this
that the social character of production is in contradiction
with the private form of ownership and the private form
of appropriating the fruit of social labour. Marx called this
the basi,c contradiction of capitali.sm, because it determines
the numerous other contradictions that are undermining the
capitalist system, in particular the contradiction between
labour and capital.
So: that contradiction ztthi,ch determi.nes all other contradictions in a phenomenon is called its basi,c contradiction.

Consider now the question of the basic contradiction of
the modern world. A number of groups of contradictions
exist in the world today: a) those between the two world
systems, the socialist system and the capitalist system;
b) those between labour and capital; and c) those between
colonies still fighting for their liberation and countries which
have liberated themselves from imperialist oppression, on
the one hand, and the imperialist nations, on the other.

But which of these is the basic contradiction of the modern
world? To answer this we must first recall that only 20
or 30 years ago the imperialists could successfully and
ruthlessly suppress the struggles of the peoples of Asia,
Africa and Latin America for their independence, while
now their helplessness to prevent these same peoples from
libcrating themselves from imperialist oppression is becoming
more and more evident.

No special enquiry is required to establish the fact that
imperialism is no more the omnipotent master of the world's
destiny. Gone forever are the days when London, Paris
and Washington could dominate the world. The socialist
system has its say whenever the destinies of the peoples of
the world are endangered. And every time the imperialist
aggressors have to retreat.
After analysing these facts, the Communist Parties, in
the Main Doiument passed by the International Meeting of
Communist and Workers' Parties in Moscow in June 1969,
came to the conclusion that "the aorld soci.ali,st system is
the decisipe force i,n the anti.-imperiali,st struggle. Every
liberation struggle receives indispensable aid from the world
socialist system, above all from the Soviet LJnion".t And
because the socialist system opposes the imperialist system,
it is the contradiction between them that determines the
fate of the modern world and sets the main course of mankind's advance. Hence we must necessarily draw the conclusion that the basic contradicti.on of the modern age is
that betueen the socialist and the capi.talist systems. The
struggle of world socialism against world imperialism is the
main-content of our age, and lies at the heart of the class
struggle the world over.
That is why the claim of Mao Tse-tung's group that the
central contradiction of our times is the contradiction between imperialism
and the national liberation movement-being
merely a "base" and an auxiliary arm of
socialism
this movement-is groundless. It is nothing but an attempt,
doomed to failure, to drive a wedge between socialism and
the working-class movement, on the one hand, and the national liberation movement, on the other.
Of course, the national liberation movements of the peoI International Meeting of Communist and, Uorkers' Parti,es, Moscoa
19A9, Peace and Socialism Publishers, Prague, 1969, p. 21.

ples of Asia, Africa, and Latin America play a preat oart
struggle and deal ii inireasinsly
powerful and damaging blows. But when speaking ab6ut
the basic contradiction of modern times one shoild not
forget that the historical progress of modern society is determined by the.world Socialist system, by the forces-fighting
against imperialism for the socialist reconstruction of ['umai
society. Th-e socialist world is the focus of the best organised
forces of the world working class, the most adyancdd class
of modern society, destined, as our teachers'Marx, Engels
and. T,enin pointed out, to become the grave diggei of
capitalism.
In addition to isolating the basic contradiction in any
phenomenon we must distinguish between internal and
external contradictions and between antagonistic and nonantagonistic ones. We shall now examine these.
One often hears it said that
Internal and.External
revolution cannot be made to
Co"tr"aiciio";- --

in the- anti-imperialist

A revolution cannot u"
l""X1,T
"ulfilT',ffi',Jf
country if it does not have
its cause aird origin ii internal
forces within the country. It must result from the deep
internal and international contradictions of capitalism. Tht
victorious proletariat cannot force happiness on another
nation without in this way undermining its own victory.
Communists haye always come out against "the export of
revolution". Lenin opposed the 'ol-eft" phrases of the Trotskyites, who demanded, in the name of the world revolution, that the revolutionary fire be "transferred" to other
countries. The attempts of the Trotskyites of today (Mao Tsetung's group) to "speed up" the world proletarian revolution artificially-which means "exporting" revolution and
interfering in the internal affairs of other nations-are
equally misguided. T'he Communist Parties are also struggling
strenuously against the imperialist export of counterrevolution.
"Relying on its steadily growing economic and defence
potential, the world socialist system fetters imperialism,
reduces its possibilities for exporting counter-revolution," the
Communists declared at their recent international forum.l

ilit.l}f;

I International Meeting of Communist and, Worhers' Parties, Moscoa
1969, Peace and Socialism Publishers, Prague, 1969, p. 23.
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All pro.gressive mankind has taken up the fight against
Ameiican imperialism, the strangler of all revolutionary
movements of the people.

The causes that-lead to the elimination of capitalism are
to be found within each capitalist country, where "the interests of a handful of monopolies are in rrreconcilable con-

tradiction with the interests of the whole nation".l
So there are internal contradictions, which exist utithi,n
a phenomenon or process, and which are to be distinguished
f.rom external coitradictions betaeen phenomena or processes. But it is the internal contradictions tltat play the decisiae
part in all deuelopment. This is not to say that dialectics
lreats external contradictions as of no importance. For there
are historical facts to prove their importance. The weakening
of the entire system of imperialism, for example, _the contradictions between imperialist states, i.e., external contradictions, undoubtedly Tacilitated the struggle of the colonial oeoples to seiure their liberation from the colonial
yoke. But ilnternal forces were decisiae in ensuring the victory
bf tt ir struggle, viz., the contradictions between the pjoples
of the colonial countries and the British, American, French
and Dutch imperialist bourgeoisie.
Internal contradictions are those at the uery heart or
core of a thing or euent. External contradictions are contra'
dictions betrarcen different things, processes and eaents.
Apart from distinguishing internal and external contradictibns, we must also distinguish betueen antagonistic and

contradictions. 2
tlhsst,tj:. _ _!_r!- I}i,,f;:,":#f1:Xo.l,'ff""'il.',:
class interests, is one
afl,i::il-f"Tlsonrstrc o-pposite
thing, but a contradiction between
two workers, who have common class interests, is quite

non-antagon'i,stic

another. In the first case, irreconcilable class contradictions
are involved, in the second, contradictions between fellow
workers. The means by which these two different kinds of
contradictions can be iesolved also differ: in the first case
thc overthrow of capitalist rule, a proletarian revolution,- is
rcquired. In the sec-ond, only comradely criticism and self'
criticism. The first kind of contradiction is an antagonistic
one, the second, a non-antagonistic one,

I

Ibid.
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Antagonistic contradictions appear wherever there is a
struggle between irreconcilable class interestsl In human
sociEIy, antagonistic, i.e., irreconcilable contradictions take
the fo'rm of cionflicts'between hostile social forces and classes
between landowners and peasants, bourgeois and
-conflictscolonial peoples and imperialists. Because of this
workers,
capitalist societies-are being steadily eroded by their own
aniagonistic contradictions, both interlal and external.
Tfiere is deep antagonism between the imperialist nations
and those counlries whicfr have recently won their national
independence or are still struggling for freedom. The
peopies of Asia, Africa, the Middle F'ast and Latin America
hav? decided not to put up with imperialist plunder any
Ionser and are struggling to liberate themselves. The antagoniim between lab"o"ur Ind capital, the contradictions between the people and the monopolies, the growing militarism,
the disintegtaiion of the colonlal system,- the -contradictions
between yo"ut s national states and old colonial powers, and,
most importait of all, the rapidly growing ruorld socialist
system, ire all undermining ald d-estroying .imperialism, so
that it is now weakened and will, with time, die away'
That is why present-day capitalism, torn apart -by.antagonistic contradictions that aie leading to its death as a
socio-economic system, presents such a grim and unhealthy
face.

How are antagonistic contradictions resolved? Their
development folloils a regular pattern: .they grow 1t'd
sharpeir until they result in open conflicts between opposing
or aspects.
tendencies
t Antagonistic'contrad,ictions
are irreconcilable contradictions bZtween hosti.le forces, interests, aims,. ui'eas, and
always lead to conflicts and clash-es; thgy are only oaerco'nte
throigh bi.tter struggle, by social reaoluti,on. Such^antagonirr* iu""ot be reiJved within the framework of the old
sociat relations. These relations have therefore to be done
away with by revolutionary means
g;t tt ir does not *.ut that the methods used to resolve
antaEonistic contradictions are always the same' They
A;;;;J o" tt. conditions in which such contradictions have
one
io'b. ,esolved. Hence in varied historical conditions
can see various methods used. That is why those people
are wrong who recognise only.one method for the resolutio" oi-r'"tug;"itii.";ontradiitions, viz', the bloody strife

so beloved by the Maoists. The proletariat-has never given
up and will'never need to give- up peaceful means of re,6luir.q antagonistic contradiitionslbut neither can it give
against imperialism if
,p ,ro"rr-p.ucif.rl
-historical *eans of struggle
conditions demand it. This is a vital tenet
.iirtirrg

of creative Marxism.
The fact that the means are various by which antagonistic
contradictions are resolved is confirmed by the experience
of those nations that have liberated themselves from imperialism. Some of them (Algeria, for example) v'on their
irational independence o.riy af.ter a long armed- struggle
asainst the coilonialists. Bui such countries as India won it
uit., u long and difficult struggle of the people that did
not require iesort to direct armed action.
Noi-antagonisti.c contradicti,ons diff er from. antagoni'sti'c.
ones 'i.n that"they are contradictions between soci.al f orces and
tend.encies that' haue, at sorne poi'nt and tor sorne time,
con'tn?orl basic i,nteresis. Such, for example, are the contradictions between the working class and the peasantry and between the advanced and-backward elements of a socialist
society.

'the

conditions of non-antagonistic contradictions
typical of a socialist society, there is no ten4ency for-the
ct'ntradictions in it to become sharper and deeper and to
develoo into hostile irreconcilable contradictions' On the
.ontraiv. The contradiction between the working class and
the peisantry, for example, tends to soften and become
,*odth., because these fwo classes have basic interests in
.o**oo. The means of resolving non-antagonistic contradictions differ from the means that must be used to resolve
antasonistic ones in the same way that the contradictions
ifr.rririt".r differ from each other. Non-antagonistic contradiitiorrt ut. not done away with by means of social revolutions
oi pJiti.ut upheavals, brit by persuasion, educatio-n, criticism
and self-critiiism and other-means prompted by the concrete
,it,rutio"r met with in socialist and comhunist construction.
contradictions in a socialist society are remedied in due time
but in any case can never develop into irreconcilable clashes
oitottii.'tories arrd interests, fof there exists a fundamental
unitv of interests throughout a socialist society'
W. .u, see then that- the absence of antagonistic interests
and contradictions in a socialist society does not mean that
ii h"; ;; contradictions at all. But they are non-antagonistic

In

contradictions, contradictions that can be successlllly resolved within the framework of the existing social system.
And develo'ping countries which have liberated themselves
from colonialism can also resolve all their social contradictions only if they, too, take the non-capitalist path of develooment.
Tfrus, the law of the unity and struggle of opposites
reveals the internal source of development. We may now
ask: does development follow a direct line or is it a more
complicated process involving the elimination of what is
old and the emergence of something new?
We shall ans*er this question in the following section.

and more vigorous. This is called the negation of the negation; and as the world possesses an infinite number of phenomena, the process of negation goes on without end and
without interruption.
What does all this mean in practice? Consider this
example: when a crop is grown it goes through a number of
stages: the germination of the seeds, their growth and the
ripening of the crop. The seeds cease to exist in the course
of germination, i.e., they are negated. The plants that grow
from them take their place. But then the plants flower,
are fertilised, and finally bear fruit. Then the plant dies
away. This is the second negation: it is the negation of a
rrcgation.

The Law of the Negation
of the Negation
What Is Negation?

We know that death, destruction, decay, growing old, are

everyday phenomena of life. Whatever natural phenomenon
we iare't6 take, it has a beginning, a period during which
it develops, grows and gains strength, and finally a period

when it ero*s old and outlives itself. Engels wrote in his
book Luduig Feuerbach and the End of Classi.cal German
Philosobhy ihat for dialectical philosophy "nothing is finite,
absolute, iacred". Everything bears the stamp of inevitable
negation, disappearance, and nothing is able to withstand
thii except the- continuous process of - emerging and dying
away itself, and the endless advance from the lower to the
higher.

Yhis contirtuous process of reneaal, the dying aulay of
old bhenomena and the emergence of nea oncs, is uhat ztte
mein by negation here. The replacing of the old by the neut
means ihat the old, i.s conti,nually being negated.
The continual negation of what is old and its- replac-ement by something new is obviously necessary if the world
is not to die out altogether in time.

r-he.Ne-s3rion
P"##.nn;ff*#.|}":?XJ";l
of the Negation

their naturar *uy, irr.y gro* oTa
with time and then more ne\4/ phenomena and forces take
their place. What was once new and had emerged as a
negation'of the old, is now itself negated by something new

It is important to observe that the process of negation
in this case involves not only the destruction of the seeds
in the soil, but the emergence of new seeds, their number
increasing ten- or twentyfold. This result indicates the
significance of the law of the negation of the negation.

What had we to begin with? Some seeds. What have we got
as a result? More seeds. The process seems to have repeated
itsclf, the "circuit" has been closed, as it were; we are
back where we started. But obviously some development
has also taken place: we had only a certain, relatively
small, number of seeds to begin with, but now, at the end
of the process-we have an entire crop. This is more than
mere repetition. It is creation. The beginning of the process
(the sowing of the seeds) and the end of the process (the
harvest) constitute two qualitatively different stages of
development: lower and higher stages. The development
that occurs between them consequently does not lead us
back to our starting-point. There is no standing still, but
movement from the lower to the higher, from the simple
to the more complex.

So the laa of the negation of the negation states that
in the course of deaelottment each higher stage negates or
climi,nates the preuious stage by raising it a step higher
ult'ile retaining all that is p"#!ff'{rit'^,

kinds of negation
lead
to,
or
are
a source 9T,. de;
Bli'tli',11,*"11"fliri,,u,- velopment' Duppose
tnat lnsteao
and Sccpticism
of planting the seed and creating
thc ncccssary conditions for it to grow, so that the seed is
in this way negated dialectically, we simply destroy the

by mechanical means-by crushing it, say. This would
be negation, too, but certainly not dialectical negation. It
would not serve as a source of development. It would simply
be the elimination of a phenomenon, no more. Lenin called
such negation "futile".
This kind of negation is often met with in life. There
are people who negate everything, who are never pleased,
who believe in nothing. Such people are called nihilists.
There are also people who doubt everything, who mistrust
everything. They are called sceptics. They negate too, but
theiis is also "futile" sceptical negation. Lenin always
came out against such "empty negation", as he described it.
Negati.on ii dialectical only uhen it seraes as a source of
deielopment, ahen it retains and ltreseraes all that is
posi,ti.ie, healthy, aaluable. Negation should not be an end
in itself. Negalion for negation's sake is nihilism. The
whole point about dialectical negation is that it 'oovercomes"
an earlier stage of development without rejecting i-t ou!right, without-jettisoning what is good in it. -Negation, if
it-is ciialectical, retains-and preserves everything positive
seed

and useful.

Nihilists and sceptics think and act differ-ently. This is
easy to see from the way bourgeois political lgrt.t reacted
to ihe appearance of thb socialist countries' Some of them
.r*e o.iC openly against the October Revolution and for
many yeari woutd not recognise the existence of Soviet
still have doubts about the
power.-Even today, sceptics
lUititv of the woiking people to build a new society- of
their'own. They also ioriUt the ability of the nations that
have liberated themselves from colonial oppression to
build a new life.
When the Soviet Union undertook a nation-wide pro.qramme of industrialisation many politicians of the capitalist
ivorld said that it was a utopian iclre*e, a dream that would
not come true. But the yEars have passed and both the
nihilists and the sceptics hive been put to shame' The Soviet
Union is now, bey6nd a shadow oi doubt, a powerful industrial nation.
The enemies of Marxism-Leninism often portray Communists as destroyers who are incapable of constructive,
creative activity. But this is not true. Communists have
destroyed the system of exploitation hated by the people in
order to build'a new social system-the most iust system
68

possible-socialism and communism. For Communists negation is always linked with constructive creation. Communists
are going down in history as the greatest constructors
qf all time, transforming and renewing the world.
Communists negate all that is reactionary, all that
has outlived itself. But they take care of everything of
value.

For example, the Communist Party has always strug.gled
against any neglect of world culture. Lenin showed-lhat
working-class culture cannot be created from scratch, from
nothing. It can only arise as the natural outcome of previous
cultural progress. Socialist culture negates, does away with
bourgeois culture, but it does so in such a way that it retains
all that is of value in it. That is why the actions of !\tlao
Tse-tung's group are anti-Marxist, anti-Leninist in atteppting, iq the ,cours-e_of "the cultural revolution", to do away
with the cultural inheritance of the Chinese nation and of
all other nations of the world.

r^hlpro.sressiveNature
of

Development

lt.#":jj

:'o'#.'iiT,*\iritr_

ment that takes place by

of the ncgation of the negation is progressive in

means

character.
This is true both of progress in nature and in human society.
In nature we can tiace the progressive transition from the
non-organic world to a higher stage, the organic world, and
the evolution in the animal world from the first living beings

to man. In human society we can

see the road traversed
frorn the primeval commune system to socialism, the first

stage

of

communism. Development

in

science

is

likewise

progressive. The knowledge that the savage possessed cannot
be compared to the knr:wledge that modern science provides
rnan with.
The same law-governed tendency is to be observed eyerywhere: deaelopment is alaays progressi,ue, from .the louter
to the higher,'from the simple lo ihe complex. That i.s the
m.eaning of the lau of the negation of the negation, and it

cxplaini an important feature of the Marxist-Leninist world
outlook, viz., its essential optimism. Optimism is a philosophical outloolc that regards human life as'following a road
ol'' progressive advance that takes it ever closer to perfeclion. Optimism derives directly from the dialectical understanding of negation, for those who reject negation for'negation's sake and who recognise that negation is the basis
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progress inevitably have an optimistic view on
and this is precisely the Marxist world outlook.

of

things-

Those wfio are-guided by the idealist lourgeois outlook
are full of pessimism; theirs is a gloomy, jgylesq view of
life. Seeing ihe capitalist system in a state of decline, some
bourgeois philosophers and sociologists_present this decline
as a"crisis^of huiran society in general. They speak about
the coming t'nuclear holocaust", "the end of civilisation",
'othe end oT the world", etc. This is the result of their denial
of human progress, which has become fashionable in the
West. But icience and practice refute the pessimistic statements of bourgeois philosophers and prove that mankind's
progressive advance is in objective and unbreakable
law.
The ouestion now arises: since it is not unknown for
reactioniry forces to triumph in human socielY and progressive forces'to be compelled to retreat, what is the real meaning
of the idea that piogressive advance is a characteristic
feature of social devel-opment? For while defending the idea
of the progressive chaiacter of social development, Marxism-Leninism is far from claiming that historical advance
alwavs follows a direct line. Movements backward occur in
histoiv. too. There are certain times when the forces of
reaction can gain the upper hand in this or that country,
or even a ,ru*iet of couitlies, as happened in nazi Germany
in 1933, or in Greece when the "Elack -colonel-s" seized
Dower. but these steps backward are unable to change the
Leneral line of hist6rical advance, which follows, on the
forward direction' The victory -of teaci"hol., a rising,
"is
alwavs only temporary. The defeat of
tionarv forces
by
th6 Sovi'et Army in World War II
nazism
G.r*in
illustrates this. Thl steadv advance to victory of the proEressive forces in societv- is a law of social development
is imp.ossible
8.i.r*irit g the direction of social progress.
-and Itprogressive
in
to suopresJ indefinitelv what is new
laza'goaerned'
is
as
nea
is
uhat
of
histoit' The triumbhiis
nnrnriar',t and ineuitable as day tolloai.ng night.
Having examined the basic laws of Marxist iialectics'
*. tttuii""o* go on to consider some concepts, called categories, that aie also an essential part of the science of

"tr'lr?**,";,T,i:Ii::

without general
what Are philosophicat Yg
-tl"t:t,do.
conce?ts.Biologists, for example,
CaGlorierlstudy living organisms, consisting

of cells. They are inevitably faced with the question: what
are the properties of all cells in general, what have they
got in common? Biologists must, therefore, create a general
scientific concept of a cell. The concept "cell" is a general
one because it concentrates all the essential features characterising not only every cell in a given living organism, but
the cells of all organisms. It is the same with physics. For

example, physics studies the various kinds of energy and
then supplies a general definition or concept of what
energy rs.
Such general concepts, uhich express the most general
features and aspects of phenomena and thi.ngs, are called
categories. Each science creates its own scientific concepts or
categories.

But are the categories established by particular sciences
sufficient for us? Each science studies general concepts within
its own framework. But we already know that there are also
certain very general properties that all things and phenomena
in the world have in common-motion, contradiction, matter,
for example. What science formulates these very general concepts here? Physics is unable to do it: it confines itself to the
framework of the branch of knowledge it deals with. And this
is also the case with chemistry, biology and all other sciences.

The most general properties of things are reflected in
o'time", "quality", "quantity", "contradiction" and others.
Philosophical categories are the most general concepts.
We can see, therefore, that we cannot limit ourselves to the
categories worked out by physics or chemistry, or even those
of all the particular sciences taken together. Philosophical
categories or concepts are only created in the course of
Iearning to reflect the most general properties of phenomena.
philosophical categories such as "matter", "motion", "space",

We shall now look at these.
We constantly need to ask .ourCaurc anil Effect

that phenomenon is in our '.'jl,;',HH"fi':ffi:i,i'#:
thosc qucstions that help us to understand the inner nature

dialectics.

:i
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to

get to their root. The
ancient Griek- phllosopher Bemocritui wrote, - not without
Eood reason: "I'would rathei discover the real cause of at
oJ Persia."
least one thing than become the King-'effect"
as Philosophic-al
What, thei, are "cause" and
categories? We know from experience -that -nothing can be
got Trom nothing. Any phenomenon has its own source,
iomething that gEnerat6s ii. This is rvhat is called its "cause".
A cause ls someThing that bri.ngs into being or mahes happen
another thing or phenomenon. And uhat a cause brings about
i.s called its effect or action.
One must know the difference between a cause and a mere
pretext. What is a pretext? This is best illustrate{ by a
iristorical example. About 130 years a,go a certain French
consul in Algeria behaved in such an insolent manner that
the Bey of Aleiers could stand it no longer and slapped the
consul'on the Tace with his fan. This was not in conformity
with diplomatic etiquette, of -course, tut was not serious
enough io be a cause for war. But the French colonisers were
on thi look out for any opportunity to provoke an incident
that would enable them to send in [roops to enslave Algeria.
Thus an event that was insignificant in itself became an
event of srave importance in the life of the Algerians. At
the same iime it is^clear that it was a mere pretext. The real
cause of French intervention was different: it was the fact
that the French colonisers had long been coveting the w-ealth
of Algeria and seized their chance to appropriate it by force.
If the' incident of the fan had never occurred they would
have found another pretext for grabbing the "precious pearl",
as Algeria used to be called in those days.
A iretext thus differs from a cause. A cause b-rings other
thingi about, generates them, makes this or that phenomenon
happ'en. A irZtext is an exiuse only, a ci,rcumstance that is
utZi. at groinds for certain actions. But a pretext-ryuy appear
on the iurface to be a real cause of events. Moreover, a
pretext is frequently used as a screen to cover up the real
iurrr.r of events. Those who stand to profit from concealing
a real state of affairs present a mere pretext as a cause.
So tke phitosophicat categories "callse-" and "effect" reflect
the connection bbtaeen tao things or lthenomena uthere one,
called, a cause, unlailingly brin{s about th.e other, called an
effect. Such a connecti.in- or relationship is termed, a caasal

of the things going on around

relationshi,p,
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us,

Causal relationshiPs exist bet*;; things that' really exist.
The objectiae nature af relati,onshibs of cause and effect-is
their most important feature. Idealists, o{ course, deny the
obiectivitv of'relations of cause and effect, asserting that
the concept of causality is an invention o-f .man designed to
make his ihirrkit g more "economical" and "convenient" and
to introduce ordEr into "the chaos of natural phenomena".
The subjective idealist Berkeley -t$-ed to refute the entire
idea of iausality, and Hume and Kant later made similar
attempts, both i'ejecting the obiective existence of causality.
Wfrv do bourgeois philosophers attack the materialist
princiile of causal"ity? B6cause ii leads inexorably to atheistic,
icientffic conclusioni. If everything in the world results from
natural causes, then there ii no place for a supreme, immaterial force in t\e system of nature'
Why are idealists wrong in rejecting the objective nature
of causality? Let us examine the-ir arguments- in-greater
detail to see why. They reason as follows: A-lighted candle
burns one every time one touches it. But it does not follow
from this that'it will necessarily always burn one in the
future, too. Even though it burns o-ne a million times, it
mav vet not do so the"million and first time; i.e', the fact
that the candle has alwavs been associated with one's burns
before does not mean that the candle is the cause of the

causalitv

burns.

These two phenomena, the burning candle and the burns,

are supposed merely to exist side by side, and 9ne iq
not to cbnclude from this that there is any r'elationship of

causality between them. Now this argument is false because
we deteiminc what is the cause of a t-hing not on the basis of
a few simple observations alone, but on the basis of wide
experiencei of practice, which not only convinces us that fire
always buins but also leads us to an understanding of why
this is so.

The next thing to be said about causality is that it is
a seneral featuri of th,e zttorld; the lau ol causality is a
geieral laa of the material world. There ire no pheno-mena
ihot do not follow this law, i'e., that are not caused and
do not have a material origin. One's own personal -experience suggests that there-are no exceptions to the law
bf causalityl'When anything happens we always look for

its cause. Everyone believes that there is no smoke without
fire!

The third thing to be noted about causal relatibnships is
that they are actiae ones. A cause, clearly, bringing about an
effect, is an active force. But an effect too takes more than a
passive part in a given process of development. If the sun's
iays fall on a line of wet clothes this can have only one
effect-the clothes dry. If they fall on wax, this can only
lead to one other result: the wax melts. If solar energy falls
on a plant yet other results follow: vital processes essential
to the life of the plant take place under its influence. It
follows then that a cause only produces a certain effect in
relationship with other things and phenomena. That is why
we speak of relations of cause and effect.
To sum up: .cag,sal connecti,ons are obiecti'ae, general
and actiae r elationships.
cause, and effecl interact' For
The rnteraction of cause
and

Enect

:ftffiXi!;,T1.f'in"*ffi31]""'"ii,

turn, influences matter by entering into an active relation
with it. The interacti,on of cause and effect consists in the
mutual dependence of cause and effect and their i.nfluence
one uBon the other.

But this does not mean that cause and effect influence one
another to equal degrees, foi clearly it is the cause that always
plays the decisive role in any causal relationship, the effect
playing a secondary though important part. It is very necessary to understand this. It makes a difference what should
be regarded as the cause in any given cause-effect relationship, and what the effect-in the same way as it is not a
matter of indifference to science whether matter determines
consciousness or vice versa. Equally, however, the influence
of effect on cause cannot be neglected.
No relation of cause and effect should be viewed in isolation, but rather in conjunction with the things or phenomena
that brought it into being and the things it itself brings into
being. That is, every causal relationship must be seen itself
as both effect and cause. It is the cause of what it results in,
but the effect of whatever brought it about. In this way we
can see that cause and effect are not isolated at opposite
poles. They are the links in a complex chain of mutually
interacting things and phenomena. Schools are needed to
make people literate and educated, and a literate, educated

Derson cafl teach others who are still illiterate. This
:1.";1" iliustrates the interaction, the mutual dependence and
*th; influence, of cause and effect.
mutuil

.;;.;pi oi itt.tu.tion also has anoth^er-meaning'it The
has

make this clear. A field, _after
p];'"gh.d, yields a larger- crop than it would otherwise,
con;;A l ith "a luigL, ctop *oie food-can pe -p1o{r1c9d foreffect
an
is
field
well-ploughed
a
ihat
fo"llows
sumption. It
larger
i"-.&riir" to the plough, and a cause in relation- to thepeople's
the
of
a
cause
is
.rr* *frif. the litterl in its turn,
of cause and
;;;i.; *.]rii.. H... *" have a real chain
. Eif..i-t.friiott, utd in this connection we may say-according
to Engels that in the uorld there is uniaersal 'i.nteractzon
cause
inii'ii-rinicted' i,n the continuous i'nterc-hanging of
and effect; zohat here or nouo is causie, shall become there or

foffo*i"s ixlmple will

;;;;

-then effect .and aice aersa.
is ve-ry
i; ;;"iex chains of cause-effect relations- it ellmple'
i*;;;;t-;, ti"ii" ""t the maior, basic links' Forleading
to
;h[; *i u"utytE the chains of cause an-d effect
recog.thi iiots in the coloured

ghettos of the USA, we-must

nise that the deepest cause of the people's riots, the bas-rc llnl(
i;-;";;;.t ri", is- the terrible conditiohs of life in the- ghettos'

ho;sing conditions' race di'qcrimination, the tramd"ie"itv, *utt unemployment-these are the
iti"Er-itrrimake i"opii lose their te*p91'-Tltv. find thev
can lolerate no longer a situation in which lt rs an easy
*rit., irr " tuiiutitiio take away a man's life simply because
he
has a dark skin.
--Th;
tvtrt"itt-f.ninist doctrine of causality is very important for demolishing many kinds of-superstition' OnIy.when
;;;i;;stands Th. t.il causes of thlngs, as against
iryuq:
ined ones, does his fear of them disappear and with,tt
his supersiitions. Here is an example' Some-pe-ople who
seen an
;;r; ;";; travelling in Africa claimed thet.had
said
also
They
''in
paradise
of"
;";;*;;;-guta."
.the .sky"'
thev had Jometimes seen a "ghost" ship appear in.the.s,ky'
wit'h ehost sailors. Then everything would vanrsh' what
.or'rid'it be? So long as the cause of these phenomena. was
unknown there was-a great deal of speculation about them'
It was disnri'."iiit"iity r.i*tirir unravelled t6e mystery.
dense-rn
more
becomes
countries
hot
in
covered that [he air
mirror' This
;;i;;"th;t ut d ioi*s, as it were, a gigantic
"nlirror" reflects distant things on land or water-gardens

bio"tii"s

;;i;;;-fr;*a"
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and boats in this case. What had been seen were not gardens

of paradise and a "ghost" ship but really existing gardens
and a real ship reflected in the air. And of course it was sufficient to discover the cause of these phenomena to drive
away all superstitional f.ear of them.
Thus, knowledge of causes frees man from superstition.

Necessiry and

chance

Y*:lur" fi"."ritrrf,xt..h+ffi1

er 1 e I 8. But it *u,xTr3;Ti'J"lffi .t"Orff:Tlli:
ery of the Social-Democrats. In this connection the newspaper Rote Faltne (Red Banner) printed on January 15,
1919 an article by the German working-class leader KarI
Liebknecht. Addressing himself to those who took part in the
revolution he wrote: "Be calm! We are still here, we are not
defeated. And if they put us in chains again, still we are
here to stay! And we will win. ... Our programme will live
whether or not we survive to see our goal reached; it will
triumph in the world of liberated mankind-in spite of everything!!"

Novemb

"Ihese passionate lines of the German working-class leader
express wonderfully the idea of necessity, of the inevitability

of the victory of

socialism and communism-'oin spite of
everything!!" What is the source of this confidence which so
terrifies the enemies of communism? Knowledge of laws. We
have no doubt, have we, that each night will last but a few
hours and be followed by sunrise and morning. We have
no doubt either that no matter how long and severe the
winter is, spring will follow. Our confidence in this is based
on practice, on many centuries of experience, on knowledge
of the laws of nature and society. It is the rotation of the
Earth about its axis that causes the alternation of night and
day, and its revolution around the Sun that causes the
succession of the seasons. Communist victories result from
the internal contradictions corroding capitalism, leading it
to an inevitable death and its replalem6nt by socialisrri It
is therefore quite certain that socialism will replace capitalism
on a universal scale. This is an objective law of social
progress, and imperialism is helpless to put a stop to the irresistible process of liberation.
Now the philosophical category of necessity denotes such
constant interconnections between phenomena. The necessary is not what might or might not be, but that which
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is bound to be because it is produced by deep causes arising
from the iniernal nature of things.
But since everything in the world happens of necessity,
is any room left for chance? Can accidents occur? A man
gets involved in a car crash which puts an end to his life.
What makes us say that such events are accidents? Compare
a car crash with the kind of event we mentioned above and
which we called necessary. While a necessary phenomenon
is prepared for and caused by the entire course of preceding
development and it therefore cannot help but happen (remember "in spite of everything!!"), we regard chance occurrences on the contrary as individual, passing events that are
far from inevitable. A chance occurrence may or may
not take place. Did the man's whole life lead inevitably
to his death in a car crash? Obviously not. One cannot
call such occurrences necessary eventi. They are accidents.

When the Soviet Union blazed the trail to space in
October 1957 with the launching of the first sputnik, some
Western bourgeois propagandists alleged that it was only a
chance and isolated success. Was this so? Clearly not. This
success had been made possible by all the achievements of
socialism and the constant attention science receives from
the Party and the Government. The flight of the sputnik
was proof that we had atr advanced engineering and
had made considerable advances in mathematics, physics,

chemistry and metallurgy.

So what sort of

chance

was it?

In order, therefore, to know whether this or that thing or
it is first essential to establish
whether it is a product of internal or of external causes. Is
it necessary or accidental that a violent storm destroys a
certain orchard, say? The storm will .follow a course of its
event is accidental or necessary

own, of course. But does this lead inevitably to the destruction of the orchard? No storm develops without a cause. But
it is an external, passing cause relative to the giaen orchard,
a cause that does not derive from anything to do with the
orchard. Hence the destruction of the orchard is an accident,
not in the least necessary.
Onc can see that chance and necessity are opposites. But
can onc conclude from this that chance and necessity have
rrothing in common?
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What Is There in

Common Metaphysicians

argue that w-hat is
necessary cannot be accidental
and whit is iicidental cannot be
necessarv. Ordinary common sense seems to suggest this too.
But is this true? The answer is: no, there is much in cornrnon
bettoeen clmnce and necessity. In lact, tlrcy are closely linhed.
One cannot isolate one from the other. 'fake the following
example: a few years ago the news flashed round the world
that hydrogen bombs had fallen on Spanish soil from an American'bom6er that had caught fire.-The "accident" brought
total disaster to the farmers and fishermen of southern Spain.
But when we look more deeply into this event we see that it
was more than a simple accident. Round-the-clock flights
of American bombers iarith nuclear \Meapons on board made
it inevitable that such a disaster would occur at some time
or other. And it is not bv chance that these accidents happen
repeatedly and frequentty. It is in the essential nature of
fly'ing nrrileat carrieis of death to threaten the life of.people.
'Orie must look behind a seeming
4ccident to see if there
is not some law-governed necessity wtrich provides the ground
for it. There are in fact no accidental events either in nature
or society that do not conceal some necessary, law-governed
Drocess. some cause that brought it about. That is why
bngels said that chancc is a foim of man-ifcstation, and the
,oriplement ot, necessity. lt is necessity that determines the
general trend-of development in things' But chance compleirents necessity by a nu?tber of original features and.peculiarities that crlat6 the form in which necessity is manifested.
Science, because it is called upon to lay bare the- main
trends of development in phenomena, focuses its attention on
disclosing t ecesiity, on fevealing law-governed regularity,
and caniot therefore be satisfie-d with chance discoveries
alone. A scientist must carry out his research in such a way
as to avoid dependence on chance,^s-o that he may .work
towards his deiired goal with confidence and- knowled-ge
and avoid groping in iLe dark. Every geologist, for example,
is aware tliat mairy of the discoveries of his science would
not have been made if prospectors had prospected haphaz'
ardly. To make geologicll prospecting a success it is necessarv to studv the-laws"goveinini the structure of the Earth's
crust and to make theri serve as a guide to practical work'
Their dependence on "luck" is eliminated and prospectors
are led surely to success. \

Necessity
and chance?

Betwe_gn
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Y?"y chance events are favourThe strueele Aeainst
uii"iiiifi"'-ctiiil"i".ot, able to man, but there are also

those that lead to grief and suffering: droughts, floods and other natural disastlrs. Science, by
basing itself on the study of necessity, of law-governed regularity, strives,to restrict their effect. "But is this possible?"
one may ask. "Chance is an objective category, isn't it? How
can one restrict the effect of something that does not depend
on man?" Of course, we cannot always succeed in eliminating chance but we can and must eliminate its undesirable
effects where possible. It is as yet impossible to eliminate
the freaks of weather that cause heavy damage. 'But it is
possible to restrict the effect of undesirable chance insofar
as it depends on the conditions in which it is manifested,
i.e., we can help create conditions in which the harmful
effects of chance are minimised or even ruled out.
The Communist Party and the Soviet Government in their
practical work do their best not to let any accidents catch
us unawares. This applies both to the nation's internal life
and the international situation of our country. The Soviet
Government has repeatedly warned that a world war might
Ilare up from some ridiculous accident such as a fault in an
H-bomber's controls or some disorder of the pilot's mind
arising in flight. The issue of war or peace must not be submitted to blind chance. Conditions should be created which
would necessarily rule out a thermonuclear war as well
as any accident which might cause it. The non-proliferation
treaty is an important step in this direction. That is why all
nations the world over welcome it.
Thus, man is not impotent in th.e face of undesirable
accidents. He has the poaer to or)erconxe or minimise
their destructi,ae force.
We often have- to face the- quesPossibility and Reality

this or that plan, goal or ,#lt,:?i:"*:i"tfl:\r"r1#'tffit
can be realised, that can be made reality, are said to be
possible.

After the Soviet scientist Tsiolkovskv worked out the theory of space travel, and rockets had beeh built, there arose the
possibility of flights to the Moon. Then when a Soviet
rocket made a soft landing on the Moon this possibility
bccamc reality.
So the possible is that uhich is not yet real, but uhich has

eaer\) reason

Liiiiai urii

to become real. The real is that uthich has
,ioiitna, brought into existence bv obiectiae

by natural necessitY.
laas,
"-|rtiiit
it-Biii;uii, ini tohat real, are entirelv determined
Ur-tni--irtuit cond'iiions of life.U)hat rnay or lnay not happen
is not decided by human aill, but by the laas, condttrcns
this .example:
;";-;;;;'lioi'obltoin in aciual lifb' Take
bo"ig.oir propaganda claims that America is the
ffi.ri.;; ;'equal"
opp6rtrinilies". E'veryone has "the same
i;;e ;f
how far from the truth this is! The
;1;;.;; t, i.i-riat.'But
the rich get
."".ii"".. "of many generations shows that
of-capitalist
laws
The
poorer.
,i.i.r-*frrt"-tfr. pt,"i get
alternative'
be
no
can
th.,"
uird
resu-It,
this
;;;iil "ioa"..
in the
i;"1;' iUr*i*t to look at what is happening
has
person
a
coloured
Reoublic of South Africa, where
existence'
human
ordinary
an
to
even
nghts
no Dosslbrllttes or
to 'see that bourgeois ptopaganda -about "equal opportuntin the capitalist "paradise" is phoney'
ties"
"^
Cr"ti[.t iiott.., different exarirple' is it possible to perform miracles? A miracle is something that contradrcts
natural laws and that cannot be explained by them'. tsut we
know that not a single phenomenon or event caq take. place
believe in the
.rri"ri natural or s"o.iil laws. Therefore toimp-ossible'
the
in
*iraclet is to believe
' OnIv that"f which corresponds to the laws of nature and
"Bttititii"
that wh'ich is real also conforms to natural
r";i;; il;;;tibi;.g"il,
the possible and the real are- objective
;;-;ffii tr*t.
reflect the properties of thtngs and
they
cateEories because
thai e*ist'outside and iirdependentlv of our

;h;;"r-;;;

consciousness.
--S"J-pottibility

must not be confused with,reality' Sg*:is considered a-.possibilety ,prectsely
possible
is
fhat
thing
student has the
f"..it. it is iot yeL a realify. A medical
he thinks' for
if
But
d'octor'
a
o"ttiUiiitu
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improve
to
nee4
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ihir
.his, knowledee and practical skill, he will never -actually..become
possible tor

a fo.tor. Withfrl thinking, to take the
the real, is a serious mistake.
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possibilitv to arise. But when i possibility has matured' when
irr" ."iiar1i"i,;;;; .ip;, is this sirfficient,'of itself, to turn the
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possibility into reality? No, it is not. As far as social life is
concerned, people have still to put in a lot of"work to turn
possibilities into realities.
In order to mahe any possibi.lity a reality in social lite,
it is necessary to ltave a) certain objectiae condi.ti.ons, and
b) sut'ficient human. actiaity to generate corresponding subjectiae conditions. When the conditions mature for resolute
action, then is the time to strain eyery rnuscle to turn a possibility into a reality.
Who does not know Lenin's fiery words on the eve of the
October Revolution when he said that it was impossible
to wait for a moment longer, that rapid and resolute action
was imperative-"delay means death!" The objective
conditions for the Russian working class to take power
were there, and everything depended only on its ability to
take advantage of them, i.e., on the organisation and combat
readiness of the Bolsheviks and the people.
There are cases in history when irresoluteness and mistakes committed in the course of a revolution have led to
its defeat. Such was the experience of the Paris Commune.
Lenin wrote that it is not enough to advance the right slogans,
to set tasks correctly; it is also necessary for the masses to
be ready to fight for the realisation of these tasks and for
them to be organised for the practical purpose of realising
them. In short, not only the objective but also the subjective
conditions are required to realise possibilities, to make them
reality. It is, for example, thanks to the everyday work of the
Soviet people and its vanguard, the Communist Party, that
the possibility of building a communist society is being
realised.

Form and Content
Every given thing, phenomenon
process has certain specific,
and Content?
essential features uhich together
go to mahe up its content. The main content of the present
age is the transition from capitalism to socialism, a process
begun by the October Socialist Revolution.' It is this that
dbtermines the essence and character of the presen( stage of
world history. Or take any work of art: the content of the
work is the essence of the social relations expressed in its
\{hat

Are Form

or

subiect.
0--2041'r
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Now is it possible for the content of anything to ex-ist by
itself? Let ui think over this. Imagine that in front of us is
a building site on which are all tlie parts, the "co-ntent", of
a house. eat *e reallv sav that we have a house before us?
Clearly not. The hous'e wiil be there only when all its parts
have been properly assembled and it assumes the shape and
form of a house.
The content must, as it were, be moulded into a certain
form. It cannot exist apart from the form corresponding to
it. Every thing and phtnomenon has both a'content and a
form.
The form of a thi.ng is the internal organisation or stru-c'
ture of i.ts content, of ihat uhich mahes its exi,ste,nce pos-sible.
Form and content exist in unity. They are always closely
linked. The question now is: which plays the leading part
in this unity?
It is not difficult to see that the form of a thing or phenomenon deoends on its content. One can see this from the
followin!' example. The new tasks of agricultural development in -many of the recently liberated countries are being
solved by criating various fbrms of farmers' co-operatives
and mutual aid associations for the growing and marketing
of produce and for the supply of equipment, etc.- But the
particular form of co-opeiation must correspond .to the
bbjective conditions of a-given country. If this requirement
of"materialist dialectics is ignored, then mistakes and failures
result. When Mao Tse-tun['s group, without considering the
content, i.e., the level of development of agricultural production in China, introduced the Commune system as a form
of organisation, despite all the opposition to it, this threatened
not o-nly national food supplies but socialism itself.
The'decisive role of content follows from the fact that
form is determined by the unily, or structure or arrangement
of the parts of a thing, for this uni.ty of. the parts of a thing
that content gives birth to- thc
is its iontent. One may say
'unthinkable'
That is why form
form without which it is
is not something external in relation to cotttent but is actually part of iontent i,nsofar as it represents the latter's
internal structure.
Now if. form depends .on content
The contrailiction Between
and exists in unity. with it, how
Form and Content
can it happen, as it often does,
that the form of a thing or process can begin to act as a
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brake on its forward motion or development, i.e., on the
development of its content? This is not so difficult to understand if we bear in mind the fact that because everything is
in a state of motion or development, content never stairds
still, it is never exactly the same from one moment to another. Form develops along with content, too, but it is more
1igid, less flexible, less mobile. It tends to lag behind content.
Form and content are opposites, so eventuafl] their opposition
*
develops into a contradiction, requiring resolution^.
-forms.
New inventions are first cast in old
The first car
was an exact copy of a horse-drawn carriage. The first sewing machine had "mechanical hands". But there comes a
time when an old form holds back, or prevents altogether,
the further development of new qualitiei, new conten"t. 'Ihe
old design- of cars limited their' speed before they were

streamlined.
We also meet the need to resolve growing contradictions
between form and content in social Iife. F6r example, the
tribal form of government came into conflict with the iasks
of building_ a new life in some of the independent African
countries. Its replacement- by another forrir was required:
representative government by political parties or local 6lected
bodies.

How are conflicts between form and content resolved? In
social life the solutions vary. They may be peaceful or
non-peaceful, depending on' conditions 'and tine. Under
socialism conflicts between form and content are settled bv
the gradual transformation of old form on Party and Gov'ernment initiative. But it is only possible to do this when the
mutual relationship between form and content is correctlv
understood. In particular, it is necessary to bear in mind
that- the^part played by form is not always understood correctly. Overestimaling i_tp role can be eipecially harmful,
an error known as formalism.
You may know the saying: "a court is a court". This
rcllects an incorrect view of the nature of the court procedure
rf bourgeois criminal law. According to this vied, a court
should.be^guidedless by the facts of i case than by the need
for strict formal observance of court procedufe.
liorrnalism frequently manifests itsetf in art when an artist
cannot distinguish content from form. Some artists paint
picturcs that have no content. They merely splash paint on
t ('anvAs at random and then declire the piciure riady for
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exhibition. This extreme formalism is so-called abstract art.
Real art, however, calls for truly artistic forms that conform
fully to their content.
Fbrmalism manifests itself not only in the arts, but also
in the attitude of some people to other people and to work.
Formalism is always haimful wherever it arises. A formalist
is incapable of seeing a living man, his ne-eds and requirements.-A formalist is, in practite, the same thing as a bureau-

crat who nips in the buii and ruins -every-good and fruitful
initiative. That is whv we must fisht formalism:
We have now looked at the b--asic laws ind categories of
materialist dialectics and it will be convenient at this point
to go on to examine the categories_of esse_n"re and^appearance
"connection
with the theory of knowledge of dialectical
in
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and practice show that
Appearance science
all things and processes have two

sides: an internal one, hidden from us, and an external one,
available to our perception. When we first become acquainted
with things by means of the sense organs we perceiv-e only
certain of- their immediately apparent features, only the e-xternal relations between thi:m. We see only what meets the
eye. In other words, we perceive only the world of appearances.

But neither science nor everyday practice can confine
themselves to the mer.e perception and description of individual phenomena, facts and events as lhqy appear on the
surface, but must aim at the discovery of the essential, permanent laws of phenomena, their causal dependence, their
internal relations. The laws of nature and society are not
perceived directly because they do not coincide with the

lpp.ururr."s of tiings. To rerreal the laws governing the
development of processes it is necessary to acquire- a kngw!cdge oT their infernal nature, i.e., to penetrate behind their
apfearance to what is essential and basic ln them, to grasp
what is most characteristic of a given class of phenomena'
any phenomenon reflects the internal conThc essente of'objeZtiae
utorld and this proaides the bas-is
neclions of the
phenomena. Appearance is the
of
aariety
infinite
the
lor
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mani.festati.on of essence, its external form. Essence does not,
however, coqre before appearance and cannot exist independently of it. Essence and appearance rellect different sides of
but one and the same reality: essence is its internal and basic
aspects, and appearance, its external and immediately appa-

rent ones.
The task of science is to reveal essence through the study
of appearance. Let us take, for instance, the exploitation oi
the working class under capitalism. It is hidden, &mouflaged.
On the suifac. the relatio-ns between worker iand capitllist
appear to be those of free commodity owners witli equal
rights. It may erren seem that an ordinary bargain is struck
between worker and capitalist, the worker doing the work
and the capitalist paying him for it in full.
It took the genius of Marx to bring out the essence of
exploitation and the true basis of the lelationship between
proletariat and bourgeoisie. Marx's Capital delves deeply
into the essence of the capitalist mode of production.
-Marx proved that the capitalist does not pay for the whole
gf th. work done by the hired worker but oniy for a part of
it. The unpaid part of the work is the surplus value which
the capitalist appropriates. In short, the capitalist exploits
the worker. That is why poverty, hunger and unemployment
exist side by side with wealth and extravagance under capitalism.
The essence of events in the life of society is frequently
deliberately distorted or camouflaged by reactionary- forces
that have outlived themselves. Imperialists offer "aid" to
nations that have liberated themselves from colonial oppression. But in the guise of giving aid the imperialists are striving to enslave the developing nations once again by economic
means. The essence of imperialism is deliberately distorted:
it is made to appear as a "friend" of the developing nations.
Scientific analysis.alwlys enables
The Criricism

"i-a,g""ririiil

::,:lJ3r,l?fi#*r:I"*:.t3i

there are philosophers who deny that it is possible to cognise
the real world. They claim that the world is, in princlple,
unknowable. They are called agnostics.l Hume d"a fi"i

r Lenin defined this trend in philosophy as follows: "Agnostic is a
Greek word: a in Greek means "no", gzbsis "knowledge". The agnostic
says: / do not knou if. there is an objective reality which is reflected,
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were the most outstanding representatives of agnosticism.
Kant said that all things are hidden from us; that they are,
as it were, locked away-it their shells and that rI is impossible
to know th.i, irt"rrrai content, their essence. One can neYer
penetrate to "things-in-themselves". Only their external form
ir knowable. Th'is philosophy of agnosticism is widely
orooasated in the capitalist world.
' dt." may ask why such views exist. Knowledge, of c-outse,
sheds lishi, but light is not to the liking of everyone. When
the worid is lit up by the powelful torch of the human mind,
many people cai see and do ma-!Y- things- they coulj{ not
befoi"e, anil this is precisely what all those who sow darkness,
the oopressors of deoples,-are afraid of' Because a man who
has fi6ed himself^from social, political and other forms of
slaverv. can. suided bv knowleiige, build a life of his own.
It is rlo accid"ent that'the people who have thrown off the
colonial yoke, who have driven away the French, British,
American and other oppressors, have always begun at once
They crave for knowledge. And this
to abolish illiteracy.
-reactio!aries,
imperialists,. oppressorscraving frightens
whose"inter6sts are served by agnostiis, who reject the possibility of knowing the world, wfiether they are aware of it or
not.

But science and practice refute the philosophy 9f

ticism. Engels, in

hii work Ludai,g

{Sngs-.

Feuerbach and the End of

Classical Ger*a, Philosoblty, wrote that practice, experiment
and industry provide the most,complete possible refutation
of agnosticiim. We can proYe the correctness of our understaniing of nature's phenomena by rep-roducirg,.i.q., recreating, th;m. Kant's el^usive "things--i-n-themselves" have been
lai"d bar. by science and life itself. Vitamins, for inst-ance,
which at oie time could be obtained only from plants,
used to be a kind of "thing-in-itself". But now, when the
chemical industry produces them- in abundance, this "thingin-itself" has becdme a "thing-for-us", i.e., its nature has
been revealed, we have cognised it. And when we remember
that science has discovereld -any millions of such organic
cornpounds, we realise that millioris of "things-in-themselves"
havc been uncovered and cognised. Thuq agnosticism falls

irniructl bv our sensations:

I

declare there is no way of knowing this"
14, p. I28.)

(V.'i. I.criin, CollccteilU)orks, Vol.

""

to the ground. The question of whether or not the world

is knowable. is solved by
practical experience.
'6ork,

In the cou,rse of
of piod,uctiae actiaity, rnan
perietrates into the essence of the anrld, around, him
and learns to understand, it.
rhe stages or cognition

lil:tm.l'r*_*:1,*t1*m:

to study the work of a co-operitive farm. What
do you begin with? With collectin.g facts, the number of
workers in the co-operative, the number of machines, how
they are employed, the size of the harvest, etc. And fhen,
later, you draw definite conclusions about the life and work
of the co-operative. We go about any investigation in the
been sent

All those who work on the discovery and cognition of nature's laws first accumulate facts, either by experiment or by simple observation, but always by means of the
sense orgalrs. This is the first stage of cognition-sense-perception or liuing perception.
When a sufficient number of facts has been accumulated,
the mind analyses them, compares them, contrasts them and
comes to certain conclusions. This is the second stage of
cognition-logical cogni,tion or abstract logical thoughi. But
both the first and the second stages are based on practical
work. I-t is from practice that we take the facts we-analyse.
And, vice versa, it is in practical life that we need the knowledge we 4erive from these facts. We need them, say, to
improve the work of the co-operative we studied and to
increase the size of its crops.
So the acquisition of hnouledge tahes place i.n tao stages,
sensory and logical, both of uhich are- based on Bractice.
o'From
living perception to abstract thought, and fiom this
to practice-such is the dialectical path of the cognition of
truth, of the cognition of objective ieality,"l Leniri wrote.
The annals of science contain the following incident. A
sick woman waS once brought to a clinic with-all her main
sense organs paralysed: she could not see or hear, and had
no sense of smell or taste. She only retained the sense of
touch in one hand. This was the only channel through which
she could obtain knowledge of the outside world. But how
inadequate it was. The patient was unconscious most of the
time. What does this prove? It proves that our sense organs
same way.

-

1.

V. I. Lenin, CollectedWorks, Vol. 38, p. l7l.
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are the means, the channels, through which we obtain knowledge of the _world about us. Seniation is produced by 'the
external world affecting our sense organs. ,{nd we can i.rrow
nothing of the world except through our sensations.
In the event of our losing one iense organ, the others can
to some extent make up for it. But if we are deprived of
all our sense organs, we lecome helpless. We cdn simply
know nothing about the world. But whit is sensation?
Everyone feels a sensation of warmth when warm water
touches his hand. When we look at something red, we have
a corresponding sensation of redness. An apple with all its
properties exists objectively, independently -oT us. But when
it aflects our sense organs it evokes sensations-of colour,
smell, taste,
Sensations are the effect of tkings, of thi
-etc.
external utorld, on our sen$e organs. That is whylhey-give
us true, correct knowledge about the world ziround us.
- B"! what is the proof that our sensations give us correct

knowledge of the world? Practice proves this. If our sensations did not provide us with correct information we would
b-e unable t_o ma\9 practical use of the things to be" found in
the external world. For example, substances which, according
to our senses, are good for the body, would have turned ouT
to be harmful to it, and vice versa.
- The eye- takes, as it were, a photographic picture of the
ttrings we look at. If an object moves, fhe-image of a moving
object appears on the retina. If an object is at rest then thi
image of an object at rest appears.-The eye reflects and
copies everything that happens in the world. The other sense
organs work in this way, too. It follows that the agnostics
are wrong in claiming ihat our sense organs are unieliable
witnesses of the happenings of the world.
- But -great as the importance of sensations may be, it is
impossible to- know the world only by their means. Man goes
bpiond simple perception by thiihiig, penetrating to plices
that no perception can reach. Man, ut,i,th, the aid of thought,
can come to hnoa the internal relati,ons of thinss and ohenomena, i.e., the laws of their deaelopment.-And *hil"
sensations link man directly with existing things, his mind
reflects the external world'indirectly. Tliis' meins that the
laws of Iogic are based on indirect information. In order to
find out, for cxample, whether a man could make a iourney
in a space ship without endangering his life, experinients on
animals had first to be carried out. From the dati so obtained

Soviet scientists drew conclusions about the safety of space
flisht for man. The correctness of their conclusions was fully
co"nfirmed by the feats of the first spacemen.
U)e need' facts i,n order to draa conclusions from them.
Facts are the air that the scientist breathes. Sensations provide facts. The mind then generalises them, and draws
definite logical conclusions from them.
Withoui human reason there would only be scattered piles
of oarticular, disconnected facts. But in a generalised or
sunimarised form facts furnish us with deep knowledge of
the causes and the law-governed regularities of the things
around us-in short, -they lead us. to
and events happening
-phen6mena'
Thb mind works by selecting
the essence of
only the essenti'al features of perceived phenomena. That is
*hy irt.t t. logical thought coirtains only what is essentially
relevant.
The senses supply the mind with data,- facts. The. mind
draws conclusionil feneralises on their basis. The brain,- the
mind, cannot *oti. itithout the senses. But neither can there
be anv sensual cognition without the brain's regulating activifi. Sensual and'rational cognition are the tuto stages.in
tie unified, indiaisible process-of cognition based on-practice.
These iwo' stages cannot be separaled one from the other,
althoush the f,istory of philosophy has witnessed repe,ated
attemp"ts to do so. S6me philosopheis, cal,led rationalists,have
said tirat man can undeistand ihe world with the aid of the
mind alone. Rationalists are opposed to the so-called sensualists or empi,rici,.rls (from the-Latin 5sn5v5-"ssnse" and
the Greek n*piria-"rxperience"), who lbi"\ tbat people
acquire all their knowlEdge with the aid of their sense
orjurt, through sensual exierience ?!oq", and that the mind
adfs nothing"new to the diata provided-by the senses.
But both iationalists and empiricists give a one-sided solution to the problem of the rel4tive rolei of the mind and the
senses in cognition. For ons should not overestimate the
role of the one at the expense of the other.
Both sensual and rational knowledge is equally important
cognition
and inseparable in the process
- It ofwal
with zoorh, practical
pracrice
The Role of
tha-t human - society
actiai'ty'
in Cognition
began. Everyday practical exPerience taught man everything he needed to kn-ow inhis struggle for slrrvival. Our'own experience of life confirms this.
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Man is born without knowledge. He acquires it as he meets
and comes to terms with the virious phenomena-of the world
in the course of practical experience-. When a ilrila tries to
touch fire he is not yet aware of its properties; but
he quickly learns them by experience, and he -then makes
no further attempt to approach fire. He acquires a certain
amount of knowledge.
But by practice is meant something more than the personal
experience of each man. This was the error of pre-Marxist
materialism, which meant by practice only the private practical experience of individual men. The world seemed to them
to consist of so many "Robinson Crusoes", isolated, separated
from one another, and hence compelled to cognise the world
entirely by their own efforts. This is not how things really
stand. In practice we make use not only of what we directly
experience ourselves but of other people's experience, too,
the experience of the whole of mankind. That is why Marxism
speaks of social practice. By this is meant all human practi,ce
in the course of ahi,ch men i.nfluence the materi,al zoorld, and
transform it in production, in scientific experiment, in class
struggle, etc.

The importalce of practice in the process of cognition
in the fact that in the final analysis all knowledge

consists

derives from human social practical activity. The history of
science provides good examples of this. How did geometry
come into being? From times immemorial people who worked

on the land or built dwellings had to measure plots of land
of various sizes and shapes. Gradually they discovered that
there was a method of measuring that was good for any plot
if it had a definite shape: if it was a triangle or a trapezium,
etc. This is how any science emerges, as the generalisation
of practical experience. Certain phenomena and events take
place. The practical study of them provides the basis for the
ge-neralisation that produces theory, science. Scie,ntific hnoaledge, theory, is based entirely on practice,

You may now ask: does not all this mean that man is
passive, inert creature who blindly allows the external
world to affect him one-sidedly? Pre-Marxian metaphysical
materialists interpreted practical experiehce only as the
external world affecting man. But Marx interpreted Bractice
much more deeply: as both the influence of the external
aorld on nxan and the influence of man on the external
aorld,

a

9l

Practice i.s not only the basi.s but also the motiae force
of hnoaledge. If lif6, say, sets agricultuqpl scientists the
task of discovering the best way to cultivate a certain soil,
then this practical task greatly stimulates the developm-ent
of agricultural science. In solving practical tasks science has
to make ever more fresh generalisations, so enriching and
advancing theory. This is what Lenin meant when he said
that practice is above theoretical knowledge, and that the
theory of knowledge must proceed from a correct practical
to reality.
approach
The question now arises: does this diminish the sig_nificance
of theoiy, of science, in production and in the revolutionary
activitiei of man? Revisionists, enemies of Marxism-Leninism, try to prove that Marxists-Leninists, in speaking of the
primary significance of practice in cognition, rejeq! theory.
They say Marxists are 'harrow practicalists" and "neglect"
theory. But this is absolutely untrue. Marxist-Leninist Parties
have always regarded theory as being of the utmost importance. Lenin himself constantly stressed that theory illumines
the road of practice.
It is thus alien to dialectical materialism to treat either
practice or theory alone as important. There is a dialectical
unity between theory and practice. It is impossible to separate
them. Theory is born of practice. But theory also serves and
enriches practice. There can be no theory without practice.
Neither ian there be any revolutionary practice without a
revolutionary theory. Theory is dead without practice. Worse,
theory becoines a useless encumbrance in the absence of practice. But practice is blind without scientific theory because, of
itself, it lacks perspective. Without theory it is impossible to
run a factory or a co-operative, let alone a nation, in a
skilled way.
The i,ndissoluble uni,ty of theory and practi.ce 'i's the cornerstone of the Marxist theory of hnoaledge.
*. be gertajn tfat
what rs Truth?
I{o*,.1,
rne
Knowleoge we acqulre rn f}e
course of cognition is true knowledge?
We know from everyday life that a statement is considered true only if it corresponds to what is actually the
case. All statements that are in conformity with reality are
true. 'llruth is the opposite of untruth, or mistaken belief.
Our statements are untrue when they assert something that
is not so in real life. Marxism-Leninism proceeds from the

idea that truth is that which correctly reflects reality. If our
knowledge corre_sponds to the objective world, then it is true.
This
is what Marxist philosophy means by objective truth.
' Lenin,
in his work fLateriaiisin and Empirii-cri,tici,sm, calls
objectiae truth that part of the content of human i,deas ahich
does not depend, upon the subject, does not depend upon man
and manhind. What does this mean? It means that there can
be no truth without man. Yet that which constitutes the content of truth does not depend on man. Truth is provided by
the world around man. It is not human desires that determine the truthfulness of statements and opinions, but their
conformity to objective reality, to something that exists in
the world independently of man. That is why Lenin says
that objectiae truth is independent of man and manhind, in
other aords, it is independent of man's arbitrary ui,ll. Man
does not credte truth but reflects it in accordance aith uhat
exists i.n the objectiae zttorld.
What guarantee does man have that his knowledge is true,
that it conforms to reality? In other words, what is the criterion, the yardstick, of the truth of our knowledge? Social
practice is this criterion. Man's practical work is the only
correct means of checking the truth or untruth of our beliefs,
theories and hypotheses. Marx wrote: "Man must prove the
truth, i.e., the reality and power, the this-sidedness of his
thinking in practice."I
Whei th6 knowledge we acquire from the study of reality
is confirmed by practice, then we can be sure it is true, and
need not doubt it. Vice versa, hypotheses and beliefs that
cannot stand up to life, to practice, are false. For example,
no matter how often or for how long Labourites and all other
kinds of revisionists persist in maintaining the possibility of
making a "gradual" transition from bourgeois society to socialist society without revolution, they will never succeed in
doing this, just as they have not done so to date. Their theory
is false, quite simply. And false theories do not stand the
test of time. Practice is everywhere and always the touchstone of theory. Theory that is confirmed by practice corresponds to reality, and hence can always be put into practice.

It is necessary

now to deal with the question of hoa we

I K. Marx and F.

p. (iti5.

Engels, The German ldeology, Moscow, 1968,

cognise objective

truth: can we learn the whole truth all

at once, immediately, or only gradually, bit by bit? This
question involves the problem of the relation between absolute
truth and relative truth.

Every man studies nature by the means available to him,
the means provided by human society. There was a time
when scientists did not even have simple scales or thermometers at their disposal, let alone microscopes, telescopes and
so on. This restricted the possibilities of knowing the world.
But modern science is equipped with extremely complex instruments. And can we haye any doubts that in the future
scientific instruments will become yet more perfect and man
will learn much more about nature than he knows now? We
cannot therefore speak of "absolute", o'complete" and
'oexhaustiye" knowledge. All knowledge is, foi the most
part, relative, incomplete, and inexact. Every scientific
theory, every truth, bears the marks of its historical limitations.
That is why human knowledge at each stage of history must
be tegarded as relative to that stage.
Thq question now arises: is there no full and complete
knowledge? If knowledge can only be relative knowledge,
does this mean that there is no such thing as absolute trulh,
no truth that is complete, full and comprehensive?
Some philosophers answer this question as follows: since
all the knowledge we acquire becomes obsolete with time,
and is even refuted, it follows that there is no absolute truth,
only relative truth. Our knowledge is always in a state of
flux; finally, everything passes away, nothiirg remains. AII
knowledge is therefore relative. Philosophers who reason thus
are called relatiaists.

Other philosophers argue that "truths" that become obsolete
and need qualification are not truths at all. "Real" truths
never become obsolete, they are eternal, given once and for
all. Moreover, they say, we should concern ourselves only
with absolute, complete, perfect and final truths. Such philosophers are dogmatists: truth is for them a set of dogmas,
eternal, unchangeable and immutable. But the arguments of
both relativists and dogmatists are one-sided and metaphysical. One cannot mean by absolute truth complete knowledge of the whole of nature. Indeed, can one believe that
mankind will at any time have completed its study of the
Universe and know eaerything-and, in this sense, know
absolute truth? Man can never know everything about nature,
s4

for nature has no end and it is perpetually changing. That
is why it is ridiculous to set any future limits to human
knowledge.

Is absolute truth, then, truth complete and eternal, out
of man's reach? If one means by absolute knowledge the
metaphysical idea of eternal truth, which,, once obtained,
leaves one with nothing more to learn-then such "com-

plete" truth does not eiist. But if one takes the dialectical
materialist approach to this question, ohe can see that man
can reach airiolute truth by accumulating relative truths,
thus gradually moving nearer to knowledge of all the phe,ro*Jrru and iaws of"nature. Just as ani ahole is foimed
from its parts, so absolute truths are bui.lt up from relati.ae
truths inihe endless adaance of hnoaledge,
This interpretation of absolute truth-as the sum of relative truths in the process of development-is directed against
the metaphysical-isolation of absolute truth from relative
truth. It demonstrates that there is no unsurmountable barrier
between relative and absolute truths. By reaching relative
truths in the course of cognition, we in this utay obtain
precious grains of absolute truth. "Life em-erged_ {tory ill:
nimate m1tter", "the brain is the organ of thinking", "all
bodies are made up of atoms"-these and countless other
statements are absolutely true, proved by science and practical experience, and irrefutable. They are real grains of
absolute truth. But this does not mean that they are also
final ftuths, for ii would be wrong to suppose that absolute
truth is not dependent on historical conditions, does not
require qualifying, supplementing and re-defining with
time-that nothing can }e added to or taken_away from
it, that it will not be affected by further scientific and technological progress. Such final, ultimate tiuths- do ,not exist,
so that it would be a waste of effort to search for them. This
means that any relatiae truth contains grai,ns of absolute
truth. Every sci'entific discovery, every scientific truth, every
scientific law, is a unity of relative and absolute truths.
It follows from all this that ae do not cognise objecti.ue
t.nttlt. at once, absolutely, but gradually, by cogni.sing relatiue
hu\hs. The sum of relatiae truths in their d.eaelopment prouitlcs us toith full, deep, absolute hnoaledge both of nature
tts u whole, and of this or that particular aspect of it.
l)ialcctical materialism teaches that truth is aluays con'
rralc. A concrete truth is a truth uhich, accurately reflects

the essence of a definite class ol phenomena and the conditions of their deaelopment. In contrast to this, hn abstract
"truth" ignores concrete conditions in which phenomena
develop. This is characteristic of dogmatists. Iior example, one
cannot give an abstract answer to such a question as: what
are the correct methods of struggle for peace and democracy?
One cannot answer this question correctly until mention is
made of the concrete conditions in which this struggle must
take place. One has to take into account the differences between conditions in countries that have liberated themselyes
from capitalist oppression and those in countries still struggling for their liberation, etc.
Creatiae Marxi,sm enjoins us to heep in aiea concrete
conditi,ons and historical situations in all our zoorh. This
is, indeed, the essence of the concrete historical approach to
the phenomena of reality.

HISTORICAL
MATERIALISM

CHAPTEB SEVEN

HISTORICAL MATERIALISM_

THE PHILOSOPHICAL SCTENCE
OF THE DEVELOPMENT
OF SOCIETY

What thinking person has not
asked himself: how are the
threads that go to form the
complex and many-coloured fabric of social life woven to-

What rs
Historical

Materialism,
Its Essence

gether?

Gigantic but blind material forces operate in nature.
Everything in nature happens spontaneously, that is, unconsciously, whether we think of celestial bodies or plants and
animals. But social life obviously differs from natural life,
for it is made by men. And men are motivated by definite
needs, pursue definite aims, are guided by ideas: in short,
they act consciously. Moreover, the actions of individuals
merge into streams of mass, class and party action.
In the course of social life, progressive and reactionary
ideas, advanced and obsolete ones, right and wrong ones,
collide. An infinite number of individual, class, national and
international interests run up against one another. There
is a.stormy sea of human passions-good and bad, high and
low, noble and ignoble. But is there any kind of order and
direction to all this, or is social life a chaos'that must remain
forever beyond our understanding? Both science and the
experience of the centuries of mankind's existence indicate
that some Ariadna's thread, some law-governed regularity
docs indecd run through the labyrinth of history.

The questions of what human society is, what kind of laws
govern its progress, and how they are cognised and used in
human practice, have been answered by that part of MarxibtLeninist philosophy that is concerned with the general theory
of, and method of acquiring, knowledge about society as a
whole as it has emerged and developed in history. This part
of Marxist philosophy is called hiitorical materialism.
Just as nature, with its various phenomena, processes and
relations, is studied by numerous branches of natural science, so
human society is the subject of study of many'social sciences:
political economy, law, history, ethnography, linguistics,
etc. Each social science studies some individual aspect or
sphere of social life. And though the social sciences together
cover all the aspects of social life, the simple sum total of
this knowledge does not give us an idea of society as an
integral whole, as a system of interacting processes. Alongside, and in unity with, the action of the specific laws of
economic and state development, law, language, etc., more
general laws of social advance operate. None of the particular social sciences studies these. And without knowing these
general laws, which link up the parts of the whole social
organism into a single living entity, it is impossible to understand the interrelations between the various sides of the life
of society and to define the place of this or that phenomenon
in the entire system.
One might say that society is like a massive tree with a
large number of branches. Each social science studies some
part of this tree: the roots, the branches, the leaves, the
trunk. We should be unable to comprehend the laws governing the growth of the tree as a whole if we did not study its
separate parts. But since the life of any part of the tree
depends on the state of the whole tree, it is also extremely
important to know the general laws governing thq whole
tree's development. It is the same with the study of so-ciety:
we must al*ays strive to see its unity in its multifarity,
There are both material and ideal phenomena in society,
both social being and social consciousness, and there is a
definite relation between them, the study of which plays a
vital part in the exolanation of the motive forces of social
advaiice. But no pirticular social science makes a special
studv of the relation between social consciousness and social
being. Neither the method of cognising any social phenomena
can be worked out, nor the means to the revolutionary
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transformation of social life in the interests of the people
be discovered until the question of the relationship between
social consciousness and social being has been correctly
solved. Further, no particular social science studies the
philosophical categories which reflect the general structure
of social life and the way in which it emerges and develops,
nor the specific features of the process by which social
phenomena are cognised. These tasks are the tasks of historical materialism, which provides the necessary general theory.
To sum upt Histori,cal materi,ali,sm, i,s the philosophical
science dealing u.tith the relation of social consci.ousness to
social bei,ng and ai,th the most general laas and motiae
forces of human social deaelopment, It is concerned utith the
general theory, and method, of social science and social
transformation.
Scientific knowledge of social history shows that the
replacement of capitalism by socialism is inevitable, and
this gives working people confidence in the final victory
of their great cause: it also makes it possible to examine
social phenomena in their internal relationships and so to
see beyond individual events to historical prospects far ahead,
to know what the future holds in store. Flistorical materialism
provides a method for the elaboration of scientifically substantiated policies, for working out the correct strategy and
tactics of the working class and its party in the class struggle
and revolutionary action, and for planning the building of
socialism and communism.
Historical materialism was created by Marx and Engels.
They created it in conjunction with dialectical materialism
as part and parcel of an integrated scientific world outlook,
as a method for cognising and effecting a revolutionary
transformation of social reality. The creation of historical
materialism had been prepared for by the entire previous
development of social thought.
The great historical contribution of Marx and Engels
consisted in the fact that they were the first to drive idealism
out of social science and to give a materialist solution to
thc fundamental problem of philosophy as it applies to society. fhat is to say, they showed that labour, the production of rnaterial values, is the basis of human life and the
source of progress in human society. Work created man
from the ape. Work is the basic condition of social advance.
Bngels wrote, explaining the essence of the new materialist
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interpretation of history: "Just

aS

Darwin discovered the law

of development of organic nature, so Marx discovered the
law of dEvelopment of human'history: the simple fact,
hitherto concealed by an overgrowth of ideology, that mankind must first of all eat, drink, have shelter and clothing,'

before it can pursue politics, science, art, religion, etc.; that
therefore the productibn of the immediate material mearis of
subsistence and consequently the degree of economic development attained by a given people or during a given epoch
form the foundation upon which the state institutions, the
legal conceptions, art, ahd even the ideas on religion, of the
pebple conierned have been evolved, and in the light of
wtrictr they rnust, therefore, be explained, instead of. aice
uersa, as had hitherto been the case."l Marxism made clear
the senselessness of mere speculation about society and the
history of its development outside and above man's actual
activilies in life, and demonstrated that people themselves
make their own history, that no supernatural forces stand
behind the historical process. "Historyi' wrote the founders
of Marxism, "does nolhing, it possesses zo immense wealth,
'it wages no battles'! lt is nzan., real living man, that does
all that, that possesses and fights; 'history' is not a person
apart, using man as a means f.or its oan particttlar aims;
history is nothing but the activity of man pursuing his
aims."2

At the same time, it is impossible to understand the complex labyrinth of social life ind the paths and motive forces
of social development if one takes the individual man as
one's starting point. The special features d individuals pr9vide no cluelo those of society as a whole. The latter is made
up of individual people, of course. But why is there one set
oi social relationi bttween people at one stage of history
and a differeni set at anothei stage? What accounts for the
changes of social systems-of political systems, forms_ of
orvnership and even forms of marriage? In order to understand why history takes the road it does one must proceed
not from-the activities of individuals, but from mass social
action, from the actions of. social classes. Moreover, it is the
people, the masses, that have always done the work, and for
1K. Marx and F. Engels, Selected, (t)oht, in three volumes, Vol.3,

Moscow, 1970, p. 162.

2 K. Marx and F. Engels, The Holy Family, Moscow, 1956'
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who are the real makers of historythat reason it is they'leaders,
or legislators, let alone any
not kings, military
mysterious forces from heaven.

Marxism demonstrated that scientific sociology cannot
ignore the conscious human effort that constitutes the subjective aspect of the historical process. But the social. consciousness and institutions of each given-social system reflect
that system's social being, and above all the prevailing mode
of production. As each new human generation enters the
stream of social life it discovers every time that the objective
system of productional and social relations it has inherited is
independent of its will and is conditioned by the level attained by the forces of production before it appeared. Historically established relations determine the character and general living conditions of successive generations.
Marxism also showed, however, that new social ideas and
political institutions, once they have arisen, become relatively
independent and play a big role in social development. Ideas
become a material force when they grip the masses and
stimulate them to activity. By explaining the dependence of
social consciousness upon social being and the nature of the
interaction between the objective and subjective factors in
social development, Marxism was the first to introduce the
profoundly scientific methodological principle of studying
history comprehensiaely, exhaustively. History was interpreted for the first time as an objective law-governed procCss of development, as a necessary succession of a number
of social formations.
Lenin describid the revolutionary upheaval in ideas about
society which Marxism produced in the following words:
"The chaos and arbitrariness that had previously reigned in
views on history and politics were replaced by a strikingly
integral and harmonious scientific theory, which shows how,
in consequence of the growth of productive forces, out of one
system of social life another and higher system developshow capitalism, for instance, grows out of feudalism."l
By discovering the objective laws of social development
Marx and Engels created the theory of scientific communism.
They proved that socialism was not a mer'e utopia, but the
natural upshot of the development of capitalism, which thus
prepared its own death. They made clear the world-historic
I V. L Lcnin,

Collected Worhs, Vol. 19, p. 25.
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role of the proletariat and showed that the road to the new
socialist system of society lay through the revolutionary overthrow of capitalism. The Marxist materialist interpretation
of history made possible a scientific sociology. It raised political economy, history, law, ethics and all other social studies
to the level of science.
As human society. developed and new information about
it accumulated historical materialism developed. The most
outstanding example of the development of Marxist social
science was the contribution made to it by Lenin. Marx and
Engels created historical materialism when capitalism was
in its prime. But Lenin summed up the new phenomena that
appeared in social life as it entered its imperialist stage, and
formulated the basic laws of capitalism in the new stage.
He dealt with the question of the interaction of the forces
of production and the relations of production in the modern
epoch of imperialism and the period of socialist construction.
He also developed further the theory of class struggle, particularly the theory of working-class hegemony, the theory
concerning the party and strategy and tactics of the proletariat. Lenin elaborated the theory of socialist revolution
and the dictatorship of the proletariat, lighting up the path
to socialism and communism and laying the foundations of
the science of social management.
In the present age of transition from capitalism to socialism, Marxist-Leninist social science is constantly developing
and improving under the guidance of the Communist Party
of the Soviet Union and the Communist and Workers' Parties
of other countries. The documents of their Congresses and
Meetings deal scientifically with the most important features
and laws of the advance of human society today.
World history, as Bngels obThe Laws of History

served, is a great poetess who creates not arbitrarily, but who, by means of necessity, creates
both the beautiful and the tragic-and the comic, too. The life
of human society, like that of nature, is not a random accre-

tion of meaningless events, not "a confusion of activity",
but an orderly, organised system operating and advancing
according to definite laws. "All history," said Lenin, "is
made up of the actions of individuals." There is no more
to histoiy than this. Every man does his job, pursues his
own aims, has his own joys and is tortured by his own sufferings, but society as a whole nevertheless moyes forward in

a definite direction, for each individual's actions are mo-

tivated by something that derives from the whole of which
he is a part. It does not follow that things can- happer] in
history atcording to the desires and aspirations of individual
men. History knbws of cases of individual men and nations
who, in seeking and reaching goals of their own, were, at the
same time, the instruments of something higher and greater
than themselves of which they were unaware.

The existence of historical laws was only fully arid scientifically substantiated with the -appearance of Marxist sociology. When the principles of materialism and dialectics
were-applied to the study of social hitory, qe laws governing huilan society came to light. "Only the- 1-sdtftion of
soiial relations to production relations and of the latter to
the level of the productive forces, provided a firm basis for
the conception thlt the development of formations of society
is a process of natural history,"l wrote T,enin.
Jfatur al-his toric al nze ans ob j e cti,u e, lau - goa e rne d, c aus al,
non-arbitrary. Lenin proceeds from the fact that one cannot'
in the study of social history, dwell only on the ideal motives

of human'actions, on the conscious aspirations motivating
them. It is necessary to bring out the objective necessity

determining both the aspirations and the actions.
"The faCt that you live and conduct your business, beget
children, produce products and exchange them, gives rise to
an obiectively necessary chain of events, a chain of development,-which is independent of your soci,al consciousness, and
is never grasped by the latter completely."2 This was Lenin's

reply to Bogdanov, who identified social consciousness with
social being

Men ma-ke their own history themselves. But what determines their motives, especially those of the masses of the
people? What are the objective conditions for the production
of material things that form the basis of the entire spectrum
of human activily throughout history, and what law determines the changes in these conditions as history progresses?
Historical materialism has provided answers to these ques.
tions by laying bare the objective and conditioned character
of human ideas, aspirations, aims and interests, and by thus
showing that human history, for all its contradictoriness and

t
'

V. I. Lcnin, CollecteilWorks, Vol.
Ibid., Vol. 14, p. 325.
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multifarity, represents but a single, law-governed process of
human advance.

Lenin stressed that iust as Darwin had put biology on
a scientific footing by establishing the mutability o-f species
and their evolution one from another, so Marx had ". . .put
sociology on a scientific basis by establishing the concept of
the ecoliomic formation of sociity as the sum-total of given
production relations, by establishing the fact that the develipment of such formations is a proless of natural- history."l
rhb Diarectics or
Objective

rhe

Subjective
il Ht'tr;i "

and the

Y"m:l'tt*

ll:'*,i:il'!j:,il

classes.and political-parties, and

of individuals in the historical

process, Lenin brought out the
dialectics of the relation between the objective and subiective
In fact, this was one of Lenin's
factors in social progress.
most important coitributions to historical materialism.
"Marxism differs from all other socialist theories in the
remarkable way it combines complete scientific sobriety in
the analysis of ihe objective state of affairs and the objective
course oi evolution with the most emphatic recognition of the

importance of the revolutionary energy, revolutionary creatiie genius, and revolutionary initiative of the masses-and
also, Jf course, of individuali, groups, organisations, and
parties that are able to discover and achieve contact with
one or another class."2
The basic objectiae factor in history is material producti'on,
si,nce relations of production and. all other social relations
are determined from generation to generati,on by the leael of
the forces of production reached by human society at each

of its deaelopment.
Ther" relations-are therefore independent of the will and
consciousness of each fresh generafion and determine the
character and general conditions of its life. But the objective
factor of material production is clearly not a blind mechanical
force, since it consists of human conscious activity. And in
all events in the life of human society, whether they be revolutions or scientific discoveries and inventions, men play the
leading role. .Human activity is gur-dg{ by definite ideas,
aims and aspirations. But the latter "follow necessarily from
stage

the given social environment, which serves as the material,
the object of the individual's spiritual life, and is reflected
in his 'thoughts and feelings'."l Men make history on the
basis of what historical reality has made of them, of what
tasks are set by the objective development of things, what
means exist to solve these tasks, what the balance of opposing forces in society is and how their activities relateto the
objective requirements of historical progress. In short, a
oomechanisrq"
is required to bring social laws into
subjective
great difference from laws of nature.
play,
and
this
is
their
- Lenin demonstrated in his refutation of the subiectiveidealist views of the Narodniks that the historical inevitability
of the emergence of, say, capitalism, does not mean that
people act blindly in history. He wrote: "People in
sound mind and judgement then erected extremely wellmade sluices and dams, which forced the refractory peasant
into the mainstream of capitalist exploitation; they created
extremely artful by-pass channels of political and financial
measures through which swept capitalist accumulation and
capitalist expropriation that were not content with the action
of economic laws alone."2
Thus, consciousness takes part in the objective process of
history. When explaining how the dialectics of the relation
between objective conditions and the subiective factors
applied to the tasks of the working class in giving leadership
to the labour movement (in order to expose the theory of
"spontaneity"), Lenin again wrote: "fn order truly to give
'consideration to the material elements of the moyement',
one must view them critically, one must be able to point out
the dangers and defects of spontaneity and to eleaate it to
the level of consciousness. To say, however, that ideologists
(i.e., politically conscious leaders) cannot divert the movement from the path determined by the interaction of environment and elements is to ignore the simple truth that the conscious element parti.ci,pates in this interaction and in the
determination of the path."3
The subjectiae factor in history is people themselaes, their
reaolutionary resoluteness, their utill to fight, their organi.sation in struggle, their entlzusiasm and political conscious-

l
1

V. I. Lenin, Collectetl Worhs, Vol. 1, p.

2 Ibid., Vol. 13, p. 36.
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Ibi(I., Vol. l, p.405.

2 Ibid., p. 399.

:r Ibitl., Vol. 5, p. 316.
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and thei.r experience ol struggle, All these things play
an enormous part in the direction taken by, and the outcome
of, historical events.
The ideological enemies of Marxism try to accuse Marxists
of a contradiction here. They say that on the one hand
Marxists admit the objective character of the laws of history,
but on the other hand organise working people to fight for
the revolutionary transformation of society. If, they ask, this
or that historical change is objectively inevitable, why should
it be necessary to rouse people to fight for it? Will not the
change occur anyway, by itself? According to the concept
of absolute predetermination, human will and knowledge
play no part in history and mean nothing. Why intervene in
the necessary course of events: everything has been preordained, action is of no avail!
Exposing the total inconsistency of these arguments of the
critics of Marxism, which amount to a doctrine of the fatal
development of human society, Lenin showed that they are
based on the purely metaphysical f.allacy of opposing the
subjective aspect of the historical process to its objective
aspect. They fail to take account of the fact that it is the
people, their will and consciousness, that make history.
Marxism-Leninism does not seek merely to explain social
reality but to transform it. The very heart of MarxismLeninism lies in its recognition of the active and decisiae
role of subjective factors in the objective progress of history,
especially at its turning points. The critics of MarxismLeninism do'not-fake into account the constant interaction
between objective and subjective factors: the objecti,ae factors
in the historical process,uthich,in the final analysis, determine
the subjecti.ue tactors, undergo changes themselaes under the
ttoaerful influence of these same subjectiae factors.
All this follows from the general principles of Lenin's
solution to the question of the relation between mind and
matter; our consciousness not only reflects the world, but
remakes it, i.e., man changes the world through his practical
actions. The most notable proof of this was the victory of
the October Socialist Revolution and the building of socialism that followed it, both of which were first carefully
planned and prepared for in theory before any practical
action was taken.
The whole of the practical transforming activities of the
people, classes, parties and individuals together make up the
ness,
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indissoluble unity of the objective and subjective in the
historical process. It is well known that a great part was
played by mass revolutionary initiative and enthusiasm during
the'October days and the Civil War, aqd in the years of the
Great Patriotic War of. 194l-1945. That is why Lenin
attached the greatest possible importance to the subjective
factor:-class consciousness, single-mindedness, enthusiasm,
creative initiative and mass organisation-in historical action.
Objective historical conditions do not of -themselves bring
about the victory of progressive forces. 'Ihe mere understanding that this victory is inevitable is not enough. The
subiective factor is essential.
dut Lenin also came to the conclusion, in his analysis of
the laws of social revolution, that subjectiae factors become
of decisi,ae importance only ahen the necessary objectpe
Brerequisites aie in eui,dence. He pointed out the possibility
of contradictions arising between objective conditions and
subjective factors. Revolutionary classes do lot always
posiess sufficient strength to carry through a revolution, even
fhough economic conditions indicate that the time is ripe
for revolution. The structure of society is not such as to suit
the convenience of its most advanced sections. The time may
be ripe for revolution, but the fighters for the revolution may
have insufficient strength to carry it through. At such a time
"society decays, and this process of decay sometimes drags
on for decades".l
The general trend of human history is in the direction of
the stre"ngthening of the subjective factor through changes
in obiective factors. Under socialist conditions the role of
the subjective factor is especially important for planned progress, which takes place in conditions of "an extremely iltricate and delicate system of new organisational relationships
extending to the planned production and distribution of the
goods reluired for the &istence of tens of millions of
peopls."2
-

The essential requirement for the rational employment of
the subjective factor in historical change is the maximum
concentiation of people on the objective laws of social development.

1 V. I. Lenin, Collected Uorhs, Vol. 9, p. 368.
2 Ibi(l., Yol.27, p.241.
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the importance of ideas in human social development and
preaches the doctrine of the "spontaneous", automatic predetermination of social events. Lenin also rejected the concept of aoluntarism, the idea that human actions are independent of objective laws: that there is such a thing as "free
will". He showed that the idea of the absolute freedom of
the individual is a myth: one cannot liae i,n society and
be free from it. At the same time he severely criticised the
concept of. fatalism, the idea that all human actions are
fatally determined by forces beyond human control. If everything is predetermined then there can be neither right nor
wrong in the world. Both voluntarism and fatalism are
metaphysical concepts: they rnake absolute one of the sides
of human behaviour and ignore the other. The truth is that
we must recognise the dialectical unity of freedom and
necessity. Man is not free when he is ignorant of laws, when
he thinks and behaves according to traditional patterns in
new circumstances. Man is only free when his actlons are in
harmony with the objective necessity of concrete circum-

which can and must be played in history by parties that

have realised the material prerequisites of a revolution and
have placed themselves at the head of the progressive
classes."2 Thus Marxist-Leninist sociology completely rules

out both the fatalistic and the voluntaristic interpretations of
history, demonstrating the stupidity of bourgeois sociologists'
attempts to contrast Lenin to Marx as a voluntarist to a
fatalist. Such attempts indicate either an inability or an
unwillingness to approach the problem of the relation between
social laws and human conscious activity dialectically. The
solution to this problem can only be found in the matlrialist
interpretation of history, which has shown that capitalism
will perish sooner or later under the wheels of historical
necessity. It is therefore as ridiculous to defend capitalism
as it is to disagree with the passage of time.

stances. Necessity presents itself as freedom refracted through
human consciousness when recognised necessity begins to
play the part of a regulating factor in man's behaviour. "Far
from assuming fatalism, determinism in fact provides a basis
for reasonable action."1
Freedom is hnoaledge of objecti,ue laus and the ability
to use them. It is a product of historical development, the
result of world historical human practice. We are constantly
winning a little more freedom from necessity, while realising
that we can never win the whole of it.
Fatalism leads to quietism, while historical materialism
calls for action on the side of the progressive classes of
society. Lenin pointed out that the practical activity of social
classes-that of the working class, for example, in its struggle
against the bourgeoisie-effects the creation of necessity
itself within the framework of the objective laws operating
in society. Lenin exposed the complete inconsistency of theories which underestimate "the materialist conception of
history by ignoring the active, leading, and guiding part
1

V. I. Lenin, Collected Uorks, Vol. l, p, 420,
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nature through which man
forms nature and adapts it to his needs. This process is
always social in character, for the production of an isolafed
i"J#i"rL woutd be as meaningleis as the development of
language apart from people living^ together. T.he production
of material things is the source of human socrety, the -basrs
of its continued-existence and the most essential condition
for its further advance.
Oi itt tfr. things man does, or lras ever done, mat-elial
production is the-most imp-ortant. It take-s lP.most of his
iocial active time and inv6lves the overwhelming majority
of people.
Obviously, in order to live people must have means to
exist, and in order to have tliese- they must work' Social
tif. it unthinkable without work. Man cannot be satisfied
with what nature gives him ready-mad-t. Even the air we
Uriitt. requires heitine sometimei! But by working on what
nature doei provide anii by putting the laws of nature to use,
in nature.
men
-_ftr.can produce things that do not existboth
the p-rocesses of
embraces
pro?uction
of
co'ncept
oroduction tiremsejves and the distribution, exchange and
ionsu*ption of the things produced. Moreover, the character

ll0

.of the processes of production determines the aay in zah.ich
things are d.istributed. Distribution means above ill the distribution of products, but before this can take place the
members of society and the means of production must themselves first be distiibuted among.the virious branches of production and subordinated to definite relations of productlon.
And because production determines the distributibn of both
people and things it is the leading section of the economy.
There are many kinds of forCes at work in societymaterial and ideil, direct and indirect, permanent ind
fluctuating-which iaken together determine the life and
development of society. But the roles which these forces play
are not of equal importance or decisiveness. There is-one
force in society which in the final analysis determines all
the others, eyen the most refined spiritual forces. This force
is the production of material values, which is, as it were, the
engine of the social machine.
It is the contradictions within production that cause transitions from one social system to another to take place. With
changes in the tools people use in production, people themselves. change-their working skilli,
lnd witli tLem their
consclousness-as rndeed does the whole economic and social
set-up. All the relations between people are altered, and all
existing institutions and forms of brganisation, all ideas
and morals, are transformed.
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Man lives .within the limits set
the - Ea$h's thin crust-his
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contact and which is in turn most affected by society. Man's
geographic-al environment includes the rivers ihat are directly
or indirectly connected with human activity and the canali

man has built himself, the banks of riveis and the dams
built along them, natural and man-planted forests, fields and
pastureland, cities and all other human settlements, climatic
and soil conditions, mineral resources, plants and animals.
Life_emerged and developed in this geographical environmcnt. Human history is thui but the continualion of the history of the Earth-they are, as Herzen, the well-known
Russian writer, put it, two chapters of one book, two stages
of one and the same process,
very remote at their far ends
but very_ near where -they meet.'We are tied to our geographical environment by "ties of blood" and human liie is

llt

it.

Spacemen who temporarily leave the
Eaith take with them i small part of it. There is no gaq
u"d society. Tliis does not mean- to-s-1Y, of
U-J*.""

impossible outside

"it"ii
they do not haie their own qualitative.lV different
;;;;*, that
society

fiut"r6s. But despite everything th-at disting-uishes.
from nature, society remains part of nature. .trom the tlme
h";; ;;;iity carrie into existence there have been three
to
[i"dr of p.o..tt.t taking place-on Earth: those relating
ptiper, specifically social ones, and those that weld"ui"r.
;;il;; 'urh to.^i.ty togLther by combinin! elements of
both.
- -ffr"

dialectics

of the interaction of nature and

society

on
ir s"& it rt ut society develops its direct dependence
increases.
it
on
dependence
nature diminishes and its indireit
iG;- i";;;;t.t t it power over natur-e by learning more and
;;; ;f its'laws aid transforming nature on their basis;andat
ifr. ru*. time, as society developsfman gets into broader
J;;;;;";d.t *itt, titrr., iniluding ln the iphere of his
more of its ob-iects and processes'
actfuitv
--ii;;G everLr"rsht
the ent"ire planet within the orbit of his
enteringi space' He is also leproducing
now
i"t
*ut
u.ti"it[i
rnlrrr, .ot*ic phenomena on Ea.ih-superlow and superh-igh
interstellar
i;t.;;;;s,'the near-vacuum characleristic of
ele.
chemical
artificial
other
and
,"ii". and tiansuranium
ril;;tt fie.t ".ti"*, plutonium) found in the stars' He is also
artificial safellites, interplanetary station-s and space
;;ki"n"science
the way tor

and technology are preparing
penetration into space.
deeper
min's
--Th; hi;tr;y' of the interactioir of nature an-d society shows
t1,|1 th; Aepend one on the other and in fact comprise-a
ffit. r*"i"S .*ity. Here is an exampll:'-During both world
wais there iu, u'sharp decrease in fishing in the -No:tl'
Atlantic. As a result disease spread among the-trade fisn
and there was a noticeable decrease
L;;;t; of overcrowding,
-of
i;-th; s# tt . fish' :This showed that society had. had. a
regulating effect on the biological- p.rocesses j.?kils,place.rn
thE sea ind also that nature had "adjusted" itself to the
oeaceful life of society.
'-tvtu"ti"a not onlv'inhabits the world of nature,,it transbeen
f";;; ii.- Fto* itt very beginning, human society has
amount
immeasurable
chansins the nature around it. An
ground as into a
;f-hil;" iffort has been "put into the
ui-tt6 Russian publicist D' I' Pisarev

ships.

;isilt;;;;G-b;;k,;
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ex.pressed i!. Mq cut forests, drained swamps, built dams,
villages and cities, wove a thick network of^,uit*um o".r1
the surface of the Earth, and did much else besides.
Mankind turns natural wealth to his own cultural and
bistorical ends. For how many centuries did li;ha"i;;
flashing in the night and often causinE extensiv. A;;i;"8j
tion, terrify men and make them fall down to the ground
when they heard.a.claq of thunder? But man has conluered
and tamed electricity by compellins it to serve ,oii.trr,.
interests: now lightning'obedieitly flIashes in glass bulbs'to
Irght our houses and streets and set machine tools and loco_
motives in motion. Man,h-as not only moved many kinds of
plants and animals to different climatic conditions, Ii. fru,
completely transformed some of them and altered ifr. too[

and climate of his habitat.

. Society. affects-nature more and more as material production develops. With each significant advance in social
irod;;tion, society's influence. on nature changes in charadter. As
production grows social needs under[o change, u"a tt.
demands for natural resources change" too. N"ot o"ly iti"
intensity of the influelce of so,ciety ov"er nature .t u"g& U.,i
the spheres of its influence also change. Man,s imriediate
geographical environment, obviously chinges faster than ihai
part of _nature not directly_affected by slociety. Changes in
geographical en-vir-onment-depend not'only on th. l.;;i ;i
production reached by societf but also on'its social svGm.
Each new social system modifies man's environment U"'"tiiiring the achievements of preceding ages and by prepiring it,
as it were, for future generations. natural processes ele speeded up by society,s increas.lngSom^e
rnlluence on nature. 'I'he geographical environment in
particular develops very rapiatli, ind quite ,"Urti*iui
chan-ges-can be seen in it_over only a few d-ecades, let alone
hundreds or thousands of years. For instance, bv ploushi;s
the soil, man shifts a tremendous quantitv of it'erlei"?.url
three times as much as the volume of 'volcanic ;i."4;;;
ejected_fro-m the Eu{h. Again, in the last hundrdd y;;;;
some 360 thousand million tons of carbon dioxide have b..rt
t!.- atmosphere _by factories, increaiini it, .o".."ld{Sa to
tration
by 13 per cent. 'Ihi-s has increased the iite at which
plants grow. It has also increased the extent to which carbon
dioxide, by absorbing solar radiation, o,heats,, th" Eu;ih. lJ
is estimated that the extra carbon dioxide that man has added
il3

by betto the atmosphere may raise its average temperature
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Technological progress under capitalism brought with it

a considerable growth

population. Scientifii

1 K. Marx, Capital, VoL I, Moscow, 1965, p. 680.
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lowered the mortality rate, especially that of children. But
the capitalist system of production proved unable to make
full and efficient use of the growing population. The population law discovered by Marx refers to capitalist sociity and
has its origin in the peculiar features of capitalist accumulation, wtrich "constantly produces, and produces in the direct
ratio of its own energy and extent, a relatively redundant
populatio:r of labourers, i.e., a population of gieater extent
than suffices for the average netdi of the self--expansion of
capital, and therefore a surplus-population".t
A considerable section of the la5our force under capitalism
does not find employment and goes to form i reserv6 labour
army, i.e., the army of the unemployed plus ruined petty
p-roducers. Mor_eover, at the imperialist stage of capitalism
thg-e is a significant increase in this relative overpopulation.
- The population law under socialism is charaiterised by
the rational employment of socially organised labour, the
planned distribution of the population, and a steady increase
in its numbers.
World population has grown over the centuries as follows:
in the first century it was about 200 million, and at the
time of the Renaissance about 500 million. In the middle
of the lgth century it numbered 1,000 million, and by 1930,
2,000 million. In 1963, 3,200 million people inhabited the
Earth.
M?ry bou_rgeois scientists are frightened by this growth.in
population. Some busily propagate the theory of "-diminishing returns", according to which crop yields do not increase
in proportion to the amount of labour and capital invested
in the soil. They also claim that the restricted amount of
cultivable land is in any case an insurmountable obstacle
to any big rise in food production. Hence their conclusion
that famine and suffering are inevitable and serve to maintain a balance between sise of population and supplies of
means of existence. The English etonomist and cielgyman
Malthus (1766-1834) was one of the originators of thii'idea.
He formulated what he called "the grlat law of nature",
viz., that population rises in geometrical progression while
means of existence may, at best, grow only in arithmetic pro-
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world's population will rise to 8 or 10 thousand million
people. Bui this is no reason to support the Malthusians.
Hunger is the product of an exploitive social system. Nature
is not the guilty party. Of course, the elimination of
hunger and undernourishment, combined with the
'a rapid
growth of population, will undoubtedly result in sharp
intensification-of the interaction between society and nature'
There are two sides to material
Forces of production
qroductio!: thb.forces o{ Producand
Riiatrons or production

tg.,i$j ,ii,"fll,i,3r l"-,"*f;

carry out the processes of production and they are therefore
the principal and decisive element in the forces of produc-

tion.
Before production can begin the materials for it must first
be acquired-land, natural resources, wood, etc But man
cannot- transform nature with his bare hands. The production of material goods as the basis of the life and development of society begins therefore with the production and
utilisation of the instruments of labour, which are, as Marx
put it, "the bone and muscles of production". Machines and
lools, the instruments of labour, are essential for production,
especially for modern production. The instruments of labour
aie the ihings producdd by man for the Pu.rltose of influen-

cing and tiansformi.ng the external zatorld

in his own

interests.

Even the first men, who still lived in herds, could not do
without the simplest tools-stone axes, for example. Instruments of labour became of steadily increasing importance
as mankind advanced. Now modern production is unthinkable
without complex machine tools and machinery powered by
steam, electricity and nuclear energy.
Besides the instruments of labour, production requires
factory buildings, warehouses, power and the "blood system"
of production, transport. These, togethe-r with the instruments
of labour, comprise the means of labour. And the means
of labour plus ihe objects of labour comprise the means of
production.

' The productive

forces of society iriclude production
technology. Ln almost all the branches of modern production,
the way in which technical problems are solved largely deter-rnines lhe character of the instruments of labour and that of
the whole production process. The organisation of production,
tt7

and the forms and methods of organising labour, play a
steadily increasing part in modern production. But the forms
of orginisation oI iabour develop hore slowly than do the
instrtinents of labour and technology in general, and for
this reason tend to lag behind technological advance. Sp.cialisation, concentration and co-operation in production as
a whole and in its separate branches, the unification and
standardisation of the design of products and the instruments
of labour, and the introduction of continuous production
methods at all enterprises are becoming more and more important trends in modern production. Production is also
bbviously very dependent on-the way in which material and
technical supplies are organisedThe scieritffic organisation of production thus involves the

following: the orginisation of labour, the rational utilisation
of meani of pro-duction, and production management ul{
planning. The organisation of-production and of material'
ind tecf,nical sup"plies, and the application of e,ngine-ering
science, are the ri6st essential featuies of the modern forces
of production.
the efficiency of social production is in many respects
determined by- its structure-how rational is the balance
between the various branches of the economy and how correct the location of enterprises.
The hi.storicallv deterVnined combination of th.e means of
production-pririarity the instruments of labour and all other
iechnologi,cal- deaices-and the socia! organis.ati,on of labou.r,
the material and technical basi,s -of s.ociety, t-ha!. is,
comprisel
-material
part of the forces of production-including
the
labour alreadj, performed in the pas1, without which the
daily renewed labour of living 'men and women is impossible.

The indissoluble unity of the material and technical basis
of society and man himself, -the producer of material values,
is the eisential condition of the former's normal working.
It is not the instruments of labour that play the major
role in production, but men. Means of production are dead
without'people. According to Marx, the rrcal wealth of society
is not mtasured by the (uantity of material values, i,t produces, but by the'level 6f tte-ge,neral- culture and labour
skill of men,'by the level of their knowledg-e-and creativity.
Man and his libour represent the true wealth of the Earth.
In order for the meani of labour to enter production it is
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evidently necessary to employ labour, living -human labour'
aho
It follows that thi lorces of production consi'st of me-n pro'
uho
and
shill,
labour
exberience'and
iriiiit brod.uction
'aiii
*Ltiiiil goods' and nteans of ltroducLion (aboae all,
instru,ments 6:f labour ).

i[; ior;es'of production are to be judged primarily by
level, by the standa-rds- of engineeJil.S
their technologicil
'Mankind
has' concentrated the whole of its
they display.
the ages-iq technolosv' in devices
over
prilti.it'iripetience
scientific
for chanEinE nat.rre]';d;-; definite level'of processes
Yeihnology' embraces those thin-gs - and
",ritut..
iilin, haaing ,nriiin definite lthysi.cal-and chemical proper-

Uii, ioirn inZn giaen a'relati,ae[y stable form and functi'on
bv
human societ^t.
-'Th;
for* atf, functions of instruments of labour embody

hirtoiicaliv evolved methods of human labour. Particular tools
.u" o"lv 6e used, can only be brought to bear on the obje-ct
;i l;d;., in ceitain definite ways-: the hammer can only
hammer, the fishnet catch fish, etc.
iufo.i, expended in the production of means of production

for ihe manufacture of a given product is termed past
mnteriati.sed labour' Labour used directly in the making

ir

oi a sivet product is termed liuing labour. At the early- stages
nf nitorv iirrire labour was the predominant form of labour'
man increasingly employs hisblv complex
B;- ;"*, *t
"i labour, materialised labour usually accounts
instruments of
ior *ott of the total iabour expended on each unit of production. The reduction in the share of living labour in proJuction is a law-governed tendency,of technological {9v.elopcontent of labour'
,rr"rrt *hl.h manlfests itself in the-changed
-labour
is increasingly
M* t direct influence on the object of
reolaced bv the operations of michines, including their regqlaiinE and'adiustinE activities. Calculations of all kinds take
*oi""u"d moie timi reducing the time available for actually
carrvins out the direct proiesses of production. It is not
;; ;;;i production skilf and personil "wit" that acquire
increasing importance as systdmatic -scientific knowledge'
A;;ili;t ?nani?estation of technological development is -the
i;;;;;ti"t replacement of collective actibn bv individual
action.

Materialised hnoaledge, applied technology, plays a tremend.otls role in the adaanie of science and is affected by
i,t in. turn. "We have known anything reasonable about
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electricity only since its technical applicability was discovered."1

The penetration of science into production is an extremely-complicated matter. It sometimes took centuries for
knowledge to be applied in technology. It was, for instance,
known in ancient times that steam could do work. It was
enough to see how it pushed the lid off a vessel of boiling
water. But it was several thousand years before steam was
made to move machines. Then the technological experience gained in the cdnstruction and operation of steam
engines led, in its turn, to the appearance of the science
of thermodynamics, i.e., to more, and much greater, knowledge.

Scientific discoveries and developments are employed in
or another in every technological innovation. The
application of science in production in the shape of new
materials, new tools, new methods of organisation, new
engineeri,ng-and in raising the level of the sci,entific and
technological culture of the direat producers of material
values-all prepares the ground for technological revoluone way

tions.

Science can now create materials with properties programmed in advance. Modern chemistry provides produc-

tion with materials unknown in nature and surpassing
everything that has been at man's disposal for thousands of
years. Science has given engineering semi-conductors,
unbreakable glass, resins that can glue together the sections
of a bridge, and synthetic diamonds, and it is scientific prog-

ress that has now made possible automatic factories controlled by cybernetic machines.
Science is steadily being introduced into all branches of
the economy. By penetrating the mysteries of the processes
that take place in the soil and in plants and animals science
is promoting the advance of agricultural technology. Great
modern engineering innovations usually begin as simple
research projects. Modern production based on the results
of science thus takes on more and more the character of
extended laboratory research.
Under socialist conditions the natural sciences (mathematics, mechanics, physics, chemistry, etc.) all become incor1

K. Marx and F.

p. 466 (Russ. ed.).
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porated into the forces of production, and the social
sciences-political economy and applied sociology-assist in
determining the most rational employment of material
resources and manpower and in choosing the most advantageous lines of development in production and the best
ways to improve the organisation of labour and manage-of
ment. All this of course speeds up the rate of growth
the national economy, so that science becomes more and
more a directly productive force and production the technological application of modern science. The direct links
between science and production are maintained through the
agency of people, too: science sums up the experience of
workers and steadily enriches it with the technical standards of today. And workers can only improve their qualifications by mastering the necessary amount of scientific
knowledge.

The level of the productive forces of society is measured
by labour productivity, that is, the quantity of goods producefl per unit of time. Labour productivity depends on
technical standards, on science, on the links between science
and production, on workers' skills, and on natural conditions.
In the future, soience will make it possible to bring the
unlimited power of thermonuclear reactions under control

so that they may be peacefully employed as unlimited
sources of nuclear power to change weather conditions, conquer disease and lengthen the life span of man, control the
processes of life, create an infinite variety of man-made
substances with required properties, and to blaze a trail into
the Universe. The new age of technological advance is
associated with the achievements of electronics, cybernetics
and computer science. And these will make possible the transition to higher forms of automation-of entire workshops
and factories-providing the basis for.massive increases in
labour productivity.
Advances in technology have different social consequences

under capitalism and under socialism. Automatiorr leads,
under capitalism, to mass unemployment and ever more
severe economic crises. Technological progress under socialisrn leads to iryproved working conditions,'the gradual erasing of the differences between physical and mental labour,
and to the steady rise of the rnaterial, technological and
cultural standards of the workers.
'I'cchnological progress provides the basis for the developt2t
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t;b;;;: ft it it expressed in the enormous extension of the
;;-;i power-driv?n machinery-in ^production, -including

irior-a"tion and control devices. The formal logical activities
of automatons are co-ordinated with the conscious activities
;i hil; beirgs. Whereas the instruments of labour of the
ind added strength to human hands, ryo-de-rn
"uJ ""t."aed
continue aid make more powerful the
ilb;.;;ti;;achines
brain. Mental operations which once
human
the
#or[ of
.orrta n. done only by man are now entrusted more and
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re.gulation and control. This is resulti"s i" hr^un alienalion io-t -olly from the -object of labour,
bu"t also from the means of labour. A single "man-automaton" svstem is in process of formation. Man plays the part
of the'subiect of ldbour, and the automaton is the instrument
trr. prip'ote of labour, its s-ociai-meaning-and
;i i;il;'il
get-eral system of social life, still derive from
in
the
its place
and society.
urrtotttution of productioq is presenting man with new
tutlt u"d developing new abilities in him. The human mind
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it.
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steadily growing
an active comp5nent pirt of the Torces -of production' TechnoloEical advince is made by man. Technological inventions
human talents, genius and experience. The further
"*UJa"
*ri*ilt pioduction advinces, the greater is. the part,playe{
i" it Uy irental activity. This increasing role of intellectual
1 K. Marx, Capital, Vol.
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work is accelerating technological progress and is therefore
vitally important for the further development of the forces
of production.
However, the objective process of technological advance
is given a distorted interpretation in bourgeois philosophy and
sociology, according to which the development of technology
has become an end in itself. The bourgeois sociologist Elul,
for example, claims that technology is acquiring a character
independent of man and is beginning to follow autonomous
laws of its own. It is undeniable, of course, that technology,
like other spheres of social life, has a relative independence,
but it would be quite wrong to suppose that it is becoming
independent of man, and man its helpless servant-that technology has become so much an object of idolatry that man is
bcing completely enslaved by the world of things and the
technological forces of civilisation. According to some bourgeois philosophers, technology, like an evil pied piper, must
inevitably lead the whole of humanity to disaster, for, they
say, it is already getting beyond human control. There have
been many cases in history, indeed, when technology has
been used to harm people. But it is not technology that is to
blame for this but the capitalist social system.
Some spokesmen of technocracy (Bernham, Elesko and
others) think that because technology is a decisive factor in social progress, technological intellectuals, the men who invent
machines and control them, should rule society, i.e., that a
society of "managers" should in time replace capitalism. But
Marxism-Leninism rejects this idea as inconsistent and reactionary. Capitalism will be eliminated not by technological
intellectuals but by the working class in the course of social
revolution.
To summarise; the forces of production express the material relations that exist between society and nature. Their
level-which indicates the degree of human domination over
the forces of nature-is determined by the instruments of
labour, the power-generating capacity of production, the
organisation and technology of production, and by the advance of science and the degree of succesq achieved by the
direct producers of material values in implementing scientific
development.

Production has from the start been the collective effort of
men to change nature. In order to produce things men must
enter into certain social relations, for it is only through these
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that they can enter into relationship with nature and proI".iiorrlu" take place. Looked at anbther way, the means of
oroduction which-men use determine their relations not only
production
friit "ui"r., but with one another' All means of
ur. tor".body's propetty, u!4 it-is.ar-ound this property that
knot of humin ielationships is tied.
the
---the
relation that men bea? to their means of production
is the core of the entire system of relations of production and
J..iJ.t the position of this or that social group in the gen.*l rystem of social life.'In an antagonistic claSs society,-some
n.o.ro, have dominating positions and others subordinate
B"Lrl So*" possess meins-of prodt'ction and others are deorived of them. People livins under exploitive systems are
it"t airia.d into a-number-of classes and groups having
Jiffeient outlooks and interests depending on their relation
to the means of production. The most important aspect-ot.the
r.tuiiot t of proiuction is, the,refore, the economic relations
between the iarious classes and social groups'
An essential element of all relations of production is those
relations between the workers of all branches of production
tfrui fru". been formed historically and have become relaiilly i;d"pendent on the basis of'the social division of labour-whiih arose at a relatively early stage of the development of human societv. The division of labour deepened as
oroduction srew and'became differentiated into its various
The
[;;;;h.t eri'ploying particular trades arrd professions'menbetween
that
and
antithesis beiween Iown and country
t"i-r"Jpt ysical labour are expressions of the division of labour. TIie dirrition of labour *as of tremendous importance
for the development of society but it-also had disastrous con;;4";..t. Fi* people were ieft with any chance to indulge
in philosophy, write poetry' compose muslc, or pPrsue- sc-l;;.'.; ;Jih'e'great *utt of people hgl to earn their- daily
U..ud bv the s#eat of their orin 6row. The division of labour
;;i ;"i; doomed individual men, but entire social classes,
lo u o.i.-tided, limited development of th6ir -physical and
spiritual talenti. It generated what-Marx called-"PrgIessionif .r.ti"ir*,,. The iities became the centres of civilisation,
trrt their orosperitv rested on the enormous wealth produced
bv the r.rthl.is exploitation of the mass of people living in
the country. And fhis continues to be the case u,der capitalism
- todav.'
Relati6ns of production cover both the relations between
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antagonistic or different classes and those between members
of one and the same class. A capitalist's relations with his

class fellows are relations of production expressed as competition. The relations of workers to one another,_relations
of solidarity and mutual help, are also relations of produc-

tion.

The relations of production also affect the distribution of
products. In the natural economy of a tribal society the dislribution of the products of labour was carried out according to egalitarian principles. But in class-divided society the
lion's share of the social product goes to the exploiters and the
oppressed get only an insignificant part of it.
There are two basic types of relations of production: nonantagonistic and antagonistic ones. Non-antagonistic relationi of production art based on co-operation and mutual
aid, antagonistic ones on domination and subordination. This
follows fiom the property status of the means of production.
Co-operation and mutuai aid can only exist on the basis of
social property. Private property splits society into hostile
classes, infroducing relations of domination and subordination.
There have been three types of private property in historyr
those of slave-owning, feudal and capitalist societies. There
have also been two types of socialist property: primitive communal property and socialist property. There have, therefore,
been five successive kinds of relations of production in history:
those of the primitive communal, slave-owning, feudal, capitalist and socialist societies. In primitive communal society all
members of the community consumed what means of survival
they obtained together and supported one another in battle
and in times of difficulty. The means of production belonged
to the whole community and everybody in it occupied an
equal position in social production.
Quite different relations existed between people under
slavery, and under feudalism and capitalism. They were (and
are) relations of domination and subordination. Such relations
derive from the fact that exploiters own means of production
and the oppressed members of society are deprived of them.
Under socialism relations of co-operation arld mutual aid obtain between the members of society because the means of
production are owned by the whole people.
Alongside the two basic types of relations

of production
(antagonistic and non-antagonistic), so-called transitional
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forms arise combining different kinds of economic relations
within the framework of one social system. Each new social
formation includes within it for some time the economic relations of the formation that preceded it.
Relati,ons of production are material relations ahich exist
independently of human consciousness and utill and. uhich
are iormed betaeen men'in the course of the producti'on of
material goods.
Relations of production are the fundamental
-between
people in society without which all other
relations
social relations are impossible. As Marx put it, the anatomy
with its economy.
of society begins
"up:
there are two basic sides to productionSumming
the forces of production and the relations of production. Together they fbrm an indissolubly united whole, a concrete
historical form or mode of material production which preconditions spiritual production too. "If material production
itself is not conceived in its specific historical folm, it is impossible to understand what is specific in the spiritual pro-duction corresponding to it and the reciprocal influence of
one on another."l

We must now consider how the two sides of the mode
production interact, and what part this interaction

of

history'
The Interaction Between
plays in social

The forces and relations of pro-and
duction have always existed
or Production
J;;.lrdJ t" i"aiJrot"bte unity,
:t""u{i:'*
Relations of Production as content and form. As we have
said before, the elements making
up the forces of production (people, with their productional
and technological skills, and means of production)-are combined in the actual process of production in a definite way
which characterises the nature of the relations of production.
"Whatever the social form of production, labourers and
means of production always remain factors of it. But in a
state of seliaration from eaih other either of these factors can
be such only potentially. For production to go on at all they
must unite. The specific manner in which this union is accomplished distinfiuishes the different economic epochs of
the structure of soiiety from one another."2
The development 6f production takes place first of all in
r K. Marx, Theories of

2 K. Marx, Capital, Vol.

Surplus Ualue, Part I, Moscow, 1969, p. 285.
II, Moscow, 1967, pp. 36-37.

the field of the forces of production. They are the most
flexible and changeable element in the material life of society.
Why is this so? Because rtran must eat, drink and dress eVery
dayl-16.r" are his urgent needs, and, a constant supply of
new material goods is required to satisfy them. And since the
needs of men are forever increasing and developing, society
has not only to continue production but to effect extended
reproduction. The development of the forces of production
is a complicated process involving the mutual interaction and
influence of a number of elements, but it is determined above
all else by the development and improvement of the instruments of labour, which proceeds relatively independentlythe development of one new instrument makes it necessary to
develop another, and the introduction of a technological innovation into one branch of production may involve the reor-

ganilatiori

of other branchts.

Mechanised yarning led to

mechanised weaving, etc.

Changes in the forces of production are followed by
in the relations of production. "The productive forces
are therefore the result of practical human energy; but this
energy is itself conditioned by the circumstances in which
men find themselves, by the productive forces already acquired by the social form which exists before they do...."r
' While'the productive forces of society change rapidly,
the forms of property are very stable: they can exist for centuries (as in'feridal'and capitalist society) or thousands of
years (slavery), or even hundreds of thousands of years (primitive communism). But the forces of production undergo
substantial changes within the framework of these periods,
resulting in the uneaen development of the forces of produ,ction onlhe one hand and the relations of production on the
other. What accounts for this unevenness? The explanation
is that all sections of society are in one way or another interested in developing the forces of production, but not all of
them are so interested in developing the relations of production. Ruling classes do their best to retain existing production
relations while exploited classes are interested in changing
obsolete relations. Reactionary social forces actively defend
old social systems and try to save relations'of production that
have outlived themselv-es. And the progressive forces of
changes

1

K. Marx and F. Engels,
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Moscow, 1969, p. 518,
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society can only break the resistance of the reactionary forces
bv means of revolution.
'The uneven development of the forces and the relations of

production has, of co-urse, its limits. When the relations of
iroduction lag behind the forces of production, then a contradiction ariies which sharpens with time and eventually
turns into open conflict. The-relations of p-roduction become
a brake on t-he development of the forces of production. This
happened at the end of the period of-p-rimitive communism,
urr-d lut.r, of slavery, and latir still, o{ feudalisin- And today
there is a sharp ionflict between the extremelv nowerful
forces of produciion of the capitalist system and the -capitalist
form of o-wnership of the means of production which has
lons since outlived itself.
Tie contradiction between obsolete relations of production
and advanced forces of production is resolved by replacing
the obsolete production ielations !y ,9* ones which correspond to the'ievel of the forces of production. The relations
oi production of antagonistic societies based on private prop.riy .ut t ot for lon[ correspond to their ever-dev-eloping
?or.Lr of production. They cari do so only at- the initial stages
of the existence of a new mode of production. But the new
relations of production soon begin [o lag behind the forces
of production again, leadjng to the appearance, on a new
lev61, of the contiadiction belween new productive forces and
production relations. This contradiction devetrops again
old -open
conflict and history makes another leap f-orward.
into
So [here is a law-governed connection between the forces
and the relations of production. For instance, in order to
advance from socialiit relations of production to communist
relations it will first be necessary to raise the forces of pro;
leveI, i.e., to create the material and
duction to a very high
-communism and to reai a new kind
ior
technical basis
of man with an all-round development. In short, the deaelopment of the relati.ons of prodiction is -determined, by the
liaet of ihe forces of production. The develop-ment -of .the
latter creates'the historical need to replace obsolete relations
of production by new ones. If produition and the whole of
society with it ire to advance ruccessfully, relations {" elqduction mus-t correspond to the level of production' If this
correspondence is in-evidence then the relations of production
oro*oi. the development of the forces of production, but
*h...r"r this correslpondence ceases to exist the lelations of

.
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production begin to act as a brake on the development of the
forces of production.
- Th. corre-spondelce of the character of the production re-

lations to the level of the development
forces is an objective law.

of the productive

The guestiol qow arises: which determines the developmo_de of production, the correspondenie
or conformity of the relationJof production to the jorces of
production, or the contradiction b-etween them? Both. Their
conformity le-ads to the development of society within the
framework- of a- given mode o-f production so- long as the
r-elations of produttion remain progressive in charafter. But
the coltradiction between them eventually results in the tranment of a particular

sition from one mode of production to another.
of production, while changing with the advance
of-R-elalions
the forces of production, also react-baik on this advanie.
The interaction between the one and the other reoresents a
dialectical relation of form and content. What is th^e mechan-

by which the relations of production influence the
forces of production? This mechanisin is none other than ordii-sm

nary wbrking people-who develop production and influence

it in the coursg of pursuing their own particular interests. If
a givep social system stimulates men to work to improve
technology, to organise production, and raises the skill of

workers and their cultural and technical standards, this syslem p-rgmoJes the development of the forces of productibn.
But if it _places workers in such a position that t6ey are not
interested in the development of production then this holds
back the advance of the forces of pioduction.
"In the social production of their life, men enter into definite relations that are jndispensable and independent of their
will, relations, of production which correspoid to a definite
stage of development of their material productive forces... .
At a certain -stage of their development,lhe material productive forces o{ society come in conflict with the existiig relations of production, _or-what is but a legal expression Ior the
same thing-with the property relations witlrin which they
have been at work hitherto. From forms of development of thl
productive forces these relations turn into their fttters. Then
begins an epoch of social revolution."l
1 K. Marx and F, Engels, Selected, (l)orhs,
Moscow, 1969, pp. 503-04.
9--2645
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Thus the dialectics of the interaction between the forces
and the relations of production provide the objective basis of
the revolutionary theory that is io necessary for the practical
revolutionary transformation of society.

ffi H'j'ff ',,",31i1i"n"o"'
The Concbpts of
and

Interest

Neeil

Needs are the re'qtiirements of individuals, of social groups, a9p of

society as a whole for the things
and conditions essential for their normal functioning and development. Needs are both created by labour and satisfied

labour. The needs of individuals are formed during
throirgh
"upbringing
as they are introduced to the cultural
their
values tiat himin society has so far created. They are therefore historically conditioned. Society has a complex- and evergrowing system of needs. They may be divided into social
6r public,'and personal or private needs. Social needs, the
nedds of' sociefy as a wh6le, cover needs for means of
production, for accumulations and reserYes of Toley,
ior the means to maintain armed forces, for an admini-

for the development of science,
strative apparatus,
-education,
the arts, the health service, etc.,
technology,
etc.

Personal needs cover whatever is necessary for a man's
normal functioning and development as a rational social
being. Both personal and social needs are of two kinds: materia"l and sliiritual. The former are historically primar-y, and
the latter s6condary. Man's spiritual needs arose on the basis of, and in the very proceis of satisfying, his material
needs.

But all human needs can only be satisfied by social means.
Human needs are obiective facts. The discovery and precise
scientific estimation of them, the study of what people really
need and in what way best to satisfy them, are vitally neces'
sary if correct choicei are to be made in deciding which dire.iions of advance the various branches of the economy, and
science and culture, are to take.
Needs manifest themselves as the motives inspiring all
forms of human activitv. The need for food, warmth and a
place to live in drives people to use their muscles and brains
130

in

order

to

improve

the instruments and methods of

labour.

Everything that happens in the life of society takes place
through the activities of people, social groups and classes
guided by definite needs deriving from production-these
needs serving, at the same time, as the subjective stimuli to
the further advance of society. Needs assume the character
of interests to the extent that they are recognised by particular social groups, classes, parties and individuals. "The
economic relations of a given society present themselves in
the first place as interests."L The necessity for seeking in the
material interests of the different classes the explanation of
the trends of development in socio-political thought and socio-political institutions was regarded by Lenin as fundamental to the Marxist method.2
Everything that has ever happened in social life, or is
happening now, is a manifestation of this or that particular
interest. Interests are, as it were, the coils of the spring that
propels the social mechanism forward: interests determine
the direction and content of the actions both of individuals
and social classes, and of society as a whole.
The basic interests of all the social groups and classes of
mankind are, above all, their material or economic interests,
which, in the final analysis, determine their political, legal,
moral, religious, aesthetic, scientific, philosophical and other
interests. In their highest expression, all these interests are
combined and concentrated in the form of the social ideals
of a class. In order for a given class to become conscious of
its historical mission, it must first become aware of its own
basic needs and interests and give expression to them in the
shape of ideological principles and the programmatic demands of a political party.
The importance of different interests in the historical process varies: the interests of social groups or classes stand above
those of individuals, and the interests of mankind as a whole
stand above those of individual classes. Lenin wrote:
"...From the standpoint of the basic ideas of Marxism, the
interests of social development are higher than the interests of the proletariat-the interests of the working-class
1 K. Marx and F. Engels, Selected Worhs, in three volumes,
Moscow, 1969, p. 363.
2 Sec V, I. Lenin, Collected Works, VoI. 2, p. 493.
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movement as a whole are higher than the interests of a
separate section of the workers or of separate phases of the
movement."l
Lenin stressed that the highest form of manifestation of
any social interest is an inteiest in developing th,e forces of
production, the level of development of which is the measure
of mankind's historical progress.
The historical signifcante of the emergence and growth
of production consiits in the simple fact that it satisfies the
social and personal requirements bf human beings. From the
time humin society came into existence people have
neyer ceased to produce material values. Since his first appearance on Earth, man has had to consume -constantly.
Human needs have not had a "day off" for a million years.
Every satisfied requirement generated a new one. New needs
demanded ,ew ptodrr.ts andl therefore, new instruments with
which to produde them, and so on. Man ry distinguished from
the animils precisely by this capacity of his for the unlimited developrient of'hii needs. T'he advance oj- production
gives rise io new requirements and modifies old ones, and
developing requirements, in their turn, also stimulate the
advance of production.
Productidn and consumption are thus two organically
linked processes which cannot exist one without the other:
product-ion is itself the consumption of labour, raw materials
ind instruments of labour, while consumption is the reproduction of labour-the chief agent of production.
"Whatever the form of the process of production in a society, it must be a continuous process, must continue to go
periodically through the same phases. A society,can no mor-e
-cease
to prbdr.e t[an it can cease to consume. When viewed,
thereford, as a connected whole, and as flowing on with
incessant renewal, every social process of production is, at
the same time, a process'of reproduction."2
Reproduction presupposes the division of consumption into
productive consumptioi, i.e., the consumption of means of
'production
in the irocess o[ production, and the individual
ionsumption by pebple of food, clothes, footwear, etc.
Production theiefore plays the leading role in the interaction between production and consttmption. Production sup1 V. L Lenin, Collected, Uorks, Vol. 4, p. 236.
2 K. Marx, Capital, Vol. I, p. 566.
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plies articles of consumption, dictates the mode of consumption and generates human needs. The needs of a primerial
savage were determined by the low level of production of his
time: he was satisfied with a half-cooked piece of meat, an
animal skin and a cave. As production-advances, living
standards rise. New needs appear. The ancient Greeks could
not be satisfied with the food and clothes of a savage. Their
dwellings, clothes and food were absolutely different--thoush
they vaiied very much from one social cliss to another, as"is
the case in all class-dfuided societies. The differences in the
levels of consumption of different social groups can reach
mor?strous proportions-as when, in one society, people are to
be found starving and living in hovels while'oih.ri are enjoyilg themselves in the lapof luxury and stuffing themselves like pigs.
The question of the interaction of production and consumption is of vital practical importancE, since it is not possible to transform sotiety by beginning with changes in the
character of consumption: it is necessary first of alllo change
the character of production. One -ay e*press one's indignition as much as one likes about the unfaif distribution of material goods under capitalism. But such moral indignation
alone can lead to nothing, as was shown in the cass-of the
utopian socialists, who only dreamt about the fair distribution of material things. Marxism approached the question
from the other endl it showed thd need to charige the
mode _of p^roduction itself first. Proceeding from thii-principle.the Communist
-Pa{y of the Soviet Union has pul the
task before,the people
of'creating the rnaterial and iechnical basis of communism, so that- higher standards of consumption can be had by all.
socio-Economic

Formations

l1;#*.:irJ.:"u*:[r;' t:]:,il;

go to form,-as-it were, the material carciss of societylThis
carcass is filled with the ideological relations of society and
their corresponding institutions-. And these, together' with
various other social relations, make up the living, ielf-moving
bodv of societv.
A' society ,iitt d.firite qualities-all its ispects, mode of
produclion, family and everyday relations oi life, level of
scientific development, its entire superstructure-taken together and considered as a single wh-ole is called a social'forrnation.
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Marx, unlike bourgeois sociologists before him, who had
only reflected on society in general, was the first to approach
society concretely, advincing the concept of a social formation, i.e., human society at 'oa definite stage of historical deaelopment, a society with a peculiar, distinctive
character".l
Of course, it was known before Marx that mankind had
gone through a number of stages of development, but it was
-discovered
the law-governing the replacement of
Marx who
one social system by another. "The chaos and arbitrariness
that had previously reigned in views on history and politics
were replaced by a itrikingly integral and harmonious
scientifii theory, which shows how, in conseque-nce of ,tt"
growth of productive forces, out of one,system of social life
inother urd high.t system develops-how capitalistn, for
out of feudalism."2
instance, grows
"formations
represent enornl,ons peri.ods of social
Soci.al
history, each characteri.sed by a quali.tatiaely_definite ?4gregate of economic, social and ideologi,cal and spi.ritual re.la-lions,'i,.e., soci,ety as a ahole at a defini,te stage of its historical
deaelopment. The first social formation w-as -primitive communism. This was replaced by slavery, which in turn gave
place to feudalism, laler replaced by capitalism. Communism
is the highest social formation, the first stage of which is
socialism.

Writing about Marx, Lenin

observed that

"wlile

explain-^

i,ng lhe st'ructure and development of the given formation of
soiiety exclusiaely through production relations, he neverthelesi everywhere and incessantly scrutinised the superstructure corresponding to these production relations and clothed
the skeleton in flesh and blood".3
Each social formation .follows its own particular laws as
it arises, endures and is finally transformed into a higher
formation.
Histori.cal eltoclzs represent the main stages in- the dev-elopment of a sbcial formation. An epoch covers the complex
oT social phenomena which characterise a definite stage in the
developmient of each formation. We speak, for instance, of
1 K. Marx and F. Engels, Selected Worhs, in three volumes,
Moscow, 1969, p. 460.
2 V. I. Lenin, CollectedUorhs, Vol. 19, p.25'

3 Ibid., Vol.

l, p. 141.
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"the epoch of rising capitalism" and "the epoch of imperialism, or moribund capitalism". The concept of an epoch is
used in a broad temporal sense, so that a oocross-section" of
any epoch takes in a number of coexisting social formations.
"The modern epoch" is used to refer both to collapsing capitalism and to rising socialism, beginning with the October
Revolution. The concept of a historical epoch is thus more
concrete than that of a social {ormation. It is the next step
in the ascension from the abstract to the concrete, i.e., society,
formation, epoch.
In his exposure of the enemies of historical materialism,
who claimed that it divided history cleanly and artificially
into a number of completely separated "pure" parts, Lenin
showed that elements of one formation are interwoven dialectically into the formation that succeeds it. "There are no
'pure' phenomena, nor can there be, either in Nature or in
society-that is what Marxist dialectics teaches us, for dialectics shows that the very concept of purity indicates a certain narrowness, a one-sidedness of human cognition, which
cannot embrace an object in all its totality and complexity.
There is no 'pure' capitalism in the world, nor can there be;
what we always find is admixtures either of feudalism, philistinism, or of something else."1
The concrete historical approach to the study of society
also demolishes the suggestions of bourgeois ideologists that
social phenomena are unique and non-repeatable.

"The analysis of material social relations at once made
possible to observe recurrence and regularity and to generalise the systems of the various countries in the single fundamental concept: social f ormation,"Z
The concept of a social formation "made it possible to
proceed from the description of social phenomena (and their

it

evaluation from the standpoint of an ideal) to their strictly
scientific analysis, which isolates, let us say by way of
example, that which distinguishes one capitalist country from
another and investigates that which is common to all of
them".3

At the heart of the theory of social formations is its recognition of the objective law of the replacement of one form
I lbid., Vol. 21, p. 236.
l, p. 140.
I lbid.

2 Ibid., Vol.
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of social life by another on the basis of their material and
corresponding social conditions of reproduction. "No social
order ever perishes before all the productive forces for which
there is room in it have developed; and new, higher relations
of production never appear before the material conditions
for their existence have matured in the womb of the old
society itself,"r Marx wrote. This is the kernel of the dialectical materialist interpretation of world history.
The concept "social formation" is of great methodological

importance for marking the periods in human history and
indicating the objecti,ae,laa-gouerned, general trend in social
deaelopment during each period-that from capitalism to
communism, for example.
Each succeeding social formation is distinguished from the
preceding one by a higher level of labour productivity. The
theory of social formations thus enables us to understand the
essence of historical progress and to expose reactionary bourgeois concepts which deny social progress and speak pessimistically of the degradation of man and the inevitable and
speedy death of mankind.

I K. Marx

and F. Engels, Selected, Uorhs, in three volumes, Vol. l,

Moscow, 1969, p. 504.
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CHAPTER

NINE

CLASSES

AND CLASS
The Nature and

of

Classis

origin

STRUGGLE

From the time .slavery first appeared society has been broken

ti,h tlf;"'

which differ substantiauy
,fl:?t3i. ffn..lfl'it'i
classes-the slave owners and the slaves, the feudal barons
and the peasants, the capitalists and the workers-differ in
their way of life and living conditions, their interests and
aims, their political views, their morals, their clothes and
manners-in short, in their entire mentality and emotional
make up. People who live in palaces think differently from
people who live in huts!
Private ownership of the means of production is the economic basis of this division of society into antagonistic classes.
It explains why some classes rule and others are ruled, why
some are exploiters and others are exploited. The relation of
a class to the means of production determines both the way
in which it obtains its income and the latter's amount. The
economic situation of a class is directly manifested in the
sum total of qualities and features mentioned above-in its
interests, views, morals, etc. The primary difference between
classes is the difference in the relation they bear to the means
of production. All other differences between them are secondary and derive from this primary or basic difference.
This understanding of the nature of the class divisions
in society is incompatible with the unscientific bourgeois
concept of social stratification. The term "stratification" has
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been taken from geology, where it refers to the formation
of layers in the earth's crust. The proponents of the theory
of stratification declare that the concept of a social "class"
day and suggest that it should be
is obsolete in the presentoostratum".
The criterion for deterreplaced by the concept
mining which strata people belong to is very vague. It can
be, say, their occupation. In this case, the president of the
board of directors of a joint-stock company and a cleaner
working for this same enterprise belong to one and the same
strata-that of hired employees. Sometimes the criterion is
said to be the psychology of people, i.e., they belong to that
class to which they think and feel they must belong. Classes
are thus defined quite arbitrarily, their economic basis being
ignored or distorted.
According to Lenin's definition, classes "are large groups
of people differing from each other by the place they occupy
in a historically determined system of social production, by
their relation (in most cases fixed and formulated in law) to
the means of production, by their role in the social organisation of laboui, and consequently, by the dimensions of the
share of social wealth of which they dispose and the mode of
acquiring it".t
Basing themselves on their common class interests and
struggling against the interests of classes that oppose them,
the representatives of a given class consolidate themselves
as a class. The subjective factor plays a vital part in this:
a class can only beiome aware of its interests and form its
class organisations in the course of struggle.
A class which has come into being but which is not yet
conscious of its fundamental interests is a class "in itself".
When it becomes aware of its interests and organises itself,
it is then a class "for itself". Its most class-conscious elements unite into class organisations, of which political parties
have been of particular importance since the emergence of
capitalism. Classes are not eternal: they arise for reasons
of-historical necessity connected with the appearance of exploitive modes of production. They change with law-governed
iegularity as modes of production change. Moreover, they
are bound to disappear in the future communist society,
when there will be but a single form of people's ownership.
1

V. I. Lenin, Collected Uorks, Yol.29, p.
138
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The origin of classes is closely connected with the appg?rance and growth of the division of labour in society.,The
first great social division of labour occurred when specialised-

cattle-breeding tribes emerged from the general mass of
primitive tribes. This led to exchange between cattle breeders
ind land tillers, which in turn promoted both the growth of
social wealth and the differentiation of people into classes.
The second big social division of labour-occurred when the
practice of parlicular crafts separated off from farming. This
created better conditions for exchange but increased the
economic inequality of people.
A further division of labour came about with the separation of mental labour from physical labour. Mental labour
was monopolised by the ruling classes, who seized all positions in tlie management of production, the government of
the state, religious worship, scientific study, the arts,
ohilosophv. etc.. while manual labour became the lot of
tfr. ouir*irelming majority
-and' of the exploited. This antiphysical labbur, also expressed
thesis between m-ental
in the differences between town and country, is the
chief feature of all class societies.
The principal classes of society
The Clasc Structure
are those that are called into
of Society
being by a given mode of production and are the bearers of it. Under slavery, the main classes
were the slaves and the slave owners, under feudalism they
were the feudal lords and the peasants, under capitalism the
capitalists and the workers. In a class society there are two
miin classes-one owns the means of production and rules,
and the other, consisting of the vast bulk of the exploited, has
neither property nbr power. The relations between these two
classes it*iyr ie-ai, hostile expressing the principal forms
of exploitation.
The first form of exploitation in history was slavery. Slavery was followed by feudal bondage, and then by hired
labour under the bourgeois system. There are thus three
historical forms of enslavement, each characterising an antagonistic social formation. They differ from each other only
in the character of the exploitation and in the social position
of the direct producers of material things.
Besides the principal classes of an exploitive society, the,re
are others. Foi example, in the ancient world, alongside the
slave owners and the slaves, there lived petty peasants and
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craftsmen. Many of these, ousted by slave labour, were ruined
and bscame lumpen-proletarians-the dregs' of society: bandits. thieves, beggars, prostitutes, etc.
"PrL." capitalism does not exist anywhere. Alongside
capitalists and workers, there are, for eximple, landowirers.
It is true that in'some countries landownership'has been eliminated altogether. In others, Germany for instance, landowners' estates have been gradually converted into capitalist
farms and the class of landowneri has become an ajrarian
bourgeoisie. In less advanced countries (such as.tsarist"Russia
was) where survivals of feudalism remain landowners continue to exist as a separate class. This class is a significant
force in dependent countries at present.
petty bourgeoisie, especially the peasantry, is another
of^The
the non-principal classei of capitaliit societv. The pettv
bourgeoisie, as a class of private o'iners, belongs to the bour'geo-isie, but as,a class of people who live by thdir own labour
and. are exploite4 by the big bourgeoisie, it belongs to the
working class. This dual position of the petty bourgeoisie
determines its hesitant and wavering attifude to the' class
struggle. The development of capitaliim involved the differentiation of the peasantry, smalf craftsmen and other pettvbourgeois members of society into a number of difierent
strata-a small upper-crust of capitalists and large masses of
proletarians, se,mi-proletarians and lumpen-proleiarians.
.In advanced capitalist countries mbnofolies and banks
subject _peasalts_.to increasing exploitatiori. The growth of
monopoly capitalism into stati-monopoly capitalism leads to
the concentration of wealth into the hands 6f a srnall handful of people at the top of society.
The last few decades have seen a considerable reduction
in the number of members of the bourgeoisie, but their
wealth a-nd power have increased enormously. The bourgeoisie
has produced from its midst a monopolist upper crust -whose
interests oppose not-only the interests of the working people
but even sections of the middle and petty bourgeoisie. Faimerr,
craftsmen, artisans, small shopkeepers, etc., continue to go
bankrupt. This is resulting in an increase in the number -of
hired hands and salaried workers. Bourgeois sociologists
b.racket engineers, technicians and salesmen-in a special -section and call them "the new middle class". Meanwhile
modern capitalist development is in fact making these sections more and more part of the working class. The percenI40

tage of.all hired. labour taken up by office workers, engineers
and technicians is also growing.-

Classes
parties

social
anrl politiiii

A political party is -an advanced,
vanguard sectiog of a class. The

its crass is that or a part J'1fl3"ffi1',: TIW:,:#T:I"ffit
its interests by striving to establish its power'. For this pur.
pose it forms a party to direct its class struggle for the leaiership of the whole of society.,But political firties only appear
at an advanced stage of the class strug:gle: ''In i soiietv
based upon class divisions, the struggle -bitween the hostil'e
classes is bo-und,
-at a certain stagd-of its development, to
become.a political struggle. The m-ost purposeful, rirost comprehensive and specifiC e^xpression of -ttre political struggle
of classes is the stiuggle of iarties."r
The apologists of ihe bourgeoisie try to present bourgeois
political parties as supra-cl3is, national bo-dies called ilpon
to reconcile the interests of the opposing classes of sociity.
They s.ay that allegianceto this or ti.it paiiy has nothing to do
with class, that parties have a traditibnal, social. fam"ilv or
religious basis..To pfovide grounds for this view'they point
to
bourgeois multi-party system. But every one 'who is
-{h.e
politically literate undeistands'that the two principal parties
in the United States, for example, the Deirocrats urrd th.
Republicans, do not differ in an/essentials-not because they
are based on the s?me religious, cultural, geographicai,
fam.ill or- other traditio-ns, bit because both Iheie irarties
in their ideology and policy defend the interests of oie
and
the same cl_ass, the rgliqg class, the bourgeoisie, the interests
of monopoly capital. T-he American tivo-paity system is
merely. a disguise for the class character o-f the bourgeois
state- As Marx very correctly put it, the bourgeoisie n"eeds
the two_-party system so that it can let powei out of one
hand while snatching it with the other. Itls not for nothins
that some multi-millionaires make bi.q financial donationi

to the coffers of both parties at once!
The names given to m-a,1y bourgeois and petty-bourgeois
parties-democratic, republican, libiral, progr-essive, peaiant,
people's part/, etc.-aie designed to conieal ttreir class
nature. Thr landowners' and bourgeois parties of tsarist
Russia used democratic names as cairoufla!.e: the Union of

i

V. I. Lenin, Collected (Dorks, Vol.
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the Russian People, the Nationalist Party, the O-ctobrist
Partv. the Partv of Constitutional Democrats (the Cadets),
the ijarty of P'eople's Freedom, etc. But the'people, and
history, do not judge parties by their names and the words
they use but by thelr deeds. "As in private life one
differentiates between what a man thinks and says of himself and what he really is and does, so in historical struggles
one must distinguish still more the phr.ases and fancies of
parties from their real organism and their real interests, their
ionception of themselves, from their reality."l
Unl:ike bourgeois parties, Marxist parties openly declare
their class chaiacter: they are the parties of the working
class and represent the interests of all working people, their
aims are those of social progress.
In the course of the clasi struggle the working class forms

olutionary will. Lenin taught the working class that it could
only succeed in its struggle if it was led by a Marxist party.
He wrote in 1902, explaining that a truly working-class
party was a historical necessity: "Give us an organisation
of revolutionaries, and we will overturn Russia!"1The party
of a new type created by Lenin replaced the former tsarist
Russia, an economically and culturally backward country, by
a powerful and prosperous socialist nation.
In their long and strenuous struggle against a wide variety
of opportunists, Lenin and the Bolsheviks defended the proletarian character of the Party and did not allow it to degenerate into a number of petty-bourgeois groups and trends.
The aims of the Bolshevik Party were those of all the oppressed and it was from the start the true party of the
people. Led by this party the working class, allied to the

trade unions, co-operatives and various educational societies.
These emerge with historical necessity as means of defence

peasantry, overthrew tsarism and carried through a bourgeoisdemocratic revolution in Russia. In the course of the further

of

working-Iclass interests. But the political party

is

the

highest form of working-class organisation and the growth of
the working-class movement in the capitalist countries eventually issues in the formation of numerous working-class

parties which express in different ways the ecolomic, political and ideological interests of the working class. This is
explained by the f.actthat in the course of capitalist development people constantly come from other cl,asses, mainly_ the
rural and-urban petty bourgeoisie, to join the worting class'
Besides, the bouigeoisie uses part of its monopoly profits,
the spoils of colonlal plunder in dependent countries, to buy
off a-section of the working class and create a labour "aristocracy" to serve as a basis for the growth of opportunism
and other deviations in the working-class movement.
The social-democratic parties which were at the head of
the labour movement in the late 19th and eatly 20th centuries
proved to be incapable of storming capitalism. The militant
Energy of these parties was paralysed by their,opportunist
leaders, who took the path of betrayal of the proletariat an4
co-operation with the-bourgeoisie. History thus set the task
of cieating parties of a new"type. Lenin was the first to form
such a party in Russia. It acted as the vanguard of the working clais and gave expression to its basic interests and rev2 K. Marx and F. Engels, Selected Uorhs,
Moscow, 1969, p. 421.
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in three volumes, Vol. l,

development

of this

revolution

all

bourgeois and petty-

bourgeois parties became completely isolated from the people and politically bankrupt. The Bolshevik Party turned
out to be the only party in Russia capable of uniting the
working-class struggle for socialism with the peasants' struggle for land, the national liberation struggle of the oppressed
peoples of Russia, and the nation-wide peace movement into

a single revolutionary stream with a single aim-that of
overthrowing the bourgeois Provisional Government and
establishing Soviet power.
With the victory of the socialist revolution the Bolshevik
Party became the ruling party. In the period of transition
from capitalism to socialism the Party led the rebuilding
along socialist lines of the whole national, economic, political
and cultural life of the country, strengthening the social,
political and ideological unity of Soviet society and consolidating and extending the social basis of the Soviet state.
The building of communism, the historical mission of the
working class, became the task of the whole Soviet people.
The social basis of the CPSU also underwent changes: it was
transformed from the party of the working class into a party
of the whole people, and its home and for'eign policies now
meet the needs of the nation as a whole.
The CPSU is the militant, steeled aanguard of the Soaiet
1V. I. Lenin, CollectedUorhs, Vol.5, p.467.
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people, uniting on a aoluntary basis the ntost advanced and

irrrrl the world communist movement is the highest expression of

i,n the Soaiet Union.

lrlospects of the development of human society.

class-conscious worhers, collectiae fartners and intellectuals

thc Party's theoretical work in the study of the laws and

The Party's immense creative force derives from the fact
that it.is guided "by lhg people's vital interests, expresses
the aspirations and strivings oT the millions, and is baied on
the theory of scientific communism, on Marxism-Leninism.
Formed by the great Lenin, the Communist Party led the
peoples of our country to socialist victory and is now leadins
the wide-scale constiuction of communism. This period oI
extensive communist construction is characteris-ed bv a
steady, law-loverned increase in the role and sisnificance
of the CPSU as the leading and directing force -of Soviet
society: the.more_grandiose are the tasks in the building of
the new so^cieJy, the higher is_the significance of the orgalnising role of qhe Party. The Communist Party also ex"erts a
powerful.influence.on the whole course ol world history
through its revolutionary work and ideas, and is in fait
the most important pglitical force in the world today.
The CPSU does ill that is necessary to strengthin the
unity of the sociblist countries and that'of the entlre world
communist movement. Its relations with all fraternal Communist and Workers' Parties are of a truly Leninist character.
Never before, since Lenin's death, has'the CPSU been so
strong and in a position to solve the most complex theoretical
and practical tasks as now.
!PSU, in_conjllnction with other fraternal parties,
-hasThe
made outstanding discoveries in theory and has adlanced
and elaborated new theoretical theses on the current issues
of modern social development. .It has, for the first iime in
the history of Marxism-Leninism, clarified and defined concretely the main stages i,n thg world liberation struggle from
the overthrow of feudal, colonial and capitalist oi-pression
to the building of communist society. It has laid ^blare the
content of the modern age, explored'the various roads leading to
socialist revolution ahd the victory of the dictatorship of-^the
the proletariat, clarified the relationihip between the
general demo-cratic_ and the socialist tasks of the working
class, elriched the Leninist teaching relating to the alliancE
of the forces of socialism with those of the-national liberatign movement, and solved on a scientific basis the problem
of war and peace -in modern times. The new Pafty Programme unanimously approved by the whole Soviet people

'fhroughout its entire history the CPSU has carried on an
irreconcilable struggle against Right and T,eft opportunism,
I'rotskyism, revisionism, dogmatism, sectarilnism, nationalism and chauvinism in all their shapes and forms, both within
the country and in the international arena. The Party
has steeled and strengthened itself in this struggle for
the great principles of Marxism-Leninism and it does
not fear the intrigues of splitters and opportunists
.
from wherever they come.
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classes and class antagonisms appeared in society. The resistance of the world's toilers to oppression and exploitation
has been the great motive and creative force of history. The
peasants'revolts and wars undermined feudalism. The history

i
l

of capitalist society is that of the bitter struggle of the proletariat against the bourgeoisie. And the ruthless imperialist
exploitation of colonial and dependent nations produced the
powerful national liberation movement.
Class struggle has assumed various forms and has had
varying degrees of sharpness throughout history. People were
conscious of this struggle even in the remote past. The facts
of class struggle were vividly described even by the historians of antiquity and of the Renaissance, for it was'impossible for them to depict social life without reflecting
something of its essential content. But only Marx and Engels
made clear the law-governed nature of class struggle. The
entire history of the development of antagonistic societies
is determined by this law: ".. .All historical struggles, whether they proceed in the political, religious, philosophical ol
some other ideological domain, are in fact only the more or
less clear expression of struggles of social classes, and . ..
the existence and thereby the collisions, too, between these
classes are in turn conditioned by the degree of development
of their economic position, by the mode of their production
apd of their exchange determined by it."l This law, accordI K. Marx

and F. Engels, Selected Works, in three volumes, Vol.

Moscow, 1969, pp. 396-97.
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l,

ing to Engels, is as important for historical science as
the law of the transformation of energy is for natural
science.

Class struggle has its origin in the antagonistic contradictions that exist between exploiters and exploited. The very
position of oppressed classes in society and the repressions
they suffer from their oppressors compel them to resort to
revolutionary struggle. Class struggle begins spontaneously,
before a class is aware of its basic interests, but its struggle
gradually becomes conscious as it acquires . knowledge of
these'interests.

Class struggle always has certain special features deriving from the particular mode of production and class structure of the society in question. In ancient Rome, for instance,
class struggle took place mainly among the privileged minority, that is, between the free wealthy and free poor. The
main bulk of the working population, the slaves especially,
were used by the contending parties as a passive force. But
when slavery was in a state of decline and was no longer
able to hold vast numbers of slaves in unquestioning subordination, the revolts of the slaves began. The greatest of
these was that led by Spartacus. The poorest sections of the

free citizens of Rome often joined forces with the slayes.
But the slaves, a great mass of loosely organised people from
numerous tribes, were unable to win because they were not
the bearers of any new, higher mode of production. Their
struggle was, in the main, a spontaneous one and pursued a
very'limited end*freedom from slavery. At the same time
the slaves' struggle undermined the foundations of slavery
and helped to destroy it.
Class struggle under feudalism rose to a higher level. The

peasants represented a more homogeneous mass, united
within a community. Stronger feudal exploitation, aroused
sharper class antagonism between the peasants and their
feudal overlords. Spontaneous popular revoits under feudalism

involved broad masses of peasants and were distinguished
for their bitterness, often developing into prolonged peasant
wars-the Jacquerie in France and the revolt led by Wat
Tyler in England, the Hussite wars in Bohemia, the peasant
wars in Germany and Russia, the Tai Ping rebellion in China
and many others. Peasant revolts and wars assumed more
and more the character of conscious, purposeful movements.
Most revolts were crushed savagely and bloody revenge was
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taken on the peasants. For example, after the peasant wdr in
Germany had been defeated its ieader Th6mai Miintzer was
executed and hundreds of peasants had their eyes put out.
More than 100,000 peasants had been killed in-batfles and
punitive operations in the course of a few weeks. The bitter
words that were often repeated in those times: o'The masters
can't kill all the peasants, for who will work for them then?"
were,poor consolation. Those who survived had to pay a fine
for the rest of their lives. Knights and abbots plundered
villag-es slamelessly on the pretext of obtaining Compensation for danqage done. The countryside lay in ruins.- Rows
of the blind, trdtding hands, walked utong iti roads.
But the fact that the peasants were defeated-because the
objective and subjective prerequisites for their liberation did
not exist and the peasants were divided among themselves,
and there was an inevitable lack of working-class leadership-does not mean that their revolts were in vain. On the
c_ont-rqry, they played a progressive role by undermining
feudalism and contributing to its downfall.
It is the historical mission of the working class to eliminate
capitalism and the exploitation of man by man and to build
a classless, communist society. Of all the ilasses opposing the
bourgeoisie the working class is the most class consiious. The
working class is Aound up with large-scale production-the
most advanced form of social economy-and the working
conditions in'big factories, where very large numbers oT
workers are concentrated, promote the organisation, discipline and solidarity of workers and make them the most
capable of active conscious action. By participation in strikes
workers convince themselves by theif own experience that
unity and the ability to take organised action are their most
powerful weapons in the struggle against their class enemy.
. Qgmparg{ to Jormer oppressed classes, the working class
is-_distinguished by its great ability to unite not only nationally but inter-n-ationally, as a result of which its struggle has
assumed world-wide proportions. The working clasi-is the
most organised class of all the toiling classes. The class
interests of the working class coincide with those of all working people, .all oJ who,m are equally intefested in securing
their liberation from bourgeois oppression. This is what
makes possible the lasting alliance of the working class with
the broad masses.
As Lenin pointed out, the revolutionary alliance of the
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workers and the peasants is their guarantee of victory over
capitalism. The class consciousness" and organisation of the
working class make it the most revolutionary class. The peasantry iJ also subjected to ruthless exploitation, but a peasant
possesses a plot of land of his own with the result that the
outlook of the worker and that of the small proprietor are
at war in his mind. Workers possess nothing but their hands.
They, as Marx expressed it, have nothing to lose but their
chains and-a whole world to gain. The working class carries
on its struggle under the leadership of the Communist Party,
which armi it with scientific knowledge of its fundamental
class interests and of how to go about defending them. It
follows that in these conditions, created by capitalist development itself, only the working class, in alliance with the
peasantry and all other working people, is capable 9f carrying throi:gh the historical task of burying capitalism and
building a new, communist, society.
The class struggle takes.a. variety
The Principal Forms
of form.s: economic, political and
of Working-Class Struggle
"

ideological. The scale

of

the

struggle depends primarily on the level that a given class
has?taineit i" iti development. Economic strufgle is historically the first form, still to a great extent a spontaneous
form of working-class struggle in the day-to-day interests
of workers: for higher wages, shorter hours, better working
conditions and so on. Economic struggle is of the first importance for the working class, since it is the only way the
immediate n€eds of workers can be met and action taken
against the attacks of owners on their basic rights. Demands
tliat arise directly from his working and living colditiols
are clear to every worker. Economic struggle therefore aIways involves broad sections of the working people and, by
encouraging active involvement and class consciousness,
serves ai an elementary school of class struggle. It also prepares the workers for struggle for higher goals by furthering
their revolutionary education.
The first workers' organisations, trade unions, emerged in
the course of economic struggle. The unity and organisation
of the working class is the most important condition for
success in the ilass struggle, and the working class in some
capitalist countries is winning serious economic gains through
good organisation. But the economic struggle alon,e c-an
never brlng freedom to the working class: the struggle for
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better conditions of sale of labour to capital cannot at any
time eleminate exploitation itself.
The highest form of class struggle is the poli,tical struggle
to satisfy the fundamental demands of the working class.
".. .The most essential, the 'decisive' interests of classes can
be satisfied only by radical political changes in general. In
particular the fundamental economic interests of the proletariat can be satisfied only by a political revolution that
will replace the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie by the dictatorship of the proletariat."l The political struggle, the struggle of the working class as a whole against the capitalist class
as a whole, is determined by the economic relations of capitalism, in which the interests of the capitalists as a class are
opposed to those of the workers as a class. The opposition
of interests is even sharper in politics. In their battle for
better conditions the workers run up against the bourgeois
state-the "collective capitalist"-so that, strictly speaking,
every class struggle is a political struggle, since entire classes
are involved.
All attempts to compel individual capitalists at particular
factories or in particular branches of industry to shorten
working hours by taking strike action are examples of economic struggle. But a workers' movement to have, say, an
8-hour working day made law, is already a political struggle.
A political movement, the movement of a class striving to
realise its aims, thus grows out of isolated economic movements. The latter require a certain amount of organisation
and are a means of developing this organisation further. The
economic struggle brought into existence the first form of
working-class organisation, the trade union, but the political
struggle created the highest form of class organisation, the
political party. The essential aim of the working-class strirggle is to establish and consolidate workers' power. But .this
struggle can be successful only when guided by a Marxist
party.
Alongside the economic and political struggles there is a
third important form of working-class struggle, and that is
the ideologi.cal struggle. This is a struggle to liberate the
minds of workers from bourgeois ideology'and to introduce
socialist thinking to them so that they can understand for
themselves what their own most basic interests are. Led by

'

V. I. Lenin, Collected Worhs, Vol. 5, pp.
l49

390-91.

a revolutionary pafiy, the working class comes out in defence

class interests, that is, those interests involving it as
a whole class. This promotes the workers' class consciousness,
i.e., it helps them becorne a\Mare of the similarity of the
interests of all the workers of a given country, of the fact
that all workers belong to one and the same class, and that
the only way they can improve their position and win their
freedom is to struggle against the class of capitalists.
The ideological struggle has become especially sharp and
important in modern times. The more victOries are won
by the world socialist system, the deeper becomes the crisis
of world capitalism, the more intense becomes the class struggle, and the more effective are the ideas of Marxism-Leninism

of its

in rallying and mobilising the

masses

in the battle for

com-

munrsm,'

Modern capitalist ideologists and reformists often make
of the theory of "social mobility" in their efforts to gloss
over class contradictions. According to this theory social
strata under capitalism are exceedingly unstable, and it is
therefore an easy matter for someone to move from one
stratum to another-the capitalist goes bankrupt and becomes
a worker, and the worker, by getting an education, becomes
an intellectual. Moreover, say the supporters of this theory,
such mobile strata can have no stable class interests. Thus
it is demonstrated that class distinctions under capitalism
have lost their distinctness! But life shows that only certain
exceptional individuals rise to the "top", while for the masses
"mobility" mostly means movement in a downward direcuse

tion.
Bourgeois and social-democratic theoreticians are particularly fond of talking about the so-called rniddle class. The

"middle class" is alleged to be growing to a gigantic size
under capitalism, absorbing both the bourgeoisie and the
proletariat. But there is no middle class as an economically
and politically defined group occupying a particular place
in production.

Social-democratic theoreticians, especially those in West
Germany and Austria, put forward the idea of so-called
social partnership, viz., that workers and industrialists under
modern capitalism are no longer antagonists but partners
who must co-operate in their "common" aims. The 'osocial
partnership" theory is close to the doctrine of "human industrial relations", according to which the rnain condition for
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eliminating social conflicts is the creation of a "normal"
psychological "climate" at places of work. To achieve this
an atmosphere of 'ocomfort" must be created at factorieswith many external shows of goodwill toward workers on
the part-of owners and managers-handshakes, congratulations and greetings on holidays and family occasions, visits
to. workers' dwellings
-and the like-all this supposedly
eliminating class struggle.
The inventions of the ap,ologists of capitalism concerning
the absence of classes and class struggle in modern bour.qeoii
society are actively propagated by reformists and revisioiists.
The Programme of- the CPSU describes the "evolution" of
Bight-wing socialists as follows: "Formerly the Right-wing
Socialists refused to recognise th-e class struggle to ihe poini
of recognisin-g th_e dictatorship of the proletariat. Today they
deny not only the existence- of class struggle in bourgeois
society,-- but also the very existence - of antagoiistic
classes."

The realities of life in the modern capitalist world are
of society is becoming eyer
sharper and class struggle ever more bilter. The w6rking
class is extending its actions in defence of its economic and
political interests. TJre class struggle in the various capitalist
countries progresses unevenly, but it has become shaiper in
r_ecent years in France, Italy, Japan and the USA, where
there, were 4,139 strikes between-1945 and 1960, 2,4IS,000
people taking part in them (the corresponding figuresJor the
ple-war years were only half as great). The gigantic'battles
which took place in Belgium in late 1960 and early 1g61
demonstrated that the disintegration of the imperialijt colonial system inevitably sharpens the social coritradictions in
such that the class differentiation

the metropolitan countries.
The development_of-monopoly capital into state-monopoly
^

gapital is followed by the intensifying attacks of th'e
big monopolies on the interests of the wor[ing class and the
broad masses. In its attempts to retain po*e"r the financial
oligarchy employs, besides ionventional iepressive measures,
various means of deception and corruptionJo split the working class and its orginisations, inclirding'thd trade union
movement, both on a national and an international scale.
It buys off the leadership of the trade unions and co-operativc and other or.ganisaiions and increases the numbir of
workers' bureaucrats by giving them well-paid jobs in
t5t

industry, in municipal bodies and in the state apparatus. The
anti-communist and anti-worker laws passed in the USA
and Spain, the banning of the Communist Parties in Greece,
Spain, Indonesia and other countries, the mass sacking and
blacklisting of Communists and other advanced workers in
some capitalist countries, the introduction of political "reliability" tests of employees, police repressions against the
democratic press, the suppression of strikes by means of
armed force-all these things have become the normal
methods of imperialist bourgeois governments.
But a favourable situation for the advance of the labour
movement on a world scale has now developed. Soviet
achievements and the progress made by the world socialist
syste'm as a whole, the deepening crisis of world capitalism,
the growing in{Iuence of the Communist Parties among the
masses of the people, and the ideological collapse of reformism have all produced important changes in the conditions
of the class struggle in favour of the working people.
The proletariat's economic struggle in modern conditions
is distinguished not only by its particularly bitter character
but also by its closer links with political struggles-for peace,
against the arms race, against the fascistisation of countries,
the struggle for democracy integral to t[e struggle for socialism. Political strikes have become an important weapon of
the working class.
The working class is directing its main blows against the
capitalist monopolies, in the liquidation of which all sections fi society'are interested. Working-class alliance with
all other working people is forged in the course of this struggle: the working class unites the peasantry, its main ally,
around itself in the fight against survivals of feudalism and
monopoly domination, and broad sections of white collar
workers and intellectuals reduced by capitalism to the position of proletarians also become allies of the working class.
The class struggle in the developing countries is combined
with the national liberation struggle. Different classes may
advance in a united front in the national liberation struggle
against imperialism because this struggle is democratic in
its social content. But the various classes taking part in the
struggle do not all take the same stand in relation to it. The
working class is the most consistent fighter for the complete
solution of the tasks of the national, anti-imperialist, democratic revolution. The peasantry, which is closely interested
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in the implementation of agrarian reforms and in
rid of feudal survivals, is the ally of the working

getting

class, as

are all other democratic forces.
The national bourgeoisie of colonial and dependent countries, where it is unconnected with imperialist circles, can
also participate in a national-democratic alliance. In a number of countries the bourgeoisie has led the national libera-

tion movement and now finds itself, after liberation, the
ruling class. The national bourgeoisie in these countries has
still retained its ability to fight imperialism'and feudalism
and, in this sense, is progressive. But the national bourgeoisie
possesses a dual character and is inclined to show a concilia-
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tory attitude to imperialism and feudalism.
Countries fighting for their national independence, as well
as those that have already won it, have to face very urgent
social tasks as soon as general national questions have, on
the whole, been solved. But the fulfilment of these social
tasks gives rise to clashes of class interests, and as a result
the class struggle becomes very sharp. 'fhen, as social conflicts become more acute, the national bourgeoisie more and
more manifests its inclination to collaborate with internal
reaction and with imperialism, while the masses become more
arid more convinced that the best way to do away with their
age-long backwardness and to improve their living conditions is to take the path of non-capitalist development. "The
aim of the working class and the Communist Parties in the
national liberation movement," says an open letter of the
Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet
IJnion, "is to complete the tasks of the anti-imperialist democratic reaoluti.on, to advance and strengthen the national
front based on alliance with the peasantry and the patriotic
national bourgeoisie, to prepare the ground for the formation of a national-democratic state and the transfer to the
non-capitalist path of development."
The international revolutionary labour movement is today
represented by the world socialist system, the Communist
Parties of the capitalist countries and the national liberation
moverhents of the peoples of Asia, Africa and Latin America.
The International Meeting of the Commufiist and Workers'
Parties (June 1969) stressed that under the banner of Leninism the revolutionary movement in most countries has risen
to new heights, new Communist Parties have been formed
and consolidated, and the world communist movement has
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? tryly world-wide, modern and extremely influential political force.
One of the main guarantees of further victories for the
national liberation movement is its continued alliance and
co-operation with the countries of the world socialist systemthe main force in the anti-imperialist struggle-and'its firm
alliance with the labour movement in the ca[italist countries.
In modern conditions the struggle of the inGrnational working
against capital and foreign oppression can be suc^class
cessful only if peace is preserveA. The main question of
modern times is therefore the question of war and peace, and
the general line of the international communist -movement
today is thus to struggle for peace, democracy, national indeb.eqomg-
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pendence and socialism.

. The-ever- widening class struggle in the capitalist world
is irrefutable evidence of the truth of the Mairxist-Leninist
doctrine that struggle between social classes is the motive
force of history in all exploitive societies-and that class
struggle comes to a climai and takes its sharpest forms in
periods of social revolution.

SOCIAL REVOLUTION
The Nature of

History is made up of a succesRevolution sion
of periods of gradual de-

velopment divided off from one another by relatively short
in which whole social systems are
brokeri up. A social reaolution inaolues tlrc complete destruction'of an old social sys{.em and the transi.tion ot' society
frorn. one social formation to another. Revolutions are preceded by more or less long periods of sgcial developm,ent.
Before the bourgeois revolutions in Europe royal dynasties had, of course, replaced one another by means of wars
and royal coups; and individual countries and feudal barons
had quarrelled, made peace, quarrelled again and made it
up again, while grabbing land from one another or robbing
neiglibouring castles, driving away cattle, or avengiqs insulfed honour. But none of these things ever changed the essence of the feudal system. And even though peasants' revolts flared up from time to time, the rulilg classes were
able to take advantage of the peasants' insufficient organisation to crush them without mercy.
But an epoch of powerful social upheavals then began'
The social system of the leading Europeari countries underwent radical changes between the 16th and 18th centuries
and feudalism was replaced by capitalism.
The philosophers of the rising bourgeoisie provided the
theoretiial justlfication of the people's right to make revolusharp periods of revolution
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tion, atd Robespierre, Marat and Saint Juste, the tribunes
of the French Revolution, which took plale in'the late l8th
century,^made_ impassioned speeches in-defence of this right.
Even before this time, the well-known revolutionary democrat and Utopian. Comm_unist Jean JVleslier wrote, urging the
people to engage in revolutionr ". . .Try to unite . . . in'order to
shake off once and for all the tyrannical yoke of your princes and your kings; overthrow everywhere all these thiones
of injustice and-infamy, smash ali these crowned heads,
purrcture your tyrant!'.pride and conceit-and never let them

reign over you agai1."l
, Thomas Jefferson declared that all men were born equal,
that governments were instituted to secure the inalien'able
rights of men to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness.
He wrote that "whenever any form of government 66co*es
destrdctive of these ends, it is not only the right of the people but its duty to institute new governmenito effect fheir
safety ql{ !gppi"ess". "The general spread of the light of
science," Jefferson wrote, "hai already laid open to"every
view the palpable truth, that the mass of mankind has noi
been born with saddles on their backs, nor a favoured few
booted ald sp.urred, ready to ride them legitimately, by the
grace of God."2
These remarkable words uttered by the greatest spokesman
of the young American republic substantiite the inalienable
right of peopte to make ievolution. The ideologisfs of the
rising bourge-oisie-looked ahead, calling for revolulion against
the rotten feudal system. But once- the Lourgeoisie- had
come to power and the class struggle against it became intense, the views of bourgeois thinkers on the rights of the
people to make revolutign changed radically and-acquired a
reactionary character. The apologists of the dying bourgeoisie now turn their back on the future. They view revolition
as an abnormal or accidental phenomenon, and deny the
lawfulness of social revolutionsf for the simple reason that
revolution is now directed against the rule of the bourgeoisie itself, whose interests they defend.
Social revolutions have their roots deep in the economic
1

f,r-Meslier, Testame.nt, Tome III, Amsterdam, 1864, pp. 877-78.
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-of .society and are therefore historically necessary. All
revolutions have their origin in conflicts between new iorces
of production and old relations of production whiih it has
become necessary to eliminate. Thus a revolution is not a
breach of the normal course of social advance as the enemies
of Marxism-Leninism aver, but the necessary form of the
further advance of class society.
Revolutions are not timed to suit the desires of individuals,
groupq or even classes, but only take place when the necessary objective conditio!'s are ripe for ievolution. The objective necessity fo-r revolution in a class-divided society ?o1lows from the fact that the ruling classes can defend old
re-lations of production with the help of their entire system
of political, legal and other institutions, above all the'state
and law. In order to do away with these obstacles new social
forces are ndeded to oppose the old ones, and because the
reactionary classes retain the old relations of production by
the exercise of state power, the progressive claises have firjt
of all to win political power. The deep-lying processes that
are at work in the development of the f6rcei of production
finally glve rise to a storm during which the higli waves of
the people's anger sink the old ship of political power and
throw up new social forces. This meani that w^hether the
new- relations of production win or not depends,'classes
in the final
analysis, on whether or not the revolutionary
win
state power. It follows _that the issue of state poaer i,s the
main.issue of any reaolution. The transfer of pbwer from a
reactionary class to a progressive class can oniy be effected
through a sharp class struggle, the highest form of which is
revolution, frequently developing into civil war (though it
does not necessarily involve civil war in all conditions). Revolutions are also of tremendous importance for the
advance of social thought: they reflect the tiue state of affairs
in relations between classes and project society forward.
This in turn makes it possible foi the people to ascertain
what truth there is in the various theories of society and to
come to an understanding of their place in historicai reality.
Only revolution can eliminate reactlonary social systems and
establish progressive ones. Only revolufion. can iesolve the
economic and class contradictions that arise in periods of
peaceful social development. The battering rarn of revolution removes the obstacles that lie in the path of economic,
political and cultural progress. Social upheaval reveals the

unseemly underside of a social system that has outlived itself. At ihe sight of it people begin to think more deeply and
to draw the necessary political conclusions from it. This is
an important stimului to the self-awareness of the- people of
a country, and over a comparatively short period of time they
discover-and resolve in practice the contradictions in social
life that have been piling up gradually over, perhaps, centuries.

Periods of revolution produce an unprecedented upsurge
in the creative energies of millions bf people. In the course

of a social revolution the people who make it are spiritually
enriched-they become new men. Marx said that man changes his own nature by changing Nature, and this is clearly
ill tt e more applicable to mei who change the nature of
their own socia[ ielations. There can be no revolution without
revolutionaries. But a revolution, in its turn, generates and
perfects revolutionaries. People discover powers and abilities
in themselves of which they had no suspicion. That is why
Marx called revolution the locomotive of history. Revolutions are majestic phenomena, menacing for some, for others
long-awaite<I. ltreir historic essence consists in what they
achieve, in their positive results, but it follows from this that
we must be care l not to seek revolution for revolution's
sake.

A revolutionary situation is the sum total of the objective
conditions (independent of the will of individual groups, parties and classesl that express the economic and political crisis of a given social system and make revolution possible-

Lenin taught that a revolutionary situation is characterised
by the foflowing signs: "(1) when it is impossible f,or the
ruling classes to maintain their rule without any change;
when there is a crisis, in one form or another, among the
'upper classes', a crisis in the policy of the ruling class, leadirlg to a fissure through which the discontent and indignation
of the oppressed classes burst forth. For a revolution to take
place, it is usually insufficient for 'the lower classes not to
want' to live in the old way; it is also necessary that 'the upper classes should be unable' to live in the old way; (2) when
lhe suffering and want of the oppressed classes have grown
more acute-than usual; (3) when, as a consequence of .the
above causes, there is a considerable increase in the activity
of the masses, who uncomplainingly allow themselves to be
robbed in 'peace time', but, in turbulent times, are drawn
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b-oth by all the_circumstances of the crisis and, by the'upper
classes' themselaes into independent historical action.
"Without these objective changes, which are independent

of the will, not only of individual groups and parlies but
even of individual classes, a revolution, as a general rule,
is impossible."l
Revolution is, of course, impossible without a revolutionary situation. But not every revolutionary situation leads
to revolution. A revolution can result from what is obiectively a revolutionary situation only when the sublective ionditions for it are also ripe. In his analysis of lhe laws of
levolution Lenin came to the conclusion that the subjective
factor is the decisive force in any revolution, all esiential
objective preconditions being present. Lenin attached especial importance to such subjective elements as the moral fdrce
and influence of the revolutionary classes and their consciousness of the aims and tasks of the revolution. Thus, a
revolution matures when the objective causes of it are complemented by the readiness and ability of the revolutionary
class to take mass revolutionary action sufficient to smash
the old rule-which, as Lenin pointed out, never "falls" if
it is not pushed. The resoluteness of the working class, the
unbending will of the workers to perish rather tfian suirender, are, said Lenin, the decisive factors in history.
The Character and Motive Tha character of a revolution
Forces of n."ototio"----'- depends on what class comes to

i

:rlll

d om in ant f o rc e in s o ci ety,,11*;l Tf
T:r1::ll'# "i"
tion are established in the course of it.
The motive forces of a revolution are all those social classes that take part in it by struggling against reactionary classes that have outlived themselves, opening the way io ,r.w
and more progressive relations of pioduc[ion. But the class
that actually carries-_thr-ough the ievolution is the leading
force.in ,i!r taking all othei classes and social gro.ups alon[
with it. The motive forces of a r-evolution and-the leadin[
class in it are determined primarily by the character of th"e
reyolution and by the concrete historical conditions in which
it takes place, i.e., by the balance of social forces at the time.
The epoch of bourgeois revolutions covers the period in
social development during which feudalism cotla^psed and

1 V. I. Lenin, Collected(Uorhs,

Vol.2t, pp.2tB-I4.
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The contradiction that
sreatest obstacle to social progress'
"of
create-d bv lhe
production
e;;br.J";;6;; the for&s
hurnaruty
faced
production
of
relationspeople'and capitalist
capitalist shell
i"iifi trr. ,rg"rrt task of breaking out of itsagain
serve the
for onlv in Ihis way could production once
common good unhindered.

capitalism established itself. The bourgeois revolutions involved the transfer of state power from feudal barons, landowners and members of the nobility to the hourgeoisie or
a coalition of the bourgeoisie and landowners: "The bourgeois revolution faced only one task-to sweep away, to cast
aside, to destroy all the fetters of the preceding social order.
By fulfilling this task every bourgeois revolution fulfils all
that is required of it; it accelerates the growth of capital-

only thing that can rid
Revorution- The
working people of exploitation;
Type
poverty,
unemployment. and naof Revolution
oppression is socialtst rev-

sociarist
the Highest

ism."1

The bourgeois revolutions broke out because there was a
conflict between the new, more advanced forces of production then coming into being and the obsolete relations of production represented by feudal bondage, which had thus become a brake on further social advance. This economic conflict grew into a sharp social conflict between the nascent
bourgeoisie and the moribund class of feudal barons and serfowners. As capitalist relations of production developed
within the framework of feudalism, the principal object of
the bourgeois revolution became the seizure of power by the

tional

olution-and the transfof-mation of [he'world in their

ffr. -oti". force of socialist revolutions is the exploited
people, led by the working class-whose interests

working

i

bourgeoisie.

The bourgeois revolutions also involved the peasantry and
the classes directly tied to the nascent capitalist economythe urban petty bourgeoisie and the emerging proletariat.
The bourgeoisie was of course the leading force in the bourgeois revolutions, uniting around itself the peasants, artisans
and urban proletariat, and won political power with their
help.

Among bourgeois revolutions, bourgeois-democratic revolutions have a special place. As Lenin said, the important
feature of this kind of revolution is that in them "the mass
of the people, their majority, the very lowest social groups,
crushed by oppression and exploitation, rose independently
and stamped on the entire course of the revolution the imprint of thei,r own demands,-f&eir attempts to build in their
own way a new society in place of the old society that was
being destroyed."2
The bourgeois revolutions were historically an essential
and progressive phenomenon. They made possible very great
advances in the development of the forces of production.
But having made these advances capitalism then became the
r V. I. Lenin,

Collected, Uorks, Vol. 27, p. 89.

2 Ibid., Vol.25, p.416.
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coincid"e with those of ihe overwhelming majority of society'
The socialist revolution on the world scale covers the entire
of the elimination of capitalism and the consolidation
epoch
-socialism
in the fields of politics, economics and culture'
o'i
"The socialist revolution is not a single act, it is not- one
battle on one front, but a whole epoch of acute class conllicts,
; b;;-;;ri.t of uuttt.t on all fro-nts, i.e.,'on all questions of
economics and politics."l
In the ,rurrd* sense, a socialist revolution is the direct
r"i^t.-of-po;t bt'of the proletariat, i.e., a strictlybutpolitical
it does
re"oi"tio". This is, corris., of great importaqce.
conthe
On
revolution'
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a
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not represent the
point'
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starting
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it
tiarv,
S6.irtitt revolution dlffers entirely from all preceding
f.i"ar ievolution. It produces the most profouPd changes
lives of people. Rtvolutions of the past confined themin the "f
selves to chan$es in political powef to bring this power into
conformity with new economic relations that had -already
have _ to
.r-. i"t,i existence-whereas socialisf revolutions
relaeconomic
n-ew
;;il; th. problem of setting up entirely
.charwere
past
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is'why
That
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acGrised mostly by their destrucfiveness. Ilut a socialist revits
;t"ti";ir .hari.t.iit.d, above all, by its constructivg-ness, and
ownership
of
forms
social
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create
being to
hiehest
soiialist relations of production.
--AIi;;;iorrs
tevoiutions replaced one fo'rm of private
o*".tt[ip by another, one meins of enslaving working peo-

t Ibid., Yol.22,
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'pl.
another. It was not their aim to eliminate exploitation
-by
itself. In contrast, a socialist revolution is directed against
all f_orms of-the exploitation of man by man, and hence a[ainst
ail forms of private ownership of the means of production.
Moreover, a socialist revolution, unlike previous revolutions,
which carried the masses along with them only temporarily,
unites the broadest sections of the working people and oth6r
democratic forces into a firm and lasting union in the struggle for socialism. The main issue of any socialist revolition is that of winning and retaining political powerstate power-by the working class, for until it has done
this it cannot proceed with the economic and social transforrnation of society.
Marx and Engels laid the foundations of the theory of
socialist revolution. They brought out the contradictions'that
existed between the bourgeoisie and the working class and
showed that the deepening of these contradictions would
lead to socialist revolution. When Marx and Engels were
working out the theory of socialist revolution capitalism was
in, its primg developing- and advancing more or less evenly.
Marx and Engels therefore supposed tlat a socialist revolution "will take place in all civilised countries, that is, at least
simultaneously in England, America, France and Germany".l
. However, summing up economic and political changes
duiing the imperialist stage of capitalist development Lenin
demonstrated that capitalist countries were deviloping unevenly under imperialism: countries which at one time Iagged
behind economically nov/ caught up with and outstripped
more advanced countries. As a result the international-balance of forces was constantly upset and conflicts and wars
for the redivision of the world broke out*i.e., Lenin showed
that the development of capitalism in different countries was
extremely uneven and that socialism would not therefore
win in all countries simultaneously, but, at first, in only
one or a few countries at a time.
socialist revolution is not a narsocialist Revolution
rowly.national phenomenon: it is
as a \{orld Revolrti,onarv
procccr
a world-wide, international process. The victory of a socialist
revolution in one country is a basis for the advance of the

-
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K. Marx and F. Engels, Sclected, (l)orks, in three voiumes, Vol. l,
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socialist revolution on a world scale. This does not by any
of course, that a socialist revolution victorious
in one country can then be exported to the other countries
of the world. Revolutions are not imposed on nations: they
ripen within a given country on the basis of its internal contradictions.
At one time the only factors tending to revolutionise the
masses were the vices and contradictions of the bourgeois
' world. Now this factor is complemented by the economic and
political example of the socialist countries. When the socialist revolution took place in Russia bourgeois ideologists assured everyone that it was an exception that would not be
repeated. But within little more than thirty years socialist
revolutions erupted in a large number of countries of Asia
and Europe. Then of course it was said that such things
could never happen in the Western hemisphere. But events
in Cuba upset this prediction too.
Socialist revolution is the most important historical regularity of present times, the indispensable means of the birth
of the new world.
Imperialism represents a kind of giant pyramid with the
enslaved nations of the world at its base and a small handful of imperialist powers at the top. Pressed down by this
multi-storied weight of exploitation, the nations of Asia,
Africa, Latin America and Oceania were for a long time
politically divided and unarmed in all respects in the face
of their enslavers. But the monstrous exploitation of colonial
and dependent nations by the colonial powers eventually
gave rise to the struggle for freedom and national independence of the oppressed peoples of the world.
The first victory of socialism marked the beginning of the
era of the liberation of colonial and dependent countries. In
the post-war period, the powerful waves of national liberation revolutions have virtually swept the colonial system
completely away in the overwhelming majority of countries
enslaved by imperialism. As a result, this period has seen
great changes in the political map of the world, over 50 new
national states emerging. The stream of the national liberation movement, whlch-flows through three continents and
carries along with it dozens of different peoples, is deciding
the fate of nearly one half of mankind.
What are the social essence and the main'tasks of national liberation revolutions? Their economic and political
means imply,

not only the elimination of colonial oppressiort
but also the introduction of radical agrarian reforms involving the whole peasantry and made in its interests, the building of a national industry, the democratisation of social life,
the strengthening of political independence, and the adoption
of a peaceful foreign policy. The national liberation revolutions of today do not end with the winning of formal political independence and the creation of a national state
system. They go further and deeper, reaching the level of
the struggle for economic freedom from imperialism, for it is
only when the economic grip of imperialism has been broken
that full and complete political independence is achieved.
An essential feature of modern national liberation revolutions is the growing unity of the enslaved peoples resulting
from their consciousness of their common interests and their
efforts to establish close links with one another. The AfroAsian solidarity movement, the movement for African and
Arab unity, the aid given by independent African countries
to other African nations not yet liberated from the colonialist yoke, the desire of the liberated nations to co-ordinate
their economic policies, etc., all indicate that the struggle of
each individual people is but a link in the long chain of the
national liberation revolution directed against the whole imperialist system.
The striving to attain socialist ideals is now typical of the
national liberation movement. Socialist ideas are penetrating
into the minds and hearts of the enslaved peoples and leaving their mark on the liberation struggle. It is therefore no
accidint that 10 of the 36 independent African countries
have announced that socialism is their official state policy.
This does not mean, however, that the national liberation
movement is socialist or proletarian in character.
Colonial and dependent nations can wage a successful
struggle for freedom only in unity with the world socialist
system and the international labour movement. The character and content of the world revolutionary process in the present age is distinguished by the merging into one stream of
the various struggles against imperialism waged by the nations now building socialism and communism, by the revolutionary working-class movement in the capitalist countries and by the oppressed peoples fighting for national lib-,
eration. The decisfut role in this anti-imperialist alliance of
revolutionary forces is played by the international working

class and

esseflee covefs

its most important offspring, the world

'

In modern conditions socialism is winning over the hearts
and minds of people the world over not only by its ideas and
principles but more than anything else by its great deeds and
successes, by its living example-and the force of this example is in direct proportion to the achievements of socialism in
economic and cultural construction.
So, the basic laws of the disintegration of the colonial system in its final stages are: the tendency for the formerly
enslaved nations

to

increase their political and economic

independence, to establish various forms of unity among
themselves and to strengthen their ties with the world socialist system as the only realistic means of liquidating imperialist domination, and the tendency for the liberated na-

tions to follow the non-capitalist path of development.
In the present day it is impossible to move forward without advancing towards socialism. The national liberation
revolutions are thus called upon by history to clear the way
for socialism in their battle against imperialism. Lenin
affirmed that "in the impending decisive battles in the world
revolution, the movement of the majority of the population
of the globe, initially directed towards natio.nal liberation,
will turn against capitalism and imperialism and will, perhaps, play a much more revolutionary part than we expect".l
Many. of the . newly liberated
The Non-capitalisr -parh
countrie-s, on gaining their politi;ab;r.tpril.;t- --cal independence, were faced
with the problem of deciding what path they should follow
in their future development, and naturally turned to see
what experience the economically advanced nations of the
world had to offer them. We must now ask the question: do
all countries have to go through the capitalist stage of development before they can take the road to socialism?
What does capitalism give the people? Capitalism cannot
provide for rapid economic growth in order to eliminate their
poverty and thus only brings them continued suffering. It
creates ever deepenin.g social inequalities, it cannot eyen
guarantee everyone a job, and its cultural benefits remain the
privilege of the few.
' But "*t ut does socialism give people? Socialism brings
1 V.

I. Lenin, Collectecl. Uorlts, Vol.
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them freedom and happiness. As the Soviet lfnion's experience has shown, socialism means rapid economic growth
formerly backward agrarian tsarist Russia has become
-the
in a few short decades a front-ranking industrial power.
And nobody helped her to do it-on the contrary, many
serious obstacles were deliberately placed in her way.
Socialism is sweeping the exploitation of man by man
from the face of the earth and eliminating political injustice.
It is opening up opportunities for everyone to do noble work
for the good of the whole of society-and, in this way, to
work for his own good, too.
The programmatic documents of the world communist
movement advanced the very important thesis that it is pos.
sible for the socially and economically less advanced nations to take the non-oapitalist road. This question is part of
the more general questiorr of how countries with progressive
modes of social production can influence and help socioeconomically underdeveloped nations.
The non-capitalist development of newly liberated countries is not onl;i a possibility but a necessity dictated by the
objective logic of world history. The existence of the socialist system, its material aid and moral support, make it relatively easy for economically backward nations to make a
gigantic Ieap forward by omitting the painful capitalist stage.
But this possibility cannot be realised without difficulty:
it requires open struggle by the progressive social forces of
a country againsl the forces of internal and external reaction. The non-capitalist road is possible only under appropriate political conditions requiring above all the formation
of a national-democratic state. The Programme of the CPSU
defines the national-democratic state as an independent
sovereign state that comes out against imperialism,
military blocs and all forms of neo-colonialism, protects the
gineral democratic rights of the people and ensures the participation of all classes'and sections of the population in determining state policy, thus making it possible to effect social
changes in the interests of all working people.
The overwhelming majority of the people of economically backward countries are peasants who live for the most
part in the conditions of communal agricultural economy.
Many peasants still retain a natural economy. Foreign capital has confined the activities of the local bourgeoisie to
small-scale production, handicrafts and petty trade. Though
I66

slow, sohe development of production does take place in
these countries, and this inevitably entails the gtowth of the
working class-the latter growing faster than the national
bourgeoisie, which is an extremely important factor in determining the balance of class forces in developing countries,
a f.actor that does not obtain in the advanced capitalist countries. It is vitally important to take this special feature into
account when elaborating the strategy and tactics of the
world communist movement. The rapid development of the
working class, with a relatively slow rate of increase of the
national bourgeoisie, is bound to have a great effect not only
on the fate of these countries but also on the prospects for
the social development of the whole of mankind.
There have been many great and
Pcaceful
bloody political battles in history.
and Non-Peaceful Roadr
In them statesmen, governments
of Revolution
and parties have been overthrown
and others have taken their place. This history of violence has
generated an illusion that political violence can act as a kind
of Archimedes' lever to turn social events in any desired
direction. Conditions have hitherto always been such that
advanced classes of society have every time been compelled
to resort to reaoluti,onary violence to clear from the road of
history forms of social life that have outlived themselves and
to open tfre way for new, progressive forces. "Force is the
midwife of every old society pregnant with a new one."l
Revolutionary- classes have had to resort to violent means
because of the fiercely violent resistance of the moribund
classes of society. "The less chances a given social class has
of defending its rule the more inclined it is to take terrorist
measures."2 If cruel acts are committed by a people these
acts are caused by the far more cruel and age-long oppression to which it has been and is still subjected. Revolutionary violence is the only possible response to the violence of
reaction. Violence in the form of armed uprising and civil
war inevitably involves terrible bloodshed and death on a
mass scale, and the widespread destruction of things of material and spiritual value. This is, in itself, incompatible with
our great ideals, which are the most humine in the history
1 K. Marx, Capital, Vol. I, Moscow, 1965, p. 751.
2 G. V. Plekhanov, Collected Uorhs, 2nd edition,
(Russ. ed.).
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of mankind. Lenin stressed'that "violence is, of cour6e, alien
to our ideals".l These'ideals correspond to the oblective direction of the historical process, for society progresses to-wards the "abolitiorr of coercive domination of one part of
society over another".2 Accordingly, Marxism-Leninism has
always advocated the hlrmane idea of peaceful, reaolution
ai a possible and the most desirable mellf of changing-society,- In this connectiop Lenin- .wrote: "The workilq gkt,
,rould, of course, piefer to take power p,eacefully".s This
can happen if the revolutionary forc-es paralyse'the resistance
of the^ ruliqg classes and save the proletariat from the
necessity of employing.extreme f-orrns of struggle.
Lenin was.intolerant of all,adventurous ideas of speeding
up of l'pushing" the revolution in other countries' Marxism,
h-e wrotC, "has:always been opposed to 'pushing' r-evolutions,
which develop with the growlng acuteness of the class antagonisms that engender revolutions".4
. The favourite charge levelled against Marxism-Leninism
by bourgeois ideologisis is that it is attached to violence ani
that the-humane ideals of communism are incompatible with
the "low" means used to attain them. They strive to teach
the Communists that the end justifies the means, except when
this undermines the end itself. But how silent they keep about
the fact that the entire life of bourgeois society is founded on
violence, a f.act which is manifested in its most vile form in

The fact that a socialist revolution may follow a peaceful
course does not mean that the working class and its allies
should abandon non-peaceful means of revolution altogether.

il

il
{

fascism.

Depending on conqrete histbrical circumstan-ces, above all
on the organisation and class consciousness of the workigs
class and its allies and on the extent of the resistance of the
reactionary classes, a socialist revolution can be either
peaceful or non-periceful.ln modern conditions it is possible
ior,the,working,class in a number of capitalist coultries, led
by their Communist Parties, to unite the maiority of the-peopie in workers' and national fronts-and other possible forms
of alliance and political co-operation between different parties and public organisationsiand so to win state power
without civil.war and secure the transfer of the commanding
heights bf the economy into the hands of the people.
1 V.

I. Lenin, CollectedUorhs, Vol.
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Lenin wrote that the ruling exploiting classes may always
resort to violence in their attempts to resist the advance of
the workin.q people. In such cases, said Lenin, the working
class is compelled to follow a non-peaceful road to power.
The world communist movement must always be prepared
to change its forms of struggle to match concrete historical
conditions. But whatever form the transition from one social
system to another takes, this transition always constitutes a
reaolution; and sooner or later the working people of every
class-divided society are bound to reject private ownership
and replace it with communism.
War is the continuation of poliRevolution and War
tics by violent means involving
armed struggle, Alongside the armed struggle, which determines the actual course of a war, other factors operate: ideological, diplomatic and economic. But all means and forms
of struggle in war are directed to the achievement of. political ends.
Marxism-Leninism rejects the bourgeois idea that war is
an inevitable consequence of an alle.qedly a.qgressive human
nature and proceeds from the fact that war is not a biol6gical but a socio-political phenomenon. Its roots are buried
deep in the social and economic relations of exploiting social
systems. War is a historical product of class society. There
were armed clashes between tribes before classes emerged
but war in the proper sense did not exist. Wars will therefore
disappear with the disappearance of class society.
When analysing a war the main thing to be determined
is its class character-which class is directing it and for what
purpose. "War is a continuation of policy by other means.
All wars are inseparable from the political systems that engender them. The policy which a given state, a given class
within that state, pursued for a long time before the war is
inevitably continued by that same class during the war, the
form of action alone being changed."l
Are wars in general just or unjust? One cannot answer
this question in the abstract. It is necessary to know what
kind of war is in question. History has seen many unjust
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wars of conquest which were the continuation of the policies of reactionary classes and strengthened both class and
national oppression. But history has also seen wars that were
just because they were progressive wars of liberation, releasing nations from foreign oppression and class enslavement.
Such wars were the continuation of the policies of progressive classes forced to counter violence with violence.
Just and unjust wars play directly opposite roles in history. Just wars include those that are aimed at the liberation
of oppressed classes from their oppressors (civil wars), those
that free nations from national oppression by a foreign
country, and those that are necessary to defend the gains of
a revolution. Wars of liberation, revolutionary wars, will
' continue to take place so long as imperialism exists. Such
wars are not only permissible but inevitable as colonisers
never grant peoples their independence of their own free
will.
The issue of war and peace has become the basic issue
of modern times. Peace on earth is the .common desire of
thousands of millions of people. Wars have always been
hated by the common people. But throughout the whole of
history it has always seemed to them that there could be no
end to wars and they could only dream of peace among
nations. War, as Kant put it, is the animal state of existence
of nations, and ieace, peaceful existence, their human state.
While in Kant's times peSce was but a utopian ideal, in our
times, when a powerful socialist system exists, a world without war has become the demand of history itself.
The founders of Marxism-Leninism, on the basis of their
study of the objective laws of social development, were
able to predict a period when socialist and capitalist states
would exist side by side in peace because international working-class unity would in the long run make wars between
nations impossible.
Lenin observed

that the First World War

such a massive perversion

represented

of the latest achievements of culture and civilisation that it threatened to undermine the
foundations of human existence itself. Advanced and powerful technology was used on a scale never before seen in history-tremendous destructive forces were directed to the
mass extermination of millions of human lives. Lenin foresaw
that a time must come when war would become so destructive as to become impossible.

Lenin advanced the principle of the peaceful coexistence
states with different social systems as the alternative to
war. He declared to all the nations of the world on November 8, 1917: "We reject all clauses on plunder and violence,
but we shall welcome all clauses containing provisions for
good-neighbourly relations and all economic agreements; we
cannot reject these."l Lenin proceeded from his firm confidence in the inevitable victory of socialism the world over,
but he was aware that the uneyen development of capitalism
meant that this victory could not be achieved in all countries
simultaneously. He therefore concluded that the peaceful
coexistence of capitalist and socialist countries is inevitable
for a certain historical period.
Lenin's teachings on war, peace and revolution-summarising the vast experience of the working class-constitute the basis of the policy of the world communist movement
and of the joint decisions of the fraternal Parties. Guided
by the Documents of the International Meetings of Communist and Workers' Parties of. 1957, 1960 and 1969, the
working class is raising high the banner of peace and marshalling the widest sections of the people under it.
Peaceful coexistence between the socialist and capitalist
systems presupposes the renunciation of war as a means of
settling disputes between states; mutual understanding and
trust between nations; the recognition of equal righti and
the consideration of mutual interests; non-interfeience in
internal affairs and respect for the right of every nation to
solve independently all the issues confronting ii; strict respect of the sovereignty and territorial integrity of all countries, and the development of economic and cultural co-operation between them on the basis of full equality and mutual

of

benefit.

General and complete disarmament under strict international control, which the Soviet Union has consistently demanded, is the only road to secure peaceful coexistence in
the present day. The Soviet Union has repeatedly and unilrteral.ly reduced its armed forces and cut arms expenditure.
Peaceful coexistence, when it opens {he way to internationally controlled universal and complete 'disarmament, will
make it possible to release massive material and human resources to improve the lives of ordinary people.
1
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The socialist system is the centre of attraction of all peaceloving forces the world over. Many non-socialist countries
pursue a policy of peace, especially those that have liberated
themselves from colonial oppression. The number of nonaligned neutral nations is growing, and there are more and
more champions of peace throughout the world, coming from
an eyer wider variety of social groups. Aggressive circles,
in their striving to unleash war, are compelled to take into
account the fact that all progressive mankind is struggling
against war and that the peace moyement is becoming more
and more extensive. The socialist nations possess advanced
military equipment with which to repulse aggression, and
this modern technology makes war dangerous not only for
the nation under attack but for the attacking nation, too.
Nuclear weapons and missiles have in the last twenty years
entirely changed former concepts of war. Atomic and hydrogen bombs have unprecedented destructive powers. Suffice

it to say that the explosive power of only one thermonuclear
bomb exceeds the explosive power of all the means of war
used in all past wars taken together, including the First and
World Wars.
War has become not only monstrously destructive but
completely pointless: for who wants to take possession of a
devastated land of dead men? The monstrous destruction that
is now possible is a powerful stimulus to people everywhere
to struggle for peace.
In view of all these facts the CPSU, basing itself on the
humane principles of communism, has concluded that though
the nature of imperialism has not changed, and the danger
of a war being started has not been removed, the forces of
peace, whose main stronghold is the powerful alliance of the
socialist countries, can in present conditions, through joint
effort, avert a new world war.
Second

CIIAPTEB ET,EVEN

THE POLITICAL
ORGANISATION OF SOCIETY

fnstiument Politicalrelations-inevit-ablyarise
power
in any class_divided society,

The State_an

of political

act, and various poritical td#,lt:';f ,f:jr"X fiL"'"tff"'t.ffij
. Whlt is po.litics? Politics is, first of all, the particul ar relitions that exist between classes and peoples *ithin a given
sta,te. (domestic.politics) and those b6twien states (fo?eign

politics). "Politics is involvement in state affairs, 'in tf,.
direction of the state, in the determination of the ior*r,
tasks and content of state activitv."l
Of course, not all relationi between classes constitute
politics.
f9r gx.ample, when a worker is hired by a capitalist
and exploited by. hirn, th-ese do not represent politicai relations but economic ones. But when worj<.rs .orie out against
capitalism .gs
-g system they act politically. But, igain,
what does "pjlitical" mean? it -.arri that the working llass
is unable to fight for its economic liberation without .iii,rirru
to influence the whole political system of state grrr.rrrrn.rri
and legislation, i.e., witfiout-struggting for politicil freedom.
Politics embraces the problemiconnecte'<l with the orsinisation of state,power, with the ruling of a state, with ciiss
relations and relations with foreign nltiorrq, and with party
struggle within-a state, etc. The inain issuis of all politicJl
activities therefore concern the winning, maintaining and
use of state power. Arry question assrrmei'a political ;f,";;;:
1 Lenin Miscellany

XXI,

Moscow, 1933, p. 14 (Russ. ed.).
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ter if its solution involves in one way or another the sphere
of state activity. Moreover, the policies of states, classes and
parties are determined by the balance of class forces both
within a given country and in the international arena.
The fundamental economic interests of the class ruling a
given society are protected by the entire political organisation
of that society. In other words, politics coaers all actiaities
uthich pursue aims and tashs connected aith tlte protection

of class interests; aruys and, means of achieaing

these ai,ms

and tashs.

And what is the political organisation of a society? It is
the entire machi,nery through uhich political pouter in a
giaen society is gi,uen effect. The state, the political parties,
trade unions and other public organisations, the numerous
societies which pursue political ends, etc.-all these are but
component parts of a single, ramified but tightly knit organisation.

But at the heart of politics is the organisation of state
power. The state is called upon to protect and defend the
interests "of the most powerful, economically dominant class,
which, through the medium of the state, becomes also the
politically dominant class".l The interests and activities of
the state are the interests and activities of a definite class or
classes-under capitalism, the bourgeoisie, and under socialism, the working class and the peasantry.
The deepest roots of both the internal and external politics
of a country lie in the economic relations between the classes
existing in it. Basic changes and developments in the
country's political life, and in the methods it uses to create
political institutions and implement policies, all have their
origin in changes in its economic system.
The fundamental economic interests of a certain class find
their most clear-cut, complete and conscious expression in
the policies of this class, notably in the policies of its leading party and, if it is in power, of its state. ln this sense
po-litics is, as Lenin defined it, the concentrated expression
of economics. For this reason politics also has a tremendous back influence on economic development. While dayto-day economic changes usually result from the impact of
developing forces of production, really basic changes in a
r K. Marx and F. Engels, Selected Works, in
Moscow, 1970, p. 328.
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society's- whole

their. origin

system-though they also have

-economic
in the
de-velopment of the iorces of

production
take place under tle direct influence of p6titics, i.e.,
-only
when political power is consciously used to mike chanEes
in economic relations. In a'socialist revolution. for .*u*o"I.the political upheaval as a rule precedes 'the eio"oi"i.
changes. Politics can, therefore, be iristrumental in the creation of a new economy.
The state occupies the most important place in the political organisation of society. The stite concentrates and Lrinqs
into focus the most immediate interests of the ruling .lus i,
a lens focuses a beam of light. Many ideas have 6".r,'udIanced in the course of history as'to ihe nature of the state.
Some thinkers have said, as Lenin noted, that tle ,Ut. i;
something divine, a mystic force that bears down on its subjects, while others have said that, on the contrarv. ii is the
source of all evil. Still others have seen the state'as ttre .*bodiment of a nation's "will", or else as an agencv of ,,law
and order"-standing guard over the public ii.u.l. ;;Wt."
we walk the streets at night in safety,^it does not strike us
that this might be otherwise. This tribit of feelins ,if.-n*
become second nature, and we do not reflect on'iust how
-C;;this is due solely to the working of special institulioirs.
monplace thinking often has thl impression that force holds
th-e state to-gether, but in fact its only bond is the fundamental sense of order which everybody possesses.,,1 aiii", ,r*.
thjn-kers have.urged-a stro_ng stat'e ind strong gdvernment,
while others have demanded "absolute,, de:Lrocracy. ye[
others have wanted there to be as little government in social
life as possible. But for.all this variety "ot poi"t, oi;i;;;
the state none dealt scientifically with th6 relationshio between the economic system of society and its state sy'stem,
nor with the class character of the state, its aims a"d'fu"cj
tions, and the laws of its emergence and a.".top*i"t. ---- The founders of scientific corimunism, Mu.;i;a-Erru.lr.
laid the basis of the scientific theory of the ,di;. t;;i" J;"":i
oped the Marxist doctrine on the'state furthe, Uu uorf"i"u
it to the new historical conditions of imperialism, #A ;;;:
vided a_ deep and comprehensive elaboiation oi' tir-. U!=.
ten-ets- of the theory of the state: its class essence. its
oriEin
and development, its types and forms, and the 'princip"les
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underlvins its activities and its function. Lenin, following
Mar* a.rd Engels, showed that political power is the organised violence'of one class over another and the state is the
of this violence. The state is the machine by which
"""-ut"t
orr.
.tutr maintains its dominatibn over another. The state
is based on the economic system of society and at the same
time has an enormous role in social development'
The state has not always existed. It is a product of-historical development. The primitive communal system had no
private property or claises. It had, therefore-, no need {or
;p;;i;i iirrtituti6ns of powe,r separaied.from the.people' Social functions were ca-rried orit by all responsible adults'
Elders elected by everybody-ofwere at the head of a commutribes
;1t; cla". Th6 authority the elders and chiefs ofcourage
experience,
their
personil
merits:
was based on their
,rrd *itdo*, etc. TLen private ownership emerged' Economi. i".q"itity split societly into opposite classes with opposing
interesits, a"a it became impossible to settle communal atiuitt .olie.tively: the ruling minority with economic power
feel t'he need foimachineiy of coercion' InstituL;;;*6
tiJrr-t *.t. wanted to fix the divlsion of society into
.iurr.r ihut *ut beginning and to make it a permanent feat"r., ii"i"s ptope."tied cla-sses tLq right to govern 1"+ 9I;
ptoii ihose"wLo bwned nothing. The state was invented' "It
of societv at a celtain stage of development; it
ir .
"ioa".t
ir ifri ua*ission that ihis society has beiome entangled in an
i"*t"Uii contradiction with itielf, that it has split intoBut
.ir*l""at"Uia-ittigorit-s which it-is powerless to^dispel'
gcoi; ;;d; that theiL antagonisms, classes with, confliclingsociety
and
themselves
consume
iot
might
i"i"tests,
"o*i.
in fruitless struggl{ it became necessary tq -huYS { Pow,er
seemingly stand'iig aboye society that would alleviate the
and this
;;;it-i.f;e k;;t'it within the bounds of order;
it,.and
above
placing
itself
but
of
society
out
;;;;;.- urit"o
-itt.U
state'"Ithe
it,
is
from
t"o.. ,t d -otd
Iii"".ii"The einomic subiugation of working people is mainly
effected bv the simple iircumstance of the ruling class owni". th; *Lut t of production. But this economic dependen-ce
*"tii"s p.opl. alone is far from elough to eTsure.the
"Tirr. i"".iio"i"d of prbduction based on exploitation.
,*""tt
r K, Marx and F.

Engels, Selected (l)orks,

p. $27.
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Oppressed people always comprised the majority of any exploitive soclety and their oppressors an insignificant minori-

[y. This minority therefore requires a powerful machinery
of state to hold tens or hundreds of millions of people in
submission. The state is thus the product and manifestation
of the irreconcilability of class contradictions. States arose
wherever and whenever class conflicts proved to be objectively insoluble. But for the punitive sword of the state ex-

ploiting classes could not have survived.
The state as an instrument of political power possesses a
number of characteristic features. It is a system of institutions set up by a ruling class, peopled by an army of civil
servants, officials, legislators, lawyers, ministers, -iudges, policemen, soldiers, etc., and designed to guard and defend the
role of an exploiting minority. The whole enormous structure has a complex lierarchical arrangement, reflecting, as
if in a mirror, the social structure of a given society. The
bourgeoisie, for instance, under capitalism, is in the__po-sition of command both in production and in the state. Under
feudalism landowners governed both production and the
state. The tsar in pre-revolutionary Russia was also the biggest landowner.

-

The essential feature of any state is its isolation from the
common people. The state "has always been a certain apparatus which stood outside society and consisted of a grouP
of people engaged solely, or almost solely, or mainly, il ryIing. Pbopte are divided into the ruled, and into specialists
in ruling, those who rise above society and are called ruler-s,
statesmen. This apparatus, this group of people who rule
others, always poss-sses certain means of coercion, of physical force, iirespective of whether this violence over people

is expressed in [he primitive ilub, or in more perfected type-s
of weapons in the qroch of slavery, or in the fire-arms which
appeared in the Middle Ages, or, finally, in modern weapons,
which in the twentieth century are technical marvels and
are based entirely on the latest achievements of modern

technology."l
The essence of the state reveals itself in its principal functions-i.nternal and exterhal.Its main functions are internal
and these determine the entire work of the state in the field
of foreign policy. The internal functions of the state reflect
1

V. I. Leniu, Collected. Worhs, Vol. 29, pp.477-78.
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the class nature of the state, and are embodied in its domestic
policies. The suppression of the aorki,ng people is the most
important of these functions in exploitive societies. The state
. is, strictly speaking, a group of armed men who, standing
apart from the people, rule over them. The state operates
both by means of open violence and, through church and
school, by means of spiritual or ideological persuasion. In
modern bourgeois states an ideological grip is kept on the
working people through a complex propaganda network: the
press, radio, cinema, TV, theatre, literature.
The main task of the state is to strengthen and develop
existing relations of production, as a result of which it plays
a substantial role in the economic life of society. Even in
antiquity the state supervised the building of irrigation
works, roads, canals, public buildings, etc.
The various functions and spheres of state activity are
not mechanically divided off from one another: there is an
essential internal unity connecting them. But the many arms
of state power are spread oyer a strictly defined geographical
area which it is called upon to protect against foreign invasion. The external functions of a given state are expressed
in its foreign policy and through the channels of diplomacy.
Its external functions derive from and are the continuation
of its internal ones.
There is an inseparable link between the state and the
law. Human society is unthinkable without social compulsion and control. But the forms of compulsion vary: from a
polite but firm request to a death sentence. The state's system of compulsion comprises the army, the police, prosecutors' offices, courts and prisons. The basic relations between
people in the economic, social, political and other spheres of
Iife are given legal form by the state and become established
compulsory norms of behaviour. On pain of punishment people are forbidden to commit acts that militate against a given
social system, while the state sanctions actions that conform
to the interests of its ruling class.
The law is a means ol regulating the norms of public behaai,our establi.shed and sanctioned,-by the state, and is di,rected, to preserai,ng the economic, iocial and political ord,er
of a gi.aen society. In short, it is the utill of the ruling class
made legal.
The law is both state-sanctioned and state-protected as
part of the political system and is an expression of state will:
t78

"Otherwise the word'will' is an empty sound,"lwrote Lenin
and noted further: 'o...law is nothing without an apparatus
capable of. enforci,ng the obseryance of the rules of law."2
And, vice versa, the state, in carrying out its'functions, relies
on state-established, legal norms concerning the prevention
and suppression of crime, i.e., actions specified in the law as
publicly dangerous actions.
Like the state, the law has not always existed. The prevailing order of public life in the primitive communal society was maintained by force of habit, by custom and tradition, and by the moral authority of elders and tribe councils,
who represented the common interests of all the members of
a community. But as soon as society split into classes with
opposing interests custom could no longer regulate human
behaviour. The concepts of good and bad, right and wrong,
just and unjust, became different for different classes.
The division of society into classes and the emergence of
the state made compulsory (legal) rules of behaviour
necessary.

Class society cannot exist without laws regulating property, family and other relations. The ruling class strives to give
its will "a universal expression as the will of the State, as
law..."3. The state, through its various organs-administrative, legal and others-compels the would-be violator of its
laws to obey them, and when he does not do so imposes on
him an administrative or property penalty, or detains him
in prison, according to the nature of his breach of the law.

rhe Basic rypes of
anrl political

state

srate IE:
r:l^"1"91:::,1T{
l(rncLs oI
state. .bven under Ylj.'^d
slave-

hegime

in the most

ry there were various forms

o{

advanced, cultured and civilised nations,

notably in ancient Greece and Rome. The distinction between'a monarchy and a republic was first made in ancient
times, as was that between a democracy and an aristocracy.
A monarchy is the rule of one man, a republic, the rule by an
elected council; an aristocracy is the rule of a comparatively small minority, a democracy, the rule of the mass of the
people. But even though all these distinctipns existed under
1 V.

I. Lenin,

Collected, Uorks, Vol. 25, p. 90.

2 Ibid., p. 471.
3 K. Mirx and
p. 366.

F. Engels, The German ldeology, Moscow, 1968,

slavery the state remained a Slave-owning state whether it
was a monarchy or a republic, an aristocracy or a democracy.

States are distinguished from one another by the social
classes they serve" and the economic systemi on which
they are based. There have been three basic types of exploitive state: the slave-owning, feudal, and bourgeois
states.

Democratic rule existed in primitive communal society: by
councils of elders, people's assemblies and councils, etc. The
first division of society into classes was that into slave owners
and slaves. Soon after, freemen became divided into rich

and'poor. To keep the slaves (to begin with) and later

a

considerable section of the free working population in submission, the slave-owning state was required. The states of

the slave-owning period, though different in form, were
identical in their class content. They were based on private
ownership of the means of production and the exploitation
of slave iabour. Every slave-owning state was a dictatorship
of slave owners. Slaves took no part in political life and had
no political or legal rights.
In slave society thE law openly defended and sanctified
the rule and privileges of the aristocracy, the exploitation of
slaves and poor freemen, and denied slaves all civil rights.
For example, Greek and Roman law did not punish slav-e
owners for murder, so they were at perfect liberty to kill
slaves. It was only after a bitter struggle against the slave
owners, and only during the final stages of slavery, that
clauses prohibiting the killing of slaves began to appear in
legal dotuments. The law, like the state, was aimed maiqly
at protecting private property from those who had none. The
moit cruel oflhe laws of antiquity were concerned with the
of private property.
tprotection
The slave-owning state was replaced

by the feudal state.
The feudal state had more numerous and more complex ruling institutions, an increased number of prisons and a stronger army and police force because population had grow-n
and socio-economic relations had become more complicated.
In the early stages of feudalism the territory of a state consisted, as a rule, of a great number of virtually independent
principalities, duchies and counties. I3ut the powers of kings
ind tsars gradually became stronger and those cif prin-ces,
dukes and counts weaker as economic development demanded.
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The feudal states were all of a single type-all were dictatorshi,Bs of feud,al barons.
The feudal state bound peasants to their landlord's estate
and ruthlessly punished those who refused to work. Feudal
law allowed a landowner to buy and sell his labourers and
to require them to work for him gratis. This was in line with
the peasants' almost total lack of civil rights-they could not
even rnarry or purchase property or land without the landowner's permission.

The emergence of the bourgeois state was a tremendous
historical leap forward. The bourgeois state, the dictatorship
of the bourgeoisie, was a new, infinitely more progressive
type of state as compared to the feudal state. The bourgeois
state did away with the division of the population into social
estates. Moreover, the development of the capitalist moile of
production demanded free competition and, hence, the
equality of all people before the law.
Capitalism replaced hereditary rights in relation to state
power by rights of election to leading state positions. The
great restrictions on the political rights of the oppressed
classes which had existed under feudalism were replaced
under capitalism by the formal provision of legal rights and
the participation of working people in elections to organs of
state power. In its fight for power, the bourgeoisie had to
struggle against feudal despotism and arbitrariness, and
against violence to the individual. It proclaimed the bourgeois-democratic principles of freedom, equality and people's
rule, people's sovereignty. Bourgeois political ideology
defended the rights of the individual as man and citizen.
Bourgeois declarations and constitutions at the same time
invariably defended and protected capitalist private property and economic inequality. The bourgeois state, unlike
'the feudal state, was characterised by centralised rule, and
thus formed a centre of national ljfe which reflected all
changes in it.
Bourgeois law was designed to protect capitalist property
and to maintain the exploitation of hired labour through the
suppression of workers' revolutionary .movements. Capitalism
proclaimed the equality of everyone befori: the law and announced universal freedom. But the declarations of "equal
rights" and "universal freedom", etc., contained in the constitutions of bourgeois states were in fact of only a formal
nature and served as a screen for the actual dictatorship of
t8l

the bourgeoisie. Bourgeois law was intended as a collection
of regulations guaranteeing the bourgeoisie unlimited
enrichment at the expense of the millions of the poor and
propertyliss.
On the other hand, as Lenin pointed out, mankind had
inevitably to go through the capitalist stage and it was only
capitalism-with its urban cultirre and civilisation-that
enabled the oppressed class of proletarians to become aware
of itself as a class and to create socialist parties and a world
labour movement to give conscious leadership'to the mass
struggle. This advance of the working class could not have
taken place other than through the mechanism of elections
and parliamentarism in general.
The socialist state is in principle a historically new type of
state. It is an instrument for the abolition of the exploitation of man by man and for building a classless communist
society in which the rulers are the working people. Soiialist
law, accordingly, differs fundamentally from bourgeois law.
It is permeated with a consistent humanism. Being the most
democratic state in human society, it expresses the will of the
whole people, regulates economic and other social relations,
defends the socialist order, establishes the rights and duties
of citizens and officials, and protects both public and personal
property.
We have made a brief survey

of the basic types of state,
but there are also intermediate types which have complex
class structures. Sometimes states have been based on an
alliance of two classes: the bourgeoisie and the class of landowners in Germany, for instance, after the 1848 revolution.
The socialist state is often preceded by the emergence of a
people's democracy or a state of. national d,ernocracy. Lenin
admitted the possibility of a people's (but not yet socialist)
state arising in countries with a low level of development of
capitalism. Such states, he said, would consist of a dictatorship of two classes, the working class aud the peasantry, the
leading role played by the former, and subsequent history
has proved him right.

With the advance of history, the Marxist-Leninist theory
of the state is enriched in its content. Thus, as a result of the
revolutions which developed in a number of European and
Asian countries in the course of the Second World War and
in the early post-war years, a new form of state-the people's
democratic state-made its appearance. This represents rev-

olutionary-democratic rule of all revolutionary classes with
the working class leading them. People's democratic states
eliminated the rule of rnonopoly capital; democratised social
life, carried out agrarian reforms according to the principle
that the land belongs to those who till it, nationalised the
commanding heights of industry, transport and finance, and
set up a new apparatus of state.
Countries that have not gone through the capitalist stage
but which have taken the road of independent development
after their liberation are the most likely to set up states of
national democracy. This point has been made repeatedly
at international meetings of representatives of the Communist and Workers' Parties and in the Programme of the
CPSU.

In the present age many countries are in a position to
create an independent state of national democracy, i.e., a
state that consistently defends its political and economic independence, struggles against imperialism and military

blocs, against the placing of war bases on its territory and
against the new forms of colonialism and penetration of im-peridlist capital-a state which rejects despotic methods_of
iule and gives the people broad guaranteed democratic rights
and liberties (freedom of speech, press, assembly and demonstration, and the freedom to form political parties and public
organisations), a say in determining state policy, and the
chance to work for agrarian reforms and the implementation
of other democratic ahd social changes. Such states of national democracy can, as they gain in strength, advance rapidly along the road of social progress and can play an active
part inlhe world struggle for peace and the complete liquidation of colonialism.
Having looked at the basic types of state we shall now

consider the different forms of state and political regi,me,
that is, the different forms of rule. There are two main forms
of. rtle-monarchic and republican. A monarchy is the (limited or unlimited) rule, usually hereditary, of one person
(king, emperor, tsar, etc.). For instance, tsarist Russia was
an unlimited autocratic monarchy: the tsar himself decreed
new laws, appointed officials and kept watch'over them. A
republic is government by elected bodies.
But the lorm of a state comprises more than its form of
rule, for there have been many kinds of monarchies and
republics. When one speaks of the form of a state one must
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bear in mind not only the form of rule but its political regime too, which may be either democratic or anti-democratic
in the methods it uses to govern society. One and the same
form of rrrle may employ opposite met6ods: the bourgeoisie,
for example, may rule by the democratic methods of parliamentarism, or by the anti-democratic methods of fascism, the
terrorist dictatorship of the most reactionary forces of monopoly capital. Fascism is totalitarianism in its most blatant
form: the state apparatus of rule reaches enormous dimensions and is shaped like a pyramid with a single individual
at the top.
Democracy, which has a long history, is a method of state
rule which follows the principle of the subordination of the
minority to the majority, and requires that all decisions
be taken by the majority while the rights of the minority are
also to be respected.
Class dictatorships have thus been effected

in many different ways _within the framework of one and the same type
of state. Lenin noted that even slave-owning states hid
various forms of rule: some were monarchies with autocratic
rule, others were republics with elected government and still
others democracies with majority rule. Nevertheless, all these
were slave-owning states.
Feudal states were for the most part monarchies. But there

were also feudal republics-self-governing cities of feudalism that had liberated themselves from .the rule of feudal
lords and were governed by elected bodies. The various
types of exploitive state can therefore have similar forms of
rule: republics under both slavery and capitalism,
for
example. As we know, there are bourgeois - monarchies,
too, with various political regimes.
the Essence
When speaking about democracy
ir";;s;;
Democracy
"r
state cannot have a class character but must express the
interests of the whole of society. Is this true?
When the bourgeoisie was struggling for power in the era
of bourgeois, revolutions it advarrced the noble slogans of
liberty, equality and fraternity. And, indeed, the bourgeois
state was originally progressive: it promoted the formation
of advanced relations of production. But even at the very
dawn of capitalism, when it was at its most democratic, the
bourgeois state was really no democracy at all. Or rather, it
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was only a democracy for the bourgeoisie, and a dictatorship
in relation to the oppressed classes of society. Lenin observed
that "dictatorship does not necessarily mean the abolition of
dernocracy for the class that exercises the dictatorship over
other classes; but it does mean the abolition (or very material restriction, which is also a form of abolition) of democracy for the class over which, or against which, the dicta-

torship is exercised."l
Imperialism now makes

very clear the restricted nature
bourgeois democracy. Lenin drew attention to the
changes in the superstructure which accompanied the
development of pre-monopoly capitalism into imperialism.
He pointed out that the extreme concentration of economic power in the hands of monopolists made them seek
political power so that they could subordinate the whole of
the state apparatus to their interests and will. "There is not
a single state, however democratic, which has no loopholes
or reservations in its constitution guaranteeing the bourgeoisie the possibility of dispatching troops against the workers,
of proclaiming martial law, and so forth, in case of a 'violation of public order', and actually in case the exploited class
'violates' its position of slavery and tries to behave in a non-

of

slavish manner."2

As the contradictions of capitalism became sharper as it
entered its imperialist stage, and the revolutionary-working
class and national liberation movements began to grow, the
bourgeois state made a sharp turn towards reaction. It was
not accidental that Lenin noted: 'oDemocracy corresponds to
free competition. Political reaction corresponds to monopoIy."8 Whereas in the past, for all the narrowness of bourgeois democracy, the bourgeois state nevertheless encouraged
social advance, now it has become the chief obstacle to progress, for the aged bourgeoisie has long since renounced the
democratic ideals of its youth.
Imperialism is pure reaction, said Lenin, especially in the
sphere of politics. The evolution of bourgeois states since

Lenin's death has fully confirmed the truth of this. The
constitutions of bourgeois stateS list many liberties and rights
they confer on their citizens: universal sdffrage, free elec,t""rJgom of speech, freedom of the prEss, etc. But
1 V. I. Lenin, Collected, Uorhs, Vol. 28, p. 235.
2 Ibid., p. 244.
3 Ibid., Vol. 2.9, p. 43.
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in reality they are so many beautiful words which camouflage
the true content of life in bourgeois society.
Bourgeois democracy is exceedingly restricted from the
purely formal point of view, too. Bourgeois constitutions

openly or tacitly assume national and racial inequalities of
rights and legalise them. Some bourgeois countries deprive
v/omen of the vote. Others require high age and property
qualifications before granting the right to vote. In any case,
what kind of popular rule is it when ordinary people can
do no more than vote at elections and referendums while
possessing no social wealth and having no direct and decisive part in the running of the economy? Lenin wrote: "To
decide once every few years which member of the ruling
class is to repress and crush the people through parliamentthis is the real essence of bourgeois parliamentarism, not only
in parliamentary-constitutional monarchies, but also in the
most democratic republics."l
What sort of freedom is the miserable existence of
the unemployed? Or of the aged, entirely deprived of
means of sustenance? What kind of equality can there
be between the rich and the poor, between the over-fed and
the hungry?
Bourgeois freedom is available only to the sufficiently wellto-do. It is therefore no more than a deception which presents dependence in the guise of freedom. "Democracy for
an insignificant minority, democracy for the rich-that is
the democracy of capitalist society."2 These words of Lenin's
ring as true today as ever.
Working people comprise the overwhelming majority of
voters. But are they truly represented in parliament? There
are more than 51 million industrial, office and farm workers
in the USA. But there is not a single worker, not a single
small farmer,.in Congress. That is why Lenin wrote that
"the power of capital is everything, the stock exchange is
everything, while parliament and elections are marionettes,
puppets. . ."3.

Any state performs certain economic functions. These
functions have become stronger in the epoch. of imperialism
as monopoly capitalism has grown into state-monopoly capit V. I. Lenin,

Collected Works, Vol. 25, pp. 422-23.
2 Ibid., p.460.
3 Ibid., Vol. 29, p. 487.
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talism, which is characterised by the merging of the state
apparatus with the economic apparatus of imperialism. The
bourgeois state may own a large percentage of industrial
enterprises (up to 30 per cent, as in the USA), railways,
banks and means of communication. The bourgeois state
even tries to look into the future and to plan economic development. As a result comparatively high rates of growth of
production are occasionally reached in-some leading capitalist countries.

According to Lenin, the essence of state-monopoly capitalism consists in the active use which monopoly capital makes
of the bourgeois state apparatus in the inlerests of securing
maximum profits for itself and strengthening its political and
economic domination. This point of Lenin's is df particular
relevance today when the ideologists of the bourgeoisie and
of reformism are trying to present the merger of ihe monopolies with the state as a new supra-class state of "universal
prosperity". But having concentrated the major part of social production in its hands monopoly capital is not sharing
and is not going to share political power with anyone. It
has established its dictatorship and is relying on the army
and the police to uphold it. The apologists of capitalism try
hard to prove that the bourgeois world represents a genuine
triumph of democratic ideals, that it is the real "free world".
But to what are they alluding? Spain and Portugal, with
their fascist dictatorships?
There is also the story that the bourgeois state expresses
and protects the interests of all citizens regardless of class.
This false doctrine has been picked up and is being actively
spread by some Right Social-Democrats. Lenin-when exposing the claims of reformists that the trend towards state
monopoly confirmed the idea that capitalism was developing peacefully into socialism by courtesy of the state (whi-h
supposedly acted as a "peace maker" between classes)-described the path followed and the means used in the subordination of the bourgeois state apparatus by the monopolies,
showing that it was a process that required the violation of
bourgeois law.
In his description of bourgeois democracy Lenin also
stressed that there were different levels and degrees of
democracy in different countries, depending on the peculiarities of their political regimes. "He ,would be a fine Marxist
indeed, who in a period of democratic revolution failed to see
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this difference between the degrees of democratism and the'
difference between its forms."t
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of democratic demands in
struggle for the implementation "r;;
this?ge of imperialism is a fruitless one. As we have said,
undeicapitalism in general and under imperialism in particular, democracy is an illusion. But capitalism also generates
democratic asfirations' in the masses and this leads to
of certain democratic institutions, this jn
the setting up
-aggravating
the contradiction between the
turn furtfier
the- masses for democracy -and imperialism,
of
striving
-denies
it them. We should therefore make a big
which
mistake if we thought that the struggle for-democracy could
divert the attention of the workinf class from the socialist
revolution or that it might somehow overshadow or even
prevent
it.
- No amount
of bourgeois democracy in the world could do
away either with the ilass struggle or with the omnipotence
of money under capitalism. That is not the meaning and aim
of demotracy. Whit matters is that democracy makes class
struggle a wide, open and conscious one. Being in the
foreTiont of the struggle for democracy, the working class
that ever new contradictions
must not for a moment forget
lurk within the bourgeois system and ever new battles
await it.
The bourgeois-democratic system is the most, perfect of
bourgeois syitems, in which, alongside open, broad and sharp
class-struggle, the maximum cunning and ideological persuasion are iJed by the bourgeoisie to distract its hired hands
from the struggle against wage slavery.
which implies popular control over
Socialist democricy,
-can
be effective only if both politic-al
the state apparatus,
power andiocial wealth is vested in the hands-of the people.
At the very outset this democracy shifted emphasis from -the
formal proclamation of rights and freedoms-to their practical
That is why, when the workqrg people have
implemintation.
^choose
to
between socialisf and bourgeois democracy they
have no doubts about which to choose: they are for socialism.
1

V. I. Lenin, Collected Worhs, Vol. 9, p.
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52.

But when life compels them to make a choice

between

extreme forms of reiction (the "black colonels" dictatorship
in Greece, for example) and bourgeois democracy they

obviously find the latter more preferable. \-Vhy? Because

bourgeois democracy creates the most favourable conditions
possi-ble in bourgeois society for the working-class struggle
for freedom and socialism.
Lenin estimated the various possible forms of rule in a
bourgeois state from the point of view of the prolet?riat' He
believed that a democratic republic is the best possible form
of government within the conditions of bourgeois, democracy
because it gives the working people incomparably greater
opportunities to organise their forces in the battle for social
chinge. At the same time, bourgeois democracy, by its very
nature, is designed to prevent the working people from ever
taking power. So bourgeois democracy can never meet to the
full tiie most basic democratic demands of working peopleguaranteed work, equal rights for women, agrarian reform,
national equality, and a fair voting system.
Communists have always been and remain consistent, organised and purposeful political fighters in the struggle for
democracy-for the restriction of the economic and political
powers of monopolies, the satisfaction of workers' demands
ind the extension of the rights of trade unions. Communists
also come out in defence of national interests, and struggle
to end imperialist aggression and secure general and complete disaimament. eommunists strive to_rally all work-

ers, including the members of Social-Democratic and
petty-bourgeois parties, members of trade unions, and
;orr-party ind unorganised working people. Communists are
suided by their deep conviction that there is now a real pos-iiUitity oi curbing [he forces of reaction and aggression, of
preventing a third world war, and of achieving fresh suciesses in the battle for socialism and peace. The achievement
of these aims requires the unity of all the forces of revolution and their active involvement in struggle on their own
sections of the anti-imperialist front. The only correct strategic
line for the international working-class movement
-to fight
is
for the unity of all social fofces which come
out for democracy, national freedom, peace and socialism.
In modern conditions the working people led by thi Communist Parties are waging a stubborn struggle for the
democratisation of the whole of social life. To struggle for

democracy is to struggie for an increased role for the working people in social and political life and for the creation of

favourable conditions for the activities of all progressive
forces. Besides, the struggle for democracy is today closely
interwoven with the struggle for socialism. The working
classes of many countries in the new historical conditions of
today are able to force the introduction, even beforgcapitalism is overthrown, of measures which are a step beyond ordinary reforms and are of vital importance for both the
working class and most of the population of a country. The
general democratic struggle against the monopolies, therefore, does not postpone the socialist revolution but brings it
nearer. That is why we say that the struggle for democracy
is a component part of the struggle for socialism. The isolation of monopoly groupings and the implementation of fundamental democratic reforms will facilitate the transition to the next, higher stage in the struggle for popular
rule.

development of state-monopoly capitalism, - the
increasing domination of monopolies in,all e_conomic,_ political and cultural spheres, has extended the objective basis on
which all non-monopoly sections of the population may b9
united. Recent yeari have seen peasants, civil servants and
intellectuals taking action against monopoly rule. The !!rgggle for democracy is thus an essential means -of rallying
[he broadest masies and leading them to socialist revolu-

The

tion.

is doomed, its positions are alr-eady irretrievImperialism
-undermined.
It is opposed by a powerful community
ably
the national liberation movements
countries,
of [he socialist
that have come to power, the now numerically large wolking classes in the economically advanced capitalist -countri-es,
an? the various broad demoCratic movements in the world.
The development of the capitalist countries in the modern
epoch thus^confirms Lenint characterisation of monopoly
cipitalism as the eve of the socialist revolution.
r& {.
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The world communist movement has dialectical and historical materialism as its philosophical basis. Loyalty to its
principles is the essential condition of tle unity of the com*unis^t movement, and any deviation from them, i.e., any

revision of them, can only lead to the destruction of this
unity. The international duty of Communists is to defend
and develop the principles of Marxism-Leninism in a con-

structive spirit.

- Like a gilnJ oak tree with thick roots that go deep into
the ground Marxist philosophy is firmly rootei in siience
and social. practice (both of which are constantly develop=
ing), and in the life of the working men and women whoie
interests and aspirations it expresses. Communist ideology
is the most human there is. Its ultimate ideal is to establiih
truly human relations between all people and nations, i.e.,
peace and happiness on earth. That is *hy it is winning the
battle for the minds and hearts of .men and women throughout the world-a fact which is, incidentally, admitted eien
by many bo-urgeois ideologists, who are becoming more and
more apprehensive as the superiority of socialism and the
viability of its ideological and theoretical foundations
become clear to them.

If human progress is to be secured it is of the utmost importance that a world without wars and arms is established.
While the development of production is an end in itself
under capitalism, and man merely a means to this end, the
slogan of communism is "Everything for the sake of man,
for his benefit". The historical mission of communism is to
release all people from social inequalities, all forms of oppression and exploitation and the horrors of war, and to
secure Peace, Labour, Freedom, Equality, Fraternity and
Happiness, throughout the world. Communism bringi spiritual wealth to individual men and women, gives tlrem the
highest standards of moral and physical cultuie, and enables
them to view work as the first need of man and a source of
creative pleasure. These are the ultimate indicators of the
higher level of civilisation represented by communism,
towards the complete victory of which the development of
mankind inevitably tends, whatever the obstacles that stand
in its way.
Our difficllt age, though full of conflict, is seeing the
beginning of the realisation of man's most c.herished dieams
in the conquest of nature and in science.
-in soclalhaslife,
Mankind
many things to be proud of and every reason
to be optimistic about the future. Marxism-Leninism is therefore confident that further historical progress will produce
radical social transformations, leading finally to fieedom,
t9l

plenty and prosperity, and the haimonious development of
all mankind
The wide stream of history is not flowing to a final destination in some absolutely ideal condition. Mankind will never
say: "That will do! So far and no further!" Each-stage of
hiitory is more than a mere stepping stone to the future: it
is essintial and important in its own right and perfectly
justified in its time and in the conditions that gave rise to it
But each stage of history loses its justification as higher and
better conditions and needs become nbcessary and possible:
and so history will go on ad infinitum as long as life itself
is possible. And if man discovers favourable conditions for
himself in space then humanity will indeed acquire true immortality and should be able to survive throughout eternity!
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